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TONIGHT’S THE BIG NIGHT
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Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable ln General Awakening Is Ob
advance; single copies three cents.
served All Over the Nation Bob Magune Pays His Respects To a Question Now When Some Popular Young Lady Is Going To Be Awarded
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable.
Agitating Some Knox County Folks
Crown As “Miss Knox County”
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The nation is arousing itself to the
The Rockland Gazette was established
ln 1846. In 1874 the Courier was estab stern necessity for immediate action
lished and consolidated with the Gazette
I for about anything I try to make
Tonight comes the climax of the I.awry and Mr. and Mrs. Jiminez;
n 1882. The Free Press was established in the case of the drought stricken Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
in 1855 and in 1891 changed Its name to area.
Through radio and press
As I was coming to our shop this ' grow in my garden.
Veteran Firemen's food fair and detail from U,S.C.G. Kickapoo; three
Marchrli7Uni(897TheSe papers con8olldated stories of deprivation and suffering
t_ j _
__ i In complaining about the deposit
oeal chemicals;
Camden Fire De
g noticed af e wh te sub- Qf cement dust we must remember bazaar, the crowning of Miss Knox .1 '..............
a,

____ continue to pour in and relief fund,
partment s service car; and trucks
^Popularity entered by local merchants,
so far sluggish in its development, stance in the air, and the substance that during any dry spe” in the sum- ^^nty, Tw n'1^r.
standing shows
”t’ Last
"" ”night's
"
has taken a sharp swing upwards. was being deposited on the entire [ mer there is liable to be a deposit of contest.
In a speech prepared on the spur
—
Lofty designs must close in like
Radio speakers unite in the state landscape. Now, due to the tempera- j dust on our lawns and gardens, but that Lorraine Mank is maintaining of the moment Charles M. Lawry
her lead, but she is closely pursued gracefully thanked all who have so
••• effects.—Browning.
ment that the Federal appropria toe, this substance, we all realize, ac,cordinB
number of automotires which are being worn out by Miss Heal and Miss Verge, and loyally aided the Veteran Firemen's
•••
. ••• •«.
it* tions, which have been detrimental is detrimental to flower and vege-’ i| bile
might not some of this be rubber nobody knows what may happen. committee, naming especially the
to the raising of the fund, may never
be made and if set up, the funds table gardens; it is absolute death to I dust? And that reminds me that I When the tellers had completed their Jiminez Troubadours, the members
LIKES OUR CITY
would not be available until long green grass and many forms of vege- had to buy a pair of shoes for myself labors last night this was how the of the Rockland Fire Department,
and other organizations which took
after the crisis is passed.
tation
Ilast
old ones were worn out' figures read:
*
and no doubt some of my shoe leather Lorraine Mank .................... 474,300 part in the parade, Capt. Hays of the
Presque Isle Man, Wintering The necessity is immediate and re
This white substance also deposits was deposited as dust on somebody’s i Virginia Heal ...................... 438.750 , Kickapoo, Chief Engineer Pettee, and
lief
must uume,
come, ttb
as always,
always, uiruu£ii
through
<1
q
ill “
Cl xxiuou
Peggy Verge ........................ 417,400 Weston Estes, booking agent of the
Here, bays Koostook Is the Rsd Cross organization, and that itself on the windshields of automo- ! asters.
great machine must look for its funds biles, which necessitates the operaIf °ur fair city is to enjoy a meas- Dorothy Cross .................... 248.200 carnival.
Loyal To Hoover
Mr. Lawry then presented Mr. Jack,
to the generosity of the American tion of a device to free the windshield ure "7^ we must have Helen Putnam ..................... 231.850
94,750 the youngest fire chief in the State,
„
..
, .
,
,
means in the form of industries, Angie Welt ..............................
...
people. Local contributions toward
t. so the drivercan keep from whereby our laboring people can eat 8. Nilo Spear ....................... 30.650 with an honorary membership card
The editorial rooms received a Knox County’s $3200 quota may be
♦ • ♦ *
happy call yesterday from George made to The Courier-Gazette, Red kissing other cars, telegraph poles, regularly, and it appears unwise for
in the Veteran Firemen’s Association
A. Hagerman, a well known resident Cross Fund. All checks should be and parking in ditches.
It was parade night, last night, and and badge of the organization. “I
our citizens to keep complaining
of Aroostook County, who, with Mrs. made out to J. Herbert Sanborn who
through
the
zero
atmosphere also hope to see you reach the
This fine white substance also about a little deposit of dust that marched
Hagerman is spending part of the is treasurer of the Knox County fund.
the several organizations heights of foreman of some hand-tub,
may damage our asters and spinach
winter with their son B. G. Hager j Previously acknowledged .... $ 68.00 causes the city and outlying towns about one one-hundredth of one per which had responded to the commit perhaps the famous Senator Baxter
man, manager of the local Newberry |
’ 10 00 to spend much mazuma, ln order to cent, but in the meantime enables tee's invitation. In the procession or Sagadahoc of Bath, which holds
Platoon of police; Drum Major the Maine record play of 242 feet,
W.
I.
Ayer
5.00 keep the streets and sidewalks pass many families to have bacon and were:
Kenneth Moran; Battery E. C.A.C.; 11 'i inches.”
Mr. Hagermgn now resides in
able.
[
eggs.
5.00
Presque Isle but formerly his home G. A. Lawrence ....................
The prize drill by the National
Now I think it would be an excel- [ When we all arrive in the New Camden and Waldoboro fire depart'
5.00
was in Houlton. He is very promi Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Blodgett ..
lent
idea to get up a petition of pro- [ Jerusalem, where the streets are , ments; Chief Engineer W. S. Pettee, Ouard battery delighted all observers,
5.00
nent in religious circles, and for j F. L. Roberts, Vinalhvaen .....
3.00 test, and have a thorough investiga paved with gold I am afraid that driven by himself and occupied also and added much impetus to Battery
W. F.
. more than 35 years he has been a ,..
„ .Brawn .......................
10.00 tion of this matter, in view of re there will be complaints about the ; by Assistant Engineer Harry D. I E's drive for new members. At
deacon of the Baptist Church. He is j
’ a"d Mis. E. D. Spear
and Stanley Jack of Wool- i Thursday night's session Clyde L.
10.00 ducing or totally eliminating the gold dust which will be deposited on Phillips
a successful dealer in pianos and Mr’ and Mrs' F' W' Fu er
wich; auto driven by Charles Hop-1 Pettigrow. Clarence Pettee and AshPersonally, I am not our golden harps.
10.00 nuisance.
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Kalloch
radios
kins
and
occupied by Mayor Charles j ton McLain "signed up” with the
5.00 heavy on petitions of protest, but
Mr. Hagerman promptly pleaded ,
and R?,rs’ L’ A’ Thurston
M. Richardson, Secretary Charles M. 1 organization.
just
at
present
I
do
wish
to
add
my
2.00
There is no industry under God’s
guilty to the charge of having cold Edward Venner
3.00 protest to such a condition as now heaven that will satisfy us all. Any
weather in Aroostook County—50 Rev. W. S. Rounds
exists
in
our
city.
And
I
will
be
glad
5.00
has
BUT AN ENTERING WEDGE
below at Fort Fairfield for instance Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Spear
add my John Henry to such a peti- , industry
u
, . objectionable
,
. features,
. .
but a different kind of cold than we Vnion Branch ...................
50.00 to
tion
to
the
Ruling
Powers
against
*
ach
»
aa
dust
"
oise
°
r
°
dor
bat
lf
1.00
Anonymous (Camden)
have here on the coast.
1.00 this fine white substance, which LrXer^Xns to*
It’s a bit dull in the potato line ! F’.la JJPendleton, Camden ....
LOO causes us so much trouble in operat- br°;ner citizens to have tnelr corned Lincoln Baptists Thus Regard Legalizing of Amateur
Clara
H.
Smith
.....................
up his way just at present, with
ing our automobiles, and contributes beef and “s /cgularly why be
10.00
Mrs.
Arthur
S.
Littlefield
......
spuds selling at $1.75 a barrel,,
largely to our lame backs.
constantly registering a protest?
Sports—The Wickersham Report
5.00
If my tulip or spinach crop is
i whereas the potato grower does not I D„r- F- B At,ams ... ...............
* ♦ * ♦
' feel that he is coming out of it whole M’s Fannie Brown (Thomas
slightly damaged to an unappreciable
1.00
The foregoing conditions have degree, but Bill or Jim can earn some
when the price is less than $2.50.
,on
..................
1.00 existed in our fair city for many mazuma to buy the undamaged crop
The Lincoln Baptist Association | discouragement are the greatest
The maximum price received this
................
5.00 years and thus far we have never which in turn allows me to buy a met in its winter quarterly session, 1 obstacles.
winter was $2.25 a barrel. Mr.
B Crockett .......................
5.00 started any petitions of protest, and part of the undamaged gasoline, I Thursday at the First Baptist1 A round table discussion on vital
IHagerman was surprised to learn 1 ^r- and Mrs. E. F. Berry ...
8.00 it would now appear that the time is can operate my own gas-gobbler a church in this city,
points in church work occupied the
I that E. L. Cleveland was a native of An°ny™a,st ...........................
1.00 opportune to make a move in the little more thoroughly, causing a
remainder of the afternoon, bringing
iKnox Countv, and spoke in highest ■
’ Parry,...........................
2.00 direction of eliminating this nuisance. little more rubber dust to be de
The morning devotional service out the following thoughts:
1 terms of the late potato king.
5.00
1. The Sunday evening service is
opened promptly at 10 o'clock under
And while I am writing this, I am posited.
“The people up our way are very The Unique Club
..................
10.00 reminded of the great controversy in
According to the letters of protest the leadership of Rev. W. E. Mesler a great evangelistic opportunity to
loya! to President Hoover." said Mr. Richard Snow
5.00 your paper, of the dust which evi which you have published from time ; of Morrill, whose challenging mes- reach the unchurched. In this serv
Hagerman, “and believe that he is Mr. and Mrs. H. U. Lamson ..
5.00 dently comes from the cement mill to time,
.
.the. deposit. of
- this so-called
. , sage tQ ,.g0 f0rward anti not back- ice, there must be a great purpose,
coming out al! right.” Mr. and Mrs Rockland Coal Co..................
with much thought and preparation
1000 in Thomaston. I have lived in cement dust must be terrible. Per
! Hagerman are both highly pleased A. C. McLoon ..........................
Rockland about 22 years and have sonally I have always been able to ward” was a fitting beginning for back of it.
i with the President’s firm stand on
Total .................................... $272.00 often heard the wish expressed that find my house when I wisiied to go the splendid session which followed.
2. The prayer-meeting should be
I prohibition.
it would be fine if some industry home, and my spinach was never “God will work out His purposes made homelike and be a place of
i “It is my second visit to your city,”
THE FIRST TO CROSS
would come here, or in the immedi damaged to the extent that I could through us, if we meet His require participation and instruction.
I said Mr. Hagerman, “and I want
Miss Eva Bucklin of South Warren ate vicinity. Now such an industry not deposit it in the ash can, where ments," said the speaker.
3. The importance of religious
to say that I like it verv much. The was
the first person to cross the new has come, in the form of a fine it rightfully belongs.
The moderator, Rev. C. L. Peaslee, education in the church school,
people are exceptionally courteous
I have never made a chemical of Belfast, extended a warm welcome where the child is to be built up and
and the surroundings are beautiful.” bridge at South Warren after the cement manufacturing plant, which
completion of the cement work. The enables many of our families to eat analysis of this great deposit, for to the two men who have recently strengthened religiously and enabled
Niio's Repair Shop. Spring street, bridge will be open to vehicular traf regularly, and we are now hearing i several reasons. In the first place I entered this association, Rev. H. A. I?, fa?e,.lfe as a Christian should.
cbl d and youth needs such eduprotests about deposits of dust on don't know how, and in the second Welch of Warren, and Rev.1 George
will be open Saturday nights here fic probably the first of February.
?atlon to meet the vltal Problems of
our gardens. One protest complains 1 place I don’t believe the deposit is F. Currier of Rockport.
after—adv.
8-tf
INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENTS
about the cement dust damaging worth making any effort to determine
Reports from 15 churches showed I,
Insurance Commissioner Spencer his spinach. Personally I fail to its chemical constituents. In the an
encouraging
outlook,
both
4’ ”“a^ botb mass and personal
reports from employers show there see how cement dust or any other third place, if I should make such an spiritually and financially. Work is evangelism are needed in Christian
work.
were 8,385 industrial accidents of all ^Ust could possibly damage spinach. analysis, I am afraid that there i being carried on in one or two small
5. That church membership means
kinds in the state during the past si* Tli reference to the cement dust would be too much rubber dust, coal ! places, which have been closed for
Home of Mrs. David Talbot
responsibility, and should produce
months—an average of nearly 1400 a damaging our flower gardens I would ashes and common road dust, which some time.
Talbot Avenue
month. Only five of the accidents say yes. I too have tried to raise a would make the cement dust theory
Mrs. J. C. MacDonald of Rockland fruits. Church members should be
TUESDAY, 8.00 P. M.
were fatal. Nearly half the total in few flowers in times gone by, before look rather ridiculous,
gave a thoughtful address on "How a body "called out from the world,
Tickets 50 Cents
10-11 jured were between the ages of 25 there was any cement mill nearer { Therefore I would add, that since Become a Christian? What does it J into the service of the Lord Jesus
and 45.
> than New York State, and I could [ the cement mill allows several fami- mean to be a Christian?” giving the Christ.”
never make any great success in lies to eat regularly, and the mer- answer as the Lord Jesus Christ j
raising posies. I have, however chants in Rockland to sel] a few hot plainly and distinctly teaches in | At the evening session F. H.
be born. I Ingraham of RocklandJ gave
managed to raise a few tulips, gladi- dogs and prunes, why not forget the God’s word. “Ye must....
___ i_an outII. _
olas, dahlias, etc., and while I have wholly theoretical cement dust de- i again.” Regeneration of the heart jllne
the purpose and work of the
never kept any accurate check on posit and plant one extra tulip bulb and life, not outward morality or J Men’s organization of the Convenmy posies. I must acknowledge that to compensate for the one damaged good works. These latter are the 1 tion The men, both ministers and
result, not the cause, of the new j laymen, are organized to advance
this past summer I did have a litt'.e by some kind of dust?
less success, but I am inclined to 1 I am not entering this protest as birth within. We hinder by placing Christ’s Kingdom, with seven specific
believe that part of my failure may “A Constant Reader” or just a “Citi- the emphasis on the social side; by tasks—Bible study, Missions, Chris~
~
Tilled-/
Strangpst
"Romanco Ehave been due to lack of rain and zen,” but under my own cognomen, asking the young people "if they do lian use of possessions. Recruiting
"Filmed by Paul AHocflev
not wish to join the church” instead i men t°r Jesus Christ. Enlisting tha
the prevalence of 927 kinds of bugs
Bob Magune
Valtcx A. Tuifcr -w Ihe
of placing the emphasis where Jesus j membership—especially non-particithat seem to have a particular liking | Rockland, Jan. 21.
Colorado - African
Christ placed iU-”born again.” Pating members. Fellowship, and
Trying to be a Christian is a mis Work for boys and youth.
The closing message was a stirring
taken idea. Scripture says—“Salva
tion is not of works, lest any man evangelistic sermon by Rev. H. A.
should boast.” Imitating Christ does Welch of Warren , in which he
not bring salvation. Only acceptance stressed Christ's love for the in
of the Lord Jesus Christ as our per dividual. '“Every life touched by His
PARK
sonal Saviour from sin, in His work divine grace will go forth to bless
NEXT WEEK
of atonement on the cross of Calvary, others.” Chester Wyllie of Warren
MONDAY NIGHT
effectively sang “He Gave Himself,”
can bring salvation.
a fitting climax to the address.
at 7.30
A helpful and inspiring conference,
We may know that we have salva
tion, and are God’s children, if we was the expression of the delegates.
Lois P. Cassens, Clerk
have fulfilled the conditions as re
vealed in His word. We need more
LADY ASTOR’S BOOKS
preaching of the simple gospel truths.
BOYS AND GIRLS
We need to make the way clear to
Somewhat after the fashion of the
others, that they may understand,
ADMISSION: ADULTS 50c; STUDENTS, 25c
and having made the way clear, to quality of merev, the evils of book
next emphasize right living. Our borrowing fall alike on the high and
duty is to declare the standard which low. As evidence witness the follow
the Lord Jesus Christ has set up, not ing advertisement by Lady Astor ln
to lower His standard, or set up one the “agony” column of a London
newspaper: "Will the persons who
•>
* of our own.
The quarterly meeting sermon was have borrowed Waverly Novels No. 5
Here is the whole world of radio and
delivered bv Rev. G. F. Currier of and Les Miserables Vol. 1 from Clivphonograph entertainment brought
A
A
Icm tubes
Rockport, whose central thought was enden library, kindly return same to
within the reach of every home! Why
"What is Jesus to you? Is He the Viscountess Astor, M. P., 4 St. James
not have both? It costa so little.
Christ, or are we impeding our lives Square, S. W. I.”
by questionings?”
Think of the dance music waiting for
Mrs. Currier led the afternoon de- j YOUR FAVORITE POEM
you in the wonderful phonograph
votions, mentioning some of the |
records of today—all the great singers,
needs of todav, the greatest of which | If I had to live my life again I would
orchestras and entertainers ready to
is the Christlike spirit. He who has ; have made a rule to read some poetry
play and sing for you by radio or
listen to some music at least
God’s Spirit in the heart, can better and
a week. The loss of these tastes is a
record with a realism that only Philco
assist his neighbor.
loss
of
happiness —Charles Darwin.
balanced-unit seta can give.
The committee on resolutions
PHILIP MY KING
recommended:
All Electric!
That the period from now until Look at me with thv large brown eyes.
Philip
my king!
Easter be one of special prayer, both Round whom the
enshadowlng purple
The phonograph is 100% electric!
You can join any one of them
public and private, for the Northern
lies
Electrically driven motor, self-starting
Of
babyhood
’
s
royal
dignities:
Baptist
Convention,
that
they
may
more than one if you so desire
Lay on my neck thy tiny hand
turntable, and electrical pickup!
[ go forward.
With love’s Invisible sceptre laden;
That the Association commend the I am thine Esther to command
And this is the fint, full-fledged, big25 cents each week
Wickersham report as regards the
Till thou shalt find a queen-hand
toned radio ever combined with a line
maiden.
retention of the 18th Amendment,
totaling $1 2.50
phonograph at such an amazing price.
AU-ELECTRIC
Philip my king.
and call our churches to a campaign
it
It will out-perform, we honestly be
plus interest
RADIQ.HHOMOCKAPH
of
education.
O
the
day
thou goest a-wooing,
lieve, sets which are offered at two and
Philip my king!
That we heartily endorse the re
7 tabet (3 Screen Grid): Genuine
three times the money.
When those beautiful lips are suing.
50
cents
each
week
lief work of the Red Cross, and And some gentle heart's bars undoing.
Electro-Dynamic Speaker builtin. Illuminated Station Record
kindred bodies, and urge our people Thou dost enter, love-crowned, and there
totaling $25.00
ing Dial; Phonograph taka fullSlttest love-glorlfled. Rule kindly,
Wonderful Performance
?
to sacrifice and help, as much as
»i»e 12-inch record* i electrically
plus interest
Tenderly, over thy kingdom fair,
possible, those in distress.
For we that love, ah! we love so
driven motor, aclf-starting turn
Here is great distance ability; remarkt
Also, believing the combined and
blindly.
table, and electricalpickup; beau
$1.00 each week
Philip my king!
able selectivity and sensitivity. You can
insistent effort to legalize amateur
tiful American walnut cabinet
39 indict high, 23 inchea wide.
bring in the big radio programs with
*
totaling $50.00
sports to be but the entering wedge Up from thy sweet mouth.—up to thy
wonderful realism. let us demonstrate
for commercializing Sunday, resolved
brow.
Similar lowboy cabinet, with
plus interest
Philip my king!
that the Lincoln Baptist Association
out phonograph . . . $69.50
this new Philco in your own home.
'■
The
that there lies sleeping now
of the United Baptist Convention of May spirit
rise like a giant and make men bow
$2.0 Oeach week
. Maine vigorously oppose any revision As to one heaven-chosen among his
peers.
totaling $1 00.00
x of our present Sunday laws, leading
My Saul, than thy brethren taller and
4. to an open Sunday, so-called.
fairer
plus interest
—--- ——
1

SAFE!
Just as a parachute saves the endangered
aviator from possible calamity, a savings
account will provide a safe landing in
times of emergency. You’d be surprised
how easily you can do without the little
that it takes to keep a savings account
growing. And with interest at 4%, in a
very little while you will have a comfort
able sum to fall back orf. Don’t put it off
. .. Come in and see us today.

ROCKLAND NATIONAL BANK
Service

Safety

A Member of the Financial Institutions Group of Banks
Financial Inititutions. Inc. is a Maine corporation owning a majority
of the Capital Stock of 14 Maine banks having total resources of more
than $85,000,000. Over 85 per cent of the Common Stock of Financial
Institutions. Inc. Is owned by Maine capital and the corporation Is
managed by Maine men who have had long and successful experience
ln banking and financial operation.

’

At the Sign

iNorth National

------- -----••• •••

Chapin Class Musicale

PERSONAL
HISTORIES
Of the people who succeed and those who fail
are convincing proofs of the value of saving and
not spending foolishly.

Practically all of the country’s successful men of
the self-made type attribute the beginning of their
success to habits of industry and saving.

North National Bank
Rockland, Main©

AFRICA /PEAK/

Basketball Game

SCHOOL TEACHERS
They know the value of education and their greatest
joy comes from imparting to their young charges the
knowledge of those things which in later years will
make their lives richer and happier and of unmeasur
able value to the world. T hey also know the worth
of many other things, one of which is the exercise of
thrift, the father of comfort and safety. An analysis
of their accounts in the ROCKLAND LOAN AND
BUILDING ASSOCIATION, shows that they aie ex
ercising this virtue.

28 TEACHERS
Are patrons of this Institution, and they own at this
time

293 SHAKES
They are depositing on these shares $293.00 each
month, and the cash, or withdrawal value of these
shares today is,

$14,277.67
There are many other teachers in this vicinity whom
we would gladly welcome to the above select com
pany. The requirements are simple. The monthly
deposits are $ 1.00 per month per share, and any num
ber of shares, from one to fifty, may be taken. Divi
dends of 5'/2% per annum, compounded semi-an
nually have been paid for the past 24 years. At this
rate a share will be worth $203.00 at the expiration
of twelve years. Five shares will be worth $ 101 5.00
and so on. Deposits may be withdrawn at any time
without discount, and the amount will be all de
posits, plus alL diviends. While this advertisement
is prepared particularly to interest teachers, we hope
it will appeal to many others, as all are welcomed
with equal enthusiasm.

DnnklQnrt
KOCKIdllD

building

ROCKLAND HIGH vs THOMASTON HIGH

nnd now • • • •
Philco IOO% electrical

RADIO-PHONOGRAPH

There Is Still Time To Join
Our 1931

i

CHRISTMAS CLUB

Any of These Classes Are
At Your Disposal

Philco

$5.00 each week
totaling $250.00
plus interest

Rockland Savings Bank

Aqi^nniotinn

SUUdUUll

I

283 MAIN ST.

TEL. 291

ROCKLAND

Rockland, Me.

»:♦

• • • •

$

An interesting and instructive address on the missionary work as carried on in Chile and Brazil was given
bv Miss Dorothy Morse, Supt. of
Waldo County Hospital, formerly
with the Methodist Conference.
North in Chile, and Rockefeller
Foundation, in Brazil. Miss Morse
said a great need is for the missionary to be the counsellor and advisor.
rather than to take
the leading
.................
— part. 1
ln the work, and the language, and

X
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X
X
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Let me behold thee In future years:—
Yet thy head needeth a circlet rarer.
Philip my king.

—A wreath not of gold, but palm. One
day,
Philip my king!
Thou too must tread, as we trod, a way
Thorny and cruel and cold and gray:
Rebels within thee and foes without.
Willousnatch
at thy crown. But march
on. Klurluus
glorious.
Martyr vet monarch: till angels shout
As thou didst at the feet of God. v.'ctorious.
Philip my Ring.
klng.,‘
r-iuiip
—Author of "Johu Halifax, Gentleman.”
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AT THE CAPITOL

RARE OLD BOOKS

NORTHEND VETERAN . **

A flood of special resolves for L. W. Benner Has Occupied ♦
Our Warren Correspondent
❖
town roads and bridges and legisla
Finds An Interesting Col
His Present Barber Shop
tion to regulate fishing and hunting
lection In Her Town
poured into the House and Senate
Nearly 53 Years
Thursday.
Warren, Jan. 19
When July 2 rolls around AiderTwenty-five resolves to appropri
Morris B. Perry of Rockland sold
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Of the Economy Flout & Feed Co..Wholesalers of the Finest
man
Lafayette
W.
Benner
will
have
land and buildings to Earle C. Perry
Therefore to him that knoweth to ate amounts ranging from $1000 to
Mrs.
Alice
Gordon
of
Warren
has
-andQuality Grains, Flours and Feeds of all kinds and featuring
occupied
his
present
barber
shop|
$4000
for
repairs
and
construction
on
of
Rockland.
•
do good, and doeth it not. to him it
❖
quite a collection of rare old books,
is sin.—James 4:17.
town roads and bridges totaled near Rankin block just 53 years, a
Elmore’s Poultry and Dairy Feeds, Stover’s Pride Flours
some of which are more than 100
Lottie P. Lufkin of Rockland sold
$50,050. Thirty-five fish and game record which challenges comparison
> ears old, and in very good condition. land in Rockland to Christine R.
and Waseo Wheat Feeds at Lowest Prices, with Truck De
Readers of the Miami Herald measures were introduced, including in Rockland and probably Knox
The oldest in this group is a French Dorr, of Rockland.
livery Service to all towns within 25 miles of Rockland.
always look for that daily feature of legislation to provide an open hunt County. Steel ceilings are soon to I •J» .J. .♦« »*. .J. »♦« A .J. ♦♦♦ ♦♦♦»♦. .J, .♦« »J. »♦« *♦« A, A »♦, .J. book entitled "Reeueil Choisi de
John Cogan of Warren sold land
Traits and Historiques et de Contes and buildings in Warren to Allen H.
Any Dealer, Feeder or Farmers buying in fiVe tag lots or
the editorial page, "My Own Opinion," ing season for bear and to limit the be installed by way of improvement,
Capt. Wincapaw returned Thurs Moraux,'' par or by N. Wanostroeht
validity of the resident fishing but when the patrons enter the little
Cogan of Warren.
wherein the Kansas philosopher, E. license to a year.
more, are invited to purchase at Wholesale from our most
day night from a five-day trip to Doeteur Droit, printed at London
building their attention is focused
W. Howe, presents his views upon
Sadie B. Cogan of Warren sold
complete and Largest Warehouse Stock to be found in Rock
Among the proposed measures of principally upon the veteran ton- New York. Philadelphia, Newcastle, chez or at J. Johnson. St. Paul’s
Church Yard. J. Scratcherd, Ave land in Warren to Allen H. Cogan of
men and events. Mr. Howe for many local or general interest are these:
sorialist who can discuss politics, real j Del., and Boston. Leaving here Sun Maria Lane, Vernon and Hood. etc.. Warren.
land. We are now ready for Business. Phone or write for
years has made his winter home in
Greenleaf, Androscoggin, would estate, water districts and a dozen day lie spent Monday in conference
and
carries
the
date
1799.
Another
is
H
w
Fifield
of
Vinalhaven
sold
prices today. We Guarantee Satisfaction and Best Serv
Florida and naturally is the friend of provide closed season on deer other topics without missing a with Curtiss-Wright officials in New
a French spelling book and gram- jand in Vinalhaven to E. W. Robice. Usual Terms.
the many other noted visitors to that throughout State from Dec. 1 to Oct. whisker.
York. Tuesday he was in Philadel
dated 1810, which was printed bins, of vinalhaven.
31. instead of the variable closed
The building itself has had quite a ■ phia in the company of Harold tnar
in Montreal, by Nahun and Mower.
popular vacation land. In a recent season now in effect in different sec
variety of owners since Mrs. Samuel Moon and Al. Graham. Both Al and The writer was Mr. Porny. French
Mabel L. Cross of Thomaston sold
issue of the paper he wrote:
tions.
Rankin first had possession of the Harold were very attentive during Muster at Eton College. The list land and buildings in Thomaston to
Greenleaf. Androscoggin, would property, but today Mr. Benner, him his visit so it is more than probable
“The Lyndonia, Cyrus H K. Curtis’
Irville R. Swan and M. Vernette
yacht, frequently lies off Camden, classify black bear as a game animal self owns it, having acquired the that whatever it is that Bill has up contains also "The History of Philip's Cross, of Thomaston.
War,"
written
by
Thomas
Church,
Me., in summer, as it frequently lies with an open season corresponding to property from Vincent D'Agostino. !____
his sleeve sounded very attractive to
published by J. and B. Williams
Forrest H. Brazier of Rockland sold
off Miami in winter. One day at that on deer.
Mr. Benner learned the barber's botb" V/ednesday he inspected the esq.,
in 1829 at Exeter, N. H. There was land in Hope to Clara W. Brazier of
McLean. Hancock, would provide trade with J. Frank Marshall. Waldo
Camden the owner went on board,
Bellanca factory in Newcastle, looked
and there was hurried preparation to | ^or stamping and sealing of beaver boro, and when he graduated from over three new Pacemakers and an "Complaint or Night Thoughts on Rockport .
H. H. STOVER, Manager
get away: the bells rang, the anchor sklns by chief game wardens instead his apprenticeship he bought a half Airbus, and flew all four of them. Life. Death and Immortalitv." by Ed
William C. Wellman of South
Thone 1201 Rockland, Day or Night
chains rattled, and the hawsers did
"same wardens.”
interest in the business. He left Bill is enthusiastic over the perfor- ward Young, L.L.D.; published in Hope sold land and buildings in Hope
whatever haw’sers have to do. As 1 McLean. Hancock, wouid require there for an eight months’ stay in ance and construction of these Brookfield, by E. Merriam Co., dated to Josie E. Robbins of South Hope.
CLARENCE S. BEVERAGE, Traveling Salesman
1818.
the beautiful ship disappeared in thc trapping licenses for trapping of bob- the Georges Hotel shop in Thomaston, planes.
Residence Phone 243, Rockland
Particularly
interesting
to
the
Evelyn
T.
Pitman
of
Appleton
and
distance, those on shore supposed eats andJ rabbits as well as other fur but at the end of that period went ( That afternoon he left the
writer were volumes of school books. Raphael E. Taylor of Westboro,
We
Aim
To Please You—Truckloads or Carloads
Mr. Curtis was hurrying away on bearing animals.
,b?CkJ°
Bellanca Field at 2.50 in one of their
McLean. Hancock, would lower age Mr. Marshall until he finally settled p!anes arrjVed at the Central An Monitorial Reader for use in acade Mass., sold land in Appleton to May
10-11
some mighty business. . . It wasn’t
nard
M.
Brown,
of
Appleton.
mies
and
schools
by
Daniel
Adams.
that at all, according to gossip for non-requirement of hunting in Rockland for what has already port. phUadelphia in time for a fivM S.. 1841: A Short System oi Prac
Evelyn T. Pitman of Appleton and
around the office of the Saturday license from 18 to 16 years of age.
proved a good long stay.
minute visit with Moon and Graham tical Arithmetic, school use, by Wil- Rao
hael E. Taylor of Westboro,
Small. Waldo, would appropriate
He ran a three-chair shop for a
. „
, _ , , „ „ ,___
Evening Post. The real facts, acbefore
departing
for
New
York
via
A.M..
liam Kinne, A
M., and Daniel Rob- 1 Mass., ,sold land and buildings in
cording to this gossip, were as fol- MOOO for each of next two years for while after coming to Rockland, but Ludington Airway. At 4.40 he
MAINE GETS SLICE
that its executive committee had au
'"1S inson. printed at Hallowell by Glazier , Hope to Miller B Hobbs of Hope.
lows: Mr. Curtis wears short whiskers town of Knox for road leading to the lime coasting fleet dwindled, the
thorized the expenditure of $2.273.00t
all over his face, an arrangement so Bro°ks Village.
i long procession of lime cask teams aboard the Robert E. Lee at West & Co., in 1825, which contained wine
for new construction and improve
unusual that in these modern davs ! Small. Waldo, would appropriate met a similar fate, and the business and Vesey streets. New York, bound and beer measure, the use of which
The
New
England
Telephone
and
Of this amount $42,290 wil
Boston. That sounds like a now is obsolete. A later volume on A.‘SX£ch ’ ^ en^lngs^pub- ’ Tclegrapl^o. announccd Thursday ments.
be spent in Maine,
not one barber in a hundred can for each °f next two years for town could be handled comfortably in a for
trim them to suit the owner: so he !of Freedom for road from Freedom shop w’here Mr. Benner was both record of some sort. Thursday he arithmetic was, "Arithmetic on a
was in Boston talking air transporta New Plan," by Roswell C. Smith, lished at Hartford by Barber & Robwas going to Portland to have his to Unity town line,
captain and mate.
This shop and this barber are in tion with a group of men who are printed at Hartford, by Daniel Bur inson, but it had no date. "A Sequel
whiskers trimmed. Gossip around ) Small. Waldo, would appropriate
to English Reader," was among the
the office of tly Post also makes an $1000 for each of next two years for stitutions without which the North- prepared to start a big line through gess Co. in 1836.
FLORIDA
New England using Rockland as its
Among the rules the writer found books, written by Lindley Murray,
estimate of the cost of that particu- town of Montville for work on New end would seem a strange place.
eastern
terminal.
the
table
3
barley
corns
—
one
inch,
and
published
in
New
York
by
ColMIAMI’S
lar trip of the Lyndonia. It was . Ireland road.
etc. Furlongs Were then used also lins & Perkins in 1808. I found a
Ideal
Resort Hotel
built in war time, it?predecessor hav- I Weeks. Somerset. Would provide
THROUGH THE ICE
Bill is very enthusiastic about the and it is surprising to find that the j “History of the Late War" (Revolu- !
ing been taken over by the govern- for the regulation under the Public
Convenient
all
,
a" points of interest—Modem in every way.
performance
of
Bellanca's
planes.
many
short
cuts
now
used
were
a
tion)
illustrated
with
plates,
written
ment. and the present Lyndonia cost 1 Utilities Commission of transporta_
.
c
f
u l
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches, which
$3,000,000. Interest on that amount tion of freight or merchandise by Are Coming borne r ine Mauls He has known Mr. Bellanca for some long tedious process then. It also by H. M. Brackenridge, esq., pubsurround the hotel
”
Many rooms with private balconies.
time
and
on
this
visit
thc
designer
appears
from
these
books
that
recklished
in
Baltimore
in
1818.
There
for a given time was so much: wages, motor truck over regular routes exof
Pickerel
—
Crawford
’
s
himself
showed
Bill
many
of
the
fea

oning
in
dollars
and
cents
is
not
so
i
was
a
volume
of
the
Emerson
Newof the cew of 54,' so much more, tending beyond the limits of a single
tures of his design and construction. old an institution at that.
, Spelling Books dated 1834, a New ]
Counting fuel and everything, it cost I city or town and a surety against
Pond Popular
One point that was of especial inter
I came across a Greek grammar Testament 1854, two volumes of "The
Mr. Curtis $847.28 to have his damage or injury to persons or
est to a man who has had his share which of course was Greek to me, | Children of the Abbey,” atale in j
whiskers trimmed by Bill Owsley of ' property.
Because of the snow there was no
Corner Second St. and 1st Ave. S. E.
Portland, Me., a satisfactory barber I Hills, Northport. Would appropriate skating cn Crawford’s Pond last of crack ups was the use of a double written by Chauncey O. Goodrich three volumes, by Regina Maria
RATES: (European)
drag wire, the wire that takes up used in Yale College, printed at Roche, published at Exeter by GerBooklet
he knew about. In Miami he has $2000 to town of Lincolnville to aid
(June to
Single $2.50 to $7.00 daily
on
October)
found a man who does the work in repairing road from Willy's Corner Sunday but the autos were thick and most of the fore and aft strain in Hartford bv O. D. Cooke & Co., rish & Tyler in 1826. Of Inerest to
the
wing.
This,
more
than
any
other
modem
housewives
was
a
recipe
;
Application
Double
$5.00
to
$12.00
daily
bearing
the
date
1827.
A
geography
there were 50 fishermen cajoling the
Hotel
equally well for 40 cents, and he to Moody Mountain.
Littlefield. Monroe. Would appro pickerel into leaving their native thing, is accountable for the scarcity i named "Conversations on Natural book entitled "The American House
Maselynn
walks to the trimming."
,H H.Mase Dining Room Service Unsurpassed
of
fatal
crashes
in
these
planes.
Tlie
wife.
”
assembled
by
Mrs.
Child,
printPhilosophy" by Rev. J. L. Blake, A.M.,
priate $2000 to the town of Monroe to element. The Post-Merrifield party
wings are designed to withstand even
in Boston by Carter. Hendee & Co.,
The bill introduced in the Legis aid in construction of road from the caught 16 fish, including one which the effects of a bad crash. Another printed" in Boston in 1831 was quite t ed
in 1832; the fly leaf contains these
a curiosity.
Brooks-Monroe town line to State weighed 3'.- pounds and was a little
lature Thursday by Representative aid road. Route 139.
point was the location of control
Undoubtedly pupils in those days! sayings by Benjamin Franklin, “A
better than two feet long. George
Easton has our earnest approval and
Littlefield. Monroe. Would appro Chase and party captured 11. one of wires, so as not to interfere with learned as much as now but in how 1 fat kitchen maketh a lean will;" and
is in direct line with the safety sug priate $1000 to the town of Brooks which (hooked by Eli Fuller) any other units of the plane or its dry a form. Pictures apparently , "Economy is the poor man's revenue;
flying qualities and yet place them
gestion editorially offered in this for repairs to road leading ;?om weighed 3\ pounds. Ethel Stimp so thev are accessible for overhaul were not as plentiful then because of1 extravagance a rich man s ruin."
the cost of making. There was "The ,
Alena L. Starrett.
Brooks Village to Hall Hill, so-called. son caught nine pickerel of moderate
newspaper a few days ago. It would
ing. Still another object of interest
Fernald, Winterport, would in size.
was a tail wheel housing of bronze.
make it unlawful for pedestrians to crease the State tax on trust com
There were 15 fishing parties on
walk along the highway (outside of panies and bank stock from fifteen Chickawaukie Lake at one time. Bronze is used by Bellanca rather
than a lighter alloy because of the
business or residential districts) oth mills to thirty mills.
Charles Langdon's party caught 11 need for a metal that will not corrode.
Whitney. Friendship, Would re
erwise than elose to his left hand move restrictions from taking lob pickerel, while Arthur Pettingill, So many Bellancas are used on
Lewis Groves, et als, got nine.
wheels and pontoons interchange
edge of the road. The reasons for sters and crabs in Georges River.
Blanchard Merrifield and party
Burkett. Portland. Would clarify got 14 fish at South Pond, and the ably that this feature was desicned
this precaution, in this day of heavy
CHEVROLET/
to overcome the necessity of remov
motor traffic, are so obvious that laws relating to life insurance.
Front street Italians came back with
Robie. Westbrook. Would provide good hauls. There were three parties ing the tail wheel when the ship was
they do not have to be retold. It is for a State Boxing Commission of,
to be used over water. Few if any
on North Pond, one of which went other designers would employ such a
a matter that ought to be taught in | three to be appointed by the Gover-’ away with 14 pickerel.
heavy material for any non-lift giv
every public school, for it is with nor; licensing of boxing matches
Marion Haskell and party caught
youth that habit begins—and safety and officials and limit the length of nine at Duck Puddle, one of Mr. ing part of the plane but Bell nca
.
.
,
, , exhibitions to 10 rounds. An excise Haskell's weighing three pounds. defies these ordinary convention*
measures are becoming increasingly , tax Qf fjve percent of the
re.
and gets away with it due to his
Nelson Carr caught a pickerel 24 genius for combining the best aeronecessary.
! ceipts from boxing exhibits would be inches
long weighing 3'? pounds. dvnamic shape with the greatest
------------------i paid to the State.
Other
successful
at the
.,
. . ,fishermen
, ..
,
strength and the minimum weight.
Who can resist such wonderful I MacPherson, Easton. Would make „
Puddle included J. Austin Staples. As a8matter of fact hc has liIt and
,
,,
...
, . it unlawful for pedestrians to walk “Skeet" O'Brien, and John McLoon.
appeals as those which were made in , along thp highw£. outside of busito spare in all his planes.
Bill tested a Pacemaker empty and
Thursday night's radio broadcast in ness or residential districts other- A feature of the day, not announced
on the program was McLoon's pursuit then flew it with 1500 pounds of
behalf of drought relief?
The iwise than close to his left hand edge of a fox. which according to credible
President of this country; a former 'of the road- and Provide a punish- witnesses must have weighed 50 sandbags in it, and could hardly
‘
j ment by fine not to exceel $10 and pounds and measured seven feet in notice any difference in its flying
President; a man who aspired to thc !CQsts
violations
properties. Eight hundred pounds
Presidency;
those big
hearted
used to be considered a good lift
MacPherson, Easton, To provide length.
Nine fishermen made good hauls at capacity for this type of plane and
The
comedians, Amos 'n' Andy; and that for signals to be given by drivers or Damariscotta Pond. Out of State
Standard
7510
now 1000 pounds would be
Phaeton...................
Coupe......................... *535
great American humorist, Will Rog operators of vehicles upon starting fishermen made good catches at even
and stopping, or changing direction. Pemaquid Pond, the best being a thought efficient. To a man who
ers, whose sayings in fun contain
thinks in terms of passengers and
Clement. Durham. Would create a
The
Standard Fivesuch solid and wholesome truths. commission on uniform motor vehicle pickerel which weighed 4', pounds payloads this feature is a source of
’475
Roadster................
Vi indow Coupe . . , *545
and
was
caught,
unassisted,
by
Helen
great
pleasure.
Hc
also
had
an
oplegislation
consisting
of
two
Senators
Who can listen to such talks un
Greene, aged 13.
_
portunity of examining the Blue
and
three
Representatives
to
the
Sport Roadster
moved?
Sport Coupe
The four fishermen on tsrenr.an strcak This jS a freakish looking
85th Legislature to meet with similar
’495
with rumble seat
with rumble seat , . *575
Pond
made
good
hauls.
plane
which
was
built
for
a
Chicago
commission of the other New Eng
One of the anglers asks if anybody newspaper to be used for endurance
One way to express confidence in land States and consider the
The
has beaten Eddie Post's record
of ™a flights. It has the appearance of
Standard
.
the future is to follow the example of advisability of legislation to unify
Coach...................... .. *545
Sedan ........................... *035
I pickerel weighing 4 . pounds and 29 onp bjg
Two pilots and a huge
the Crowell Publishing Company the motor vehicle laws of the New inches long.
gas
tank
are
suspended
under
the
England States. Two thousand dol
Special
At Nye's Garage today was seen wing in a gondola that mounts a
which is putting pep into business by lars would be appropriated to ad
050
Sedan ...................
two bushels of nice live bait brought propellor in the nose, driven by a
publishing five full page advertise minister the act.
I
from
Rackliff's
Cove.
The
shop
is
Conqueror
engine,
and
another
in
Snow,, Blue Hill. Would reduce the
ments in 12 of the leading dailies in
Special equipment extra. All prices/, o. b. Flint, Michigan
open until 10.30 tonight.
the stern driven by a Cyclone The
the United States. If we refrain fee for chauffeurs licenses from $5
tail surfaces are supported by out
lrom going after business that money t0Bprkett union—Would authorize
riggers. It is said to be capable of
which is tied up in stockings until ;
North Knox Agriculture and
flying 8000 miles without refuelling
the sun shines will remain right - Horticultural Society to hold propSome 35 pilots sought out Bil. while
tnerf
i erty to the extent of $50,000.
he was on his trip and asked if he
Burkett. Portland. Would change
the name of the Congregational
could use them up here. He told
Gen Pershing in his syndicated Conference and Missionary Society
them it would be just too bad if they
Before investing your money in a new automobile,
letters, published in New England | of Maine to "Congregational-Chriscame up here expecting jobs cause
the ground was frozen hard and it J
by thc Boston Globe, is telling us tian Conference of Maine" and enwould be impossible to bury them
you will find it worth while first to learn what
some thing we had vaguely suspect- ,would appropriate
Inside and ont until spring.
ed. only in this instance the facts, ;S10000 to compiete building at Knox
Chevrolet has to offer.
as he sees th'.m. are stronger than I Academy and preserve its arboretum
and his passenger returned j
1 he radio you're proud to own— lastStanSaturday
our suspicions We are apparently and $50G in each of next two years
from Buffalo where
w ith the Golden Voice, Tone Con
getting the inside of the late war, to assist in maintenance.
they visited the Consolidated Air
trol, Quick-Vision Dial—all the
Each of thc nine new models is a fine car—a
craft factory. They met and con- |
and getting a better insight of the
No persons allowed to skate at the
big improvements as Atwater Kent
versed
with
Frank
Hawk,
while
handicap under which we entered it. skating rink on Sundays unless they
there and Stan flew one of the new
perfects them.
quality product throughout. Each is designed,
hold a season ticket. Skating rink
Consolidated Fleetsters. an 8-passenIt was a trifle chilly up here in committee, R.H.S. A.A., adv.
ger cabin plane which travels at 200
built, finished and equipped to standards that arc
Rockland yesterday morning submiles per hour and lands at 60.
zero, to be exact—but we shivered
entirely new in the low-price field. Yet Chevro
more when w’e read tho: e frosty
Bean and Treat cleaned up at Bar
Harbor last Sunday and offset the
Florida despatches and thought of
let's reduced prices arc not only the lowest in
I losses of the previous Sunday in
our iolks wandering around that
Bangor; 172 passengers were carried
stoveless region in diaphanous un
and the boys were kept so busy that
Chevrolet history, hut arc among the very lowest
1 they flew till dark and still did not
dies.
carry all who wanted to fly. Bean
in today's motor car market.
in the Travel Air got away the next
A new beverage with a "kick" is
morning
before
the
storm
but
Treat
known as "Extract of Onion ’ and is
with the
and Ahlblad in the Robin and
said to have its origin over DoverFledgling had trouble starting their
Come in. See thc new Chevrolet Six. Drive it.
Foxcroft way. It is reasonable to
engines and before they could warm
up
the
storm
descended
and
groundexpect that it would be a "strong"
Check thc prices—and you will realize why it is
ed them until next day.
drink.

OPENING
ANNOUNCEMENT

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Rockland. Me., Jan. 24. 1931
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle.
Wnu on oath declares that he is Press
man ln the office of The Courier-Gazette,
and that of the issue of this paper of
Jan. 22, 1931, there was printed a total of
6268 copies.
W. H. BUTLER.
Notary Public.

« Planes, Pilots I
| Passengers *

ECONOMY
Flour 6 Feed Co.

_

HOTEL

, GRALYNN

Consider these outstanding

Chevrolet values

Golden Voice

Remodeling has been completed at
Gonia's. designed to give better light
ing for the wall paper display sec
tion. The former office has been re
moved and its two windows opened
Into the main store. The entire store
has been painted. Mr. Gonia recently
received his spring sample books of (
wall papers and. in response to his
invitation through these columns, is
shipping the books all over eastern
Maine.

An interesting sight witnessed on
E. H. Philbrick's premises, Adams
street, yesterday afternoon, was af
forded bv two of the handsome pheas
ants which were recently liberated in
this vicinity. The Philbrick yard is
a favorite gathering place for part
ridges. squirrels and grackles, but
aristocrats like pheasants have not
been so neighborly before.

New Quick-Vision Dial

House-Sherman, Inc.
MAIN STREET

__

ROCKLAND, ME.

of the

31 Soconyland Sketches and a

veteran among radio performers
who has just created his 150th
role. Every Tuesday night for
more than three years he has led
the Soconyland players. As "Uncle
Dan’l,” the lovable old Yankee, he
is one of the most popular charac
ter actors in the country.

1855

1931

E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.

Waldoboro and Rockland
Highlands
Artistic Memorials in Stone
122S-tf

Tuesday Bean had a pas: nger to
Portland. Mrs. Julia Lufkin of Bridg
ton with her little granddaughter,
Marie, came over from Stor.ington
with Jerry on his morning trip and
flew through to Portland with him.
It was on the return trip tha' Bean
set up a new record of 28 minutes
from Portland to Rockland.
Thursday Dr. L. G. Tewksbury, of
Stonington also flew to Portland, j
Due to the snow on the Portland field
it was necessary to use the Fledgling,
the only ship available with skis. It
was impossible to fit out Dr. Tewks
bury in a flying suit (he is well over
six feet and large in proportion),
but we tied him up in woolen scarfs,
windbreakers. flying boot , helmet,
and gloves and sent him off He en
joyed the ride very much, according
to Bean.
,
I

calk'll thc Great American Value.

Front Victcof Chevrolet Sport Model

Spo vour dealer below

Rockland,

SEA VIEW GARAGE,lNC-

Maine

ALSO DEALERS IN CHEVROLET SIX-CYLINDER TRUCKS, $355 to $695, f. o. b. Flint, Michigan

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, January 24, 1931

Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN

Adella Veazie has had the telephone
The Central Maine Power Company
is doing an extensive job of electric installed in her home. The call is
wiring at A. W. Nye’s garage.
1187-M.

COMING ’NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Jan. 26—Open meeting of Shakespeare
Society at the Copper Kettle
Jan. 26-31—Portland Automobile show.
j
Jan. 27—Chapin Class muslcale.
Jan. 28—Annual Charity Dance of'
F.-C.-D., at Temple hall.
Jan. 29-30—Midwinter meeting of
Maine Federation ot Women’s Clubs In
Augusta

Ned Atkins, a former Rockland boy
The Carpenters' Union will serve
who now makes his home in Pittsfield refreshments at Tuesday night’s
was looking up old friends here meeting.
Thursday.
There will be a rehearsal of the
E. C. Moran, Sr., was at Knox Hos Rubinstein Chorus at Mrs. E. F.
pital Thursday to undergo the partial Berry's home Monday evening at 7.30.
n°,7h^T‘,al SfV?ent Day pr0Eram amputation of the middle finger cn
Jan. 31-R. H. S. Interscholastic winter “ls left hand' dUe to infection caused
The Junior Harmony Club will
carnival.
I by the removal of a hang nail.
hold its postponed meeting next
Feb. 2—Candlemas Day.
1
______
Feb. 6—Rotary Club ladies’ night at I
a
meeting of the officers and Wednesday at the BPW Club rooms
Thorndike Hptel.
1
j executive board of the Red Cross will at 6.45.
Local hunters report seeing many consideraL4eOpCnndn thiS affttT°°n, t0/ The freiSht steamer Cornish went
partridges this winter.
fund and deter^ne ^n .i o^1161 ground at East Belfast yesterday,
......
upon the advisa- in the jjense vapor, but was floated
'Knox Lodge, I.OO.F., will confer “llty °f a city~wide canvassshortly afterward.
the initiatory deyee Monday night, j The invitation of the Forty club
The Fire Department is looking for
to Gov. Cobb to discuss the local
S. Nilo Spear has gone to Boston water company has been accepted ward to a pleasant evennig next
Wednesday when they will attend a
to attend the automobile show.
and he will speak on that subject banquet at Perry's Park Street Cafe.
next Monday. The new Forty Club The hour is 6.30.
Mfs. Leola Spaulding is a patient double quartet will make its debut
at Camden Community Hospital.
_____
A business meeting of the new
The parishes of St. John’s Church working group of Congregational
The Auxiliary of Winslow-Hol............ . ..... . of Thomaston, St. Peters ...
r.™-.
of Rock-

TO

Hiu

ir
.. 4,
„
.
row aftern°°n at the latter church at I aupefpri
hp nrp-pnt
Miss Madlene Rogers will return to 5 o’clock.
clock Rev. John Crowell, secre- 1 quested t0 be present

MEN
HOW OFTEN

DO YOU HAVE
YOUR
CLOTHES

CLEANED?

Rockland is noted for
its well dressed and

attractive women.

Did you ever hear any

one say that the men
were well dressed? It

can be done!

Send your Suits to us

regularly and you will

even win the admira
tion of the wife, as well
as the people you meet
in a business way.

It Pays To

Present
A

Neat

Appearance

1.F.I

her school duties Monday. She is re- I
covering from an attack of grippe. !
.
i
Trie sewing circle of the Auxiliary
to Ralph Ulmer Camp. S.W.V., meets
Wedneiday afternoon in Legion hall
at 2.30.

DOLLAR DAYS
SERMONETTE

Scbago-Galilee
It is a beautiful trip to board
the steamer “Goodridge” and sail
across Sebago Lake, up Crooked
River, through its locks and into
Long Lake. One is reminded of
the Sea of Galilee around whose
shores the Saviour's life and min
istry centered. Tiberius, "a good
vision.” Well, Sebago is also a
good vision. It is the longer of
the two and like Galilee swarms
with fish. Sudden tempests beat
upon the waters of Galilee, and
often Sebago is lashed into anger
by the heavy winds that sweep
down upon it from the White
Mountains.
Call to mind those earlier days
upon the stormy little lake and
visualize the small sailing craft
the disciples used. Oftentimes it
was extremely perilous to cross.
Note these expressions — "And
they departed for the other
coasts;" “Launch out into the
deep;” “Peace, be still.”
These lakes dimple in the sun
shine of summer, and he who
sails upon them, or walks beside
their still waters, is drawn a bit
closer to the God who created
both.
w. A. H.

tary general of^the Con-Fraternity
H. H. Stover entertained at dinner
of the Blessed Sacrament, rector of
last evening Earl E. Elmore, presi
St. John’s Church, Newport, Vt., will dent of the Elmore Milling Company
be the featured speaker. Opporof Oneonta, N. Y., Carl Trickey of
tunity will be given to hear the new Bangor. Maine representative, Charles
organ and inspect the new chapel. A. Emery and Clarence S. Beverage.
Those planning to attend are asked
to take the special car from the Cen
The bridge given by the newly
Gen.
Pulaski
commemorative tral Maine Power Co.'s waiting room
formed group of ladies of the Con
stamps are in circulation at two cents at 3.40 p. m.
gregational Church at the home of
per. They may be obtained at the
Mrs. Kennedy Crane, Beech street,
local post office.
The meeting of the Speech Read Thursday afternoon had 20 tables.
The Salvation Army weekend
ers Club Thursday afternoon was at Boxes of candy were given as favors, meetings in charge of Ensign and
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Stanley of tended by 16 members, who had sen there being one for each table.
Mrs. Arthur L. Fox are as follows:
Swan's Island are guests of their tence practice under the direction of
Saturday, 8 p. m„ praise meeting;
daughter Mrs. Daniel Cole, Gurdy Miss Olive Gilchrist, story telling by
Forrest H. Bond, Executive Coun Sunday, 10 a. m., Sunday School and
street.
Miss Hope Greenhalgh, and current cillor from this district, has received Bible Class; 11, holiness meeting;
events by Mrs. Freeman Brown. these committee appointments: Elec
In thc list of offiArs for the junior Keen interest was dislaved in the tion Returns, Juvenile Institutions, 6.30 Young People's Legion; 8, salva
class at Bowdoin College, elected plans being made for the lip reading Military Affairs, State Highways, tion meeting. • • * •
Monday night, appears the name of tournament practice, in preparation State Prison, Reformatories and Par
Tlie First Church of Christ, Sci
John Creighton, Jr. of Thomaston as for the next National Federation dons.
entist, corner of Cedar and Brewster
marshal.
•
meeting when the tournament itself
streets, holds Sunday service at 10.30,
will take place. A contestant from
Miss Vora T. Nye is teaching the subject of lesson sermon, "Truth.”
Mrs. Geneva Upham is chairman every club is being urged, and Miss Anderson school in North Warren, Sunday school at 11.45, and Wednes
of the supper to be given under the Helen Carr has been named as chair making the trip daily in her motor day evening testimony meeting at
auspices of the auxiliary of Winslow- man of this feature in the local club. car. The traveling has been far from 7.30. A reading room is located at
Holbrook Post, A.L., tonight from
favorable part of the time, but she 400 Main street and is open week days
5 to 7 in Legion hall.
The proposition of the directors of has not missed a session. Miss Nye excepting holidays from 2 until 5.
• • • •
the Rockland Community and School is a graduate of Castine Normal
Mrs. Ruth E. Sanborn has been Improvement Association to deed
At the Congregational Church to
School.
i
authorized by the school board to Community Park over to the city as
morrow morning Mr. Rounds will
carry on harmonica instruction in a permanent memorial to the youth
Knox County was represented at preach on the subject “Standing For
the grades of the local schools, and of Rockland was presented to Mayor the biennial meeting of the Jlaine Something.” The Sunday school will
plans to enter upon this feature of Richardson Thursday afternoon and State Bar Association, in Augusta, convene at the noon hour and The
musical training shortly.
received with enthtlsiasm. The prop Wednesday, by Alan L. Bird, Frank Comrades of the Way will meet in the
erty will be deeded outright to the H. Ingraham and Elisha W. Pike. vestry at 6. Dr. N. A. Fogg will give
The postponed meeting of January city to be used as at present and its Mrs. Ingraham accompanied Mr. In a stercopticon address on "Missions in
and the meeting for February of the maintenance guaranteed. The project graham on the trip, and Alan F. Mc- Labrador,” using slides made by
board of the Home for Aged Women in detail will be presented to the next Alary accompanied Mr. Bird.
Commander MacMillan.
will be held at the home of Mrs. meeting of the City Council for for
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
Frank W. Fuller, Talbot avenue, mal acceptance. The property was
At the meeting of Winslow-Hol
At
St.
Peter's
Church (Episcopal)
Wednesday afternoon at 2.30.
bought and improved by the Associ brook Post. Thursday evening, an in Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the serv
ation with the idea of ultimately tak teresting discussion arose as to pay ices for tomorrow will be appropriate
Little Miss Marion Harvey is to ing the action now in prospect. It is ment of adjusted compensation cer- for the Feast of the Conversion
________ of
play a trumpet solo at the evening valued conservatively at $15,000 and tificates. The unanimous vote wcnL-gt. Paul; Holy Communion at 7.30;
service of the Methodist Church to is one of the best athletic fields in on record in favor of cashing certi- church school at 9.30: choral
morrow night. These special musical Maine. City Solicitor Pike and Mayor ficates only at maturity value. Re eucharist and sermon at 10.30. The
attractions offered for each Sunday Richardson represented the city and hearsals for the drum corps have united service of Vespers of the
night are proving very popular.
John M. Richardson, Willis I. Ayer, begun. Smokes have been sent to Episcopal parishes of Knox county
Alvra W. Gregory and Judge Butler the buddies domiciled at the National will be held at St. Thomas Church,
Dr. Rupert Stratton went rabbit the Association.
Soldiers’ Home at Togus.
Camden, at 5 p. m. The preacher
hunting Thursday, but had nary a
will be Rev. John Crowell, rector of
bunny when he came home. He was
A group of 50 men interested in
Pleasant Valley Grange officers St. Marks Church, Newport, Vt. A
far from disconsolate, however, as better roads and permanent roads were pleasingly installed Tuesday special car will leave the Rockland
the afternoon’s sport had netted for Maine gathered at the Fiske evening by Past Worthy Master Oba waiting room at 3.40 p. m.
him a 38-pound fox beautifully House, Damariscotta, last night to diah Gardner, who was ably assist
» # ♦ •
colored.
y
discuss the Dwinal plan under which ed by Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Wyllie
At the Universalist Church at
the bqnds financing the proposed At the regular meeting next Tuesday 10.30, Rev. George H. Welch will have
E. A. Dean, the sour kraut king, four year program would be all re night this program will be presented: as his topic “The Changeless Revela
received Thursday an order for eight leased at once with many resulting Singing by the Grange; roll call, nam tion." The quartet will sing as an
kegs from the Otis Elevator Co., of advantages as previously outlined in ing a favorite American and one of thems "I Will Lift Up Mine Eyes
Buffalo, N. Y., to be shipped to these columns. In his speech last his accomplishments; reading, Alice Unto the Hills,” Lynes, and “In
points in New York, New Jersey and night Senator Dwinal stressed the Wyllie; song, Sue Spear: reading. Heavenly Love Abiding” Brown.
Pennsylvania.
fact that under his plan much more Jesse Tolman; question—What are Knickerbocker Class will meet at
actual work could be done due to the the greatest questions before the 11.45 promptly; church school at
Henry Clukey is in Rochester. N. letting of larger contracts with re American people today?; song, Lil- noon; junior Y.P.C.U. at 4 p. m. and
H., today to drive a horse named sulting economies. Too he devel lian Simmons; cake guessing contest; senior Y.P.C.U. at 6 p. m. The outGold Quartz in the ice race this alt oped the fact that extraordinary Fed singing by the Grange.
standing activity for the week is the
ernoon. Mr. Clukey wgs summoned eral aid allotments would thus be
------Chapin Class musicale at the home
last evening by Dr. Chesley, promi available for Maine due to the failure
WORTH WHILE RIVALRY
of Mrs. David Talbot Tuesday evenent in the management of the of many states to utilize their quotas
.
-------ning at 8 o’clock.
• * * •
Rochester fair.
because of drought conditions. Un- Methodists Have Nothing On Little“The Difficulty of Understanding
employment relief and statewide tour- 1 field Memorial Church In Sunday
Gen. Berry Lodge, K of P. elected ist benefits were discussed in the vig
Jesus,” will be the subject of the
School Attendance.
these officers Thursday night; F. M. orous open forum. The Dwinal plan
morning sermon at Pratt Memorial
Methodist Church. Sunday School
Ulmer, C. C.; Herbert Larrabee. V. C.; wa^ given the enthusiastic endorse Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
L. A. Gray, prelate; W. J. McFadden, ment of the meeting. A delegation
An article appeared in your pape; will convene at 12. Epworth League
M. at A.; Alva Spear, K. of from this city included Senator last week from the Methodist Church meets at 6 to discuss the topic: "New
R. & S.; F. H. Sanborn, M. of F.; G George L. St. Clair, Representative in Rockland, telling of good work in I Frontiers Of Our Enterprise.” At
A. Tarr, M. of E.; George Brackett, A. C. McLoon, R. E. Thurston, J. F. the Sunday School. I rejoice with the service at 7.15 Mr. Kenderdine
Brother Kenderdine and his church, will preach on "The Art Of Saying
master of work: James Cates, inner Carver and John M. Richardson.
and notice by some statistics that Good-bye." The orchestra will play
guard; W. J. McFadden, trustee for
Miss Ellen Daley, superintendent of have recently been given out that at this hour and the chorus choir will
three years.
Knox Hospital, presented the story of the Methodists are good Sunday- sing at both services. Tlie midweek
service of prayer and praise is on
Miss Vada Clukey entertained at that institution yesterday to the School workers.
three tables of bridge and luncheon Rotary Club, baring it largely on the
The Maine Baptist Messenger Tuesday evening and will be engaged
i Thursday evening at her home on recent articles in these columns but says:
with the subject: "They Have Their
“Baptists in thc Northern Baptist Reward.”
Broad street, with Miss Gladys Oliver adding numerous interesting, intimate
as guest of honor. A feature of the details. She stressed the fact that Convention have 82 Bible School
“A Lost Man" is to be the subject
evening was a miscellaneous shower over 1700 persons were treated by the scholars for every 100 church memfor Miss Oliver. Honors were won hospital during 1930, 25 per cent of bers. The New York Baptists have of Rev. L. G. Perry at Littlefield Meby Miss Hazel Jones of Portland and these being non-pay patients. The only 53 scholars enrolled for every mortal Church tomorrow at 10.30.
interesting fact was developed that joo church members. The Metho- The choir will sing the anthem "Great
William Manning of Thomaston.
manv of these non-paying patients dist Episcopal folk make their boast is the Lord,” Lacey, and Miss Sybil
A delightful feature of the bridge demand private rooms and other ex- that they have 105 Sunday School Jones will sing a solo. Sunday School
party given in the Thorndike grill pensive incidentals and that such scholars for every 100 members, immediately follows the morning servWednesday evening for the benefit persons are the chronic “kickers.” pOr every 100 resident Baptist ice. B. Y. P. U. is at 6.15 when "What
of St. Bernard's Church was the tap This class is unfair to the hospital church members in the State of my denomination means to me” will
dancing of Miss Gretchefj Fletcher and to the legitimate ward patients. Maine we have a total enrollment of be discussed, leaders are Miss Vivian
1 Chaples and Miss Frances Hammond,
of Belfast, who while attending She brought out the fact that the 1116.5 in our schools.”
Rockland Commercial College is con hospitals of the country rate as one J The Littlefield Memorial Free Bap- The subject of the evening sermon
ducting a dancing class at Temple of its largest industries and that Knox tist Church last Sunday had an at- will be “A Family Invitation." The
hall with marked success. Miss Celia Hospitals turns $36,000 back into local tendance of 174 with an enrollment choir will sing “The road leads home,"
Brault accompanied at the piano. circulation each year through pur- ! of 207, or 124.2 pupils in attendance McPhail. Miss Olive Bragg and Mrs.
Miss Fletcher is to give a public chase of supplies alone. Plans were for every 100 resident church mem- Evelyn Hart will sing^ a duet. Midweek prayer meeting Tuesday evening
dance recital of her pupils in Temple made for ladies’ night which is Feb.: bers.
6 and an appeal was made for the i a recent survey of the city of at 7.30.
hall the evening of Feb. 18.
Red Cross. Dr. Archie Green and Rockland north of North Main street
The subject of the sermon at the
Past Grand High Priest James A. Col. E. A. Robbins cf Camden were shows that there is a very small perChurch on Sunday
Richan installed the officers of King visiting Rotarians. The guests were | centage of children of school age First Baptist
Solomon’s Temple Chapter Thurs Henry Shaefer of Westbury, Pa., and j that are not attending some Sunday morning willbe, "Christ and Me ”
| School. Let the good work go on. The quartet will sing, “The Lord is
day night, assisted by B. S. White- Clarence F. Joy of this city.
_____
I Rev.] L. G. Perry
My Strength." Nevin. and “The Lord
house as grand marshal and Rev.
At the meeting of the Ladies Aux- J
------------ 1--- 1
Is. My Salvation.” A growing SunWalter S. Rounds as chaplain. The
BORN
daV School will meet at 12 o’clock,
list of officers-elect furnished to iliary of St. Peter’s Episcopal Church ,
this paper for Tuesday's issue omitted Thursday evening at the home of brown—At East Union, Jan. 20. to Mr with classes for all ages. The Christion Endeavor meeting will be held at
two officials J. E. Stevens as chap Mrs. Erskine Wright, Masonic street, I ani Mrs- Ll0>'d Brown- a daughter.
----------------6 o’clock, led by Joe Robinson. The
lain and Alfred L. Church as sentinel. these appointments were made:
DIED
1 people’s evening service opens at Charles C. Phillips was presented Altar work, Mrs. Alton Decrow, Mrs. WILLEY—At Thomaston.
Jan. 20. Capt 7 jc with the nrelurle and hit? rint?
Waiter Barter Willey, aged 75 years, 6 (
tne Prduae ana Dig sing
with a past high priest's jewel. Visitors Alexander Browne. Mrs. Erskine
months, 28 days.
including a special family sing. The
were present from Thomaston. Wright and the Daughters of the
Everybody had a word of praise for King: choir mothers, for girls. Miss MncNICHOL—At Vinalhaven. Jan. 21. quartet will sing as one of their selecMary N. (Pease), widow of Herbert tions, “Even Me,’’ Warren.
The
Margaret Buttomer and Mrs. Thomas
that lobster stew.
MacNichol, aged 59 years, 2 months.
subject of Mr. MacDonald’s sermon
I Foley; for boys, Mrs. George B
will be, "An Angel's Conundrum"
The Knox and Lincoln Past Davis, Mrs. John Thomas and Mrs.
IN MEMORIAM
In loving memorv of Annie M. Mc.s.»er, The happy prayer and praise meet
Grands and Past Noble Grands Asso- O. B. Hyland; Daughters of thc
passed away Jan. 25, 1929.
ing will beheld on Tuesday evening
ciation met Wednesday evening at; King, 'Miss Nettie Clark, president; who
Two years have passed since that sad day,
Odd Fellows hall, with 22 members Miss Margaret Buttomer, secretary When the one we loved was called away at 7.15, subject, “The Prayer Meet
ing Broken Up By a Preacher.”
present. Supper was served under and treasurer; Girls' Friendly J3o- God took her home; it was his will.
the direction of Mrs. Luke S. Davis.! ciety. Miss Margaret Buttomer in j Within oui^hearts she ltveth.still.
“DUNT” HAS ONE
Mrs. Annie Aylward and Mrs. Alta charge; secretary and treasurer of1
Elmer A^Messer, Bda M. Post
CARD OF thanks
Ed‘tor of The Courier-Gazette:—
,
Dimick.
The program embraced 1 the auxiliary. Mrs. Percy Dinsmore,
We wish to express our heartfelt
Having read the articles that have
piano solos by Mrs. Josephine Burns.! who also holds that same capacity in
thanks
and
appreciation
to
all
those
who
been
published
in
The
Courier-Gamandolin selections by Miss Doris the choir associ tion: committee in
ln so many ways during our re- zett, abQut O1(J Bibles I Wish to menHyler and Miss Dorothy Dimick, with s charge of parish suppers, Mrs. O. B. helped
cent bereavement; also for the man:
... T
Tt
Mrs. Dimick at the piano, and read- | Hyland, Mrs. Alden, Mrs. Wallace cards of sympathy sent at Christmas on on® that I have. It is 11x9x3, is
time
Mr.
and
Mrs.
F.
R.
Davis,
leather
covered
and
in
a very good1
ings by Mrs. Nettie Stewart. Conun- M. Little and Mrs. Roy Estes: housePort Clyde.
state of presentation. It was com- j
drums and jokes furnished merri- keeping department, Mrs. Lothrop,
>osed by Rev. Mr. Ostervald, profevment for all. Among those present Mrs. John Thomas and Mrs. Alden;
C VIII) OF" THANKS
Wc wish to thank the members of the i sor
Divinity, and of the Ministers I
were several members from Camden, in charge of card parties, Mrs. R. D.
Saville, Mrs. Thomas Foley and Mrs. boys’ basketball team, Rockport Gram- of the Church at Neufchatel, in
mar
School.
Rockport.
High
School
and
Switzerland.
Sage & Clough of New I
Baked bean supper will be'served1 George B. Davis; rummage sale, Mrs. the grades, and all others in Rockport
by the Winslow-Holbrook Auxiliary Thomas Foley and Mrs. Frank Hard who showed kindness and sympathy dur- or^ were the printers and it was
ing our recent bereavement, the death published in 1803—128 years old. The
Saturday. Jan. 24. from 5 to 7 p. m. ing: arrangements, Mrs. R. D. Sa of
our mother
, Id style s is used.
A. F. Dunton. i
at Legion hall. Price 35 cents.—adv. ville. Mrs. Erskine Wright and Mrs.
Mrs. Edna Sprague, Maurice Pilling
Ronald Billings.
nope.
10-11 W. M. Little.

Cleansing
Dyeing
Pressing

Page Three

The Last Week In January Will Be Ob
served As Dollar Week At Gonia’s
A Wonderful Chance To Buy Gift Goods and Useful Articles At
Bargain Prices
A FEW OF THE SPECIALS

ANY THREE ARTICLES on the 50 CENT TABLE.. .. .. .. .. .. .
ANY TWO ARTICLES on the 75 CENT TABLE.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
THREE BOXES OF 50 CENT STATIONERY for.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
TWO BOXES OF 75 CENT STATIONERY for.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
15-PC. GREEN GLASS LUNCHEON SETS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
WATER SETS in Rose or Green.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
17-PIECE BEVERAGE SETS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
PICTURES that usually sold for 1.25 to 1.69.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
GLASS VASES in Rose or Green, 1.39 to 1.69 value.. .. .. .. .. .
MAGAZINE RACKS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
LARGE SWINGING PICTURE FRAMES.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
-MIRRORS, formerly 1.50.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
TWO GREEN GLASS MIXING BOWL SETS, 5 pieces.. .. .. ..
11 IN. FOOTED FRUIT BOWLS, Rose or Green, were 1.69;
10 ROLLS WALL PAPER AND BORDER.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .

$1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1,00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

ANY ARTICLES OF THE REGULAR DOLLAR TABLES
FOR SEVENTY-FIVE CENTS

GONIA’S
JANUARY CLEARANCE SALE

WALL PAPERS
Papers for every room reduced
one-third to one-half in price
Some at greater reductions
BUNDLE PAPERS AND ODD LOTS AT ANY OLD PRICE

GONIA’S
SPECIAL SALE
SATURDAY AFTERNOON AND EVENING

FANCY GRAPEFRUIT, family size;

5 for 29c

BREAD AND BUTTER SALE
2 lbs. 69c F
CLOVERBLOOM, l-4s,
2 lbs.
2 lbs.
2 lbs.
2 lbs.

BROOKFIELD, l-4s,
HOLLAND ROLL,
RED CLOVER ROLLS,
BROOKFIELD ROLLS,

NATIVE EGGS

SUGAR

6V

PURE LARD
COMPOUND

R
E
E

doz 35c

strictly fresh

HNE GRANULATED

lk Tl TP
ID 1UD

69c
79c
63c
65c

100 lbs $4.99

Choice $2.25

SMOKED SHOULDERS

CARNATION MILK

lb 15c
3

TALL CANS

FRANKFORTS
Lucky Strike Cigarettes

B
R
E
A
D

23c

2 lbs 25c
CARTON

Home Made Mince Meat

$1.09

2 lbs 25c

OUR USUAL FINE QUALITY, REGULAR 18c VALUE

Perry’s Market
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F. very-0 ther-Day

UNION
Ing straight into business, '"Miss
Merchison’s given us a description
of this man Parslave—just you give
Attendance at the M. E. Church I
us another, so that Cottingley and
school Sunday was very good, a total
this other man of mine will know
of 38. the ladies class taking the ban
him to the last detail Here—John
ner. The junior department sang
5 b 7
1I 2 3
4
'•Jewels'' for the closing hymn. Next
son !”
The loafer Individual slid close
Sunday’s lesson is found in the
sSSS
IO
9
to us, like a shadow sifted by a
* 8
fourth chapter of Luke, "The
moving light, and he kept his eyes
Temptation
of
Jesus.
”
Everyone
is
TT"
Wills proved and allowed :Susan E. fourth, filed by Nellie F. Brazier,
IM
13
12
II
on me without blinking while I rap
invited to attend and take their
guardian.
W
w
idly but thoroughly detailed a de Maxwell, late of Cushing, Rodney I.
Bibles.
Petitions to determine inheritance
Thompson, admr.: Charles H. Decrow
20
19
17
18
scription of Parslave.
lb
Pound Pond School Notes
gianted: Estates Abhy H. StrawCottingley nodded at Maythorne, late of Thomaston, Lulu E. Decrow, tax
The school is very proud of a new j
W
bridge. late of Camden, filed by
exx.:
Katherine
Mather,
late
of
Rock

nudged the loafer, and they turned
23
24 i 15
21
11
Nowell of Winchester, Mass.; , victrola and several records recently
away, with seeming utter indiffer land, Gilford B. Butler, exr.; Elli n James
llussell G. Arey, late cf Camden. Purchased,
E.
Winslow,
late
of
Thomaston.
ence. Sheila stared after them In
Thanks are due Melvin Kennedy, a i
3d
ifc
29
17
2b
Jessie Green, exx.; William H. Smith, filed by Z. M. Dwinal. admr.
obvious wonder.
!state Willard S. Giles, late of pupil in the sixth grade, for the fine
Maythorne laughed and motioned late of Thomaston, Charlotte M Camden,
pettiion for partition dis- tab‘e which he made and gave to the
sss 31
33
32
us toward the end of Praed street. Alley, exx.; Catherine Bickmore. la'.e missed for want of prosecution.
• school
“You two young people can go of St. George. Fred N. Hart, exr ;
William Hilt has returned to school ,
V
Estate Edwin O. Wright, of Cam
34
35
oft duty now,” he said. "Parslave Hiram Smith, late of Rockland, Ava
den. petition for license to convey after several weeks in Massachusetts.
is as safe as If we’d got him inside Smith, exx.
The
pupils
are
making
the
most
of
.vcc 3b
Foreign will proved and allowed: husband's right by descent granted, the recess and neon hour sliding on
40 41 4i
the jewel case at the Tower! Take
37 38 39
,
my advice—go somewhere and have Mary Palmer, late of Polk County filed by Etta I. Wright, guardian.
Petitions
for
probate
of
will
filed
i
Bl
^
ess
.'
,
.
.
,
“Mervyn !” she whispered. “Par- | the day to yourselves. Leave all North Carolina, J. S. Massenburg of for notice. Sylvester L. Arau, late of . Those not absent one-half day dur47
4b
M3 44
45
slave! Gone in—there!”
this to me—the only thing ls that I Tyron. North Carolina, admr. c. t. a. Camden. deceased, filed bv Teresa F. J?8,
Elcanor HuntPetitions for administration grant
“Parslave!” 1 exclaimed. “The
want you. Holt, to look In at my
of Camden; Alice S. Genn. late Ra'ph ”^5 and Clarence Perry,
50
52
51
48
49
man missing from Marrasdale? Im
office at six o’clock sharp this eve ed: Estates Lillian A. Homer, late of Arau
Rockland, deceased, filed bv Celia
A Pencil sharpener, broom, dust
possible !”
ning. Now—I’m off! Business!” Boston, Mass.. Joseph G. Homer of of
M. Hapworth of Rockland; Ellie g. Pan, wasn dish and soap have been
57
5b
!>4
55
“1 tell you Parslave has Just gone
He was in the taxicab which he Boston, admr.; Myra K. Montgomery
53
1
had kept waiting and was being late of Camden, J. Hugh Mont Rich, late of Thomaston, deceased. P^onased from the League money,
into that shop—the tobacco shop!
W
filed
by
Effie
R.
Richards
of
Thomaslhe
fifth
'
s
'
xtn
and
seventh
grades
driven away before we could say gomery of Camden, admr.; Mary E
Parslave is in that shop! Come
bl
bo
59
recite
on
current
events
Fridays
in
(
back!"
anything. We both looked at each Blunt, late of Thomaston. Oscar J. ton; Joseph A. Marshall, late of place of history.
Hodgkins of Portland, admr.; Laura Camden, deceased, filed by Florence
“You're certain?” I said.
other and laughed.
1
b4
Dorothy Gleason and Dorothy
b2>
bt
"Dead certain! Parslave is ln
“That’s good advice of May E. Wadsworth, late of Camden, C A. Marshall of Camden.
Clarry are to have charge of the 1
Petitions
for
administration
filed
D.
Wadsworth
of
Camden,
admr.;
thorne
’
s,
anyhow,
”
I
said.
“
Let's
there! Watch for him—let me
health chart next week.
I
b5
stand in this shop door.”
follow IL Let's go somewhere Adella C. Bowers, late of Camden for notice: Estates Almeda A. Creigh
Hot lunches are being served at the
ton,
late
of
Union,
filed
by
Frank
G.
Bessie
L.
Bowers,
adnix.:
Elbridge
C
“He’ll know you?”
where we can talk about—”
schoolhouse this term, and thanks are
“Of course! lf he comes this
“What?” she said as I hesitated. Knight, late of Camden, J. Hugh Creighton of Union; Oscar D. Coombs, extended the parents for their inter
HORIZONTAL (Cort.) , VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
late
of
Galena
Township,
Indiana,
Montgomery
of
Camden,
admr
“Ourselves!” said L "We’ve had
way. I'll slip into this shop and buy
est and help. Also Wilbur Thurston
50-A fish
16-Devotional
1-Adored
d. b. n. c. t. a. ; Mary E. Dow, late of filed by Harry L. Coombs of Galena for the fine dish-cupboard which he
enough of other people.”
something—anything. If he goes
8- Rend
51- Over (poet.)
17-A childish utterance
the other—follow. Good Heavens 1
We had a delightful lunch In a Washington, Clara S. Overlock of Township, Indiana.
presented.
52- Female saint (abbr.) 18-Abound
9- Unlock
Petitions to determine inheritance
Washington, admx. d. b. n. c. t. a.
—what is he doing here!—in Lon
Franklin MacDonald has been ab
11-A chair
53- Falsifier
20-Malaria-bearing
er—you know—if I were you—I—I
Petition for license to sell real tax filed foj notice: Estates Martha sent several days because of Illness.
don?”
12- An alcoholic liquor 55-Reposes
mosquitoes
It was a drapery establishment | think I should say how you got this estate granted: Estate of Aletha I. S. Storer. late of Warren, deceased,
Parents and friends are cordially
57- Sacred bull of Egypt 22-Sheep-cry
14-Chilled
—er document—I should—really."
Borneman, filed by Arthur K filed by Helen P. Robinson, admx. invited
hy which we were standing, with
to visit the school any time.
(Eg. Myth.)
24-Type of hat
16- A fruit
“Mrs. Elphinstone will have to Walker, admr.
c. t. a.; Wilbert R. Norton, late of
a deep doorway—Sheila slipped |
58- Mimics
27-Dropsy
17- The garden
say how she got IL and from
Petition for widows allowance North Haven, deceased, filed by Fre
within its shelter; I half-hidden,
60- Female deer
29-Transmit
whom,” observed Maythorne. “That granted: Estate of George H. Lassell. mont Beverage, admr.
dormouse
VINALHAVEN
kept an eye on the tobacconist’s
61- Pertaining to wings 31-Time-period
19-Largest continent
will was without doubt abstracted Jr., Beulah E. Lassell petitioner.
Petition for distribution: Estate
door. And presently cut came
62-Compass-point
33-A color
21- Butt
______ .___
—stolen—from Mazaroff’s pocket
Occan Bound Rebekah Lodge will
a tall, wiry fellow, obviously a
Estate Nina O'Connell of Rockland, Wilbert R. Norton, late of North
22- Large receptacle for 64-Seaport in Arabia j37-Unit of work
by the man who murdered him. Maine, petition for appointment of Haven, filed by Fremont Beverage, hold its meeting next Tuesday night.
countryman, bronzed in cheek and
65-Destroy the scent of 38-Nigh
coal
And, Mr. Elphinstone, it is later dis trustee granted. Rockland National admr.
Two comforters will be tacked, and at
neck; he turned along the pave
23- To steep, as flax
39-Ventured
covered In Mrs. Elphinstone’s keep Bank appointed trustee.
Accounts filed for notice: Estates the close of the business session there
ment, away from us.
VERTICAL
40-Struck with sudden
25- Half a score
ing. How came It there?"
Wilbert
R
Norton,
late
of
North
will
be
a
supper.
Members
not
so

Inventories
filed:
Estates
Helen
Sheila came out of the doorway
26- Exist
‘
I
force
Mrs. Elphinstone suddenly gath
late of Rockland, $643.89; Haven, first and final, filed by Fre- licited are asked to contribute someand glanced down the street.
27- Comfort
1- Waste
41- Sediment
ered up her wraps and her umbrel McLoon,
mont
Beverage,
admr.;
Martiia
S.
thing
for
a
covered
dish
supper.
Marion
Louise
Vinal
of
Rockland.
"That's Parslave!” stie said. "But
28- Dry up
2- A grail) 42- Swiss river
la and rose from her chair.
Free Chevrolet tickets will be given
$363.51: Hovt Emery, late of Rock Storer, '.ate of Warren, deceased, first
I knew it was. What next?”
3- Railroad (abbr.)
44-Melody
30- Perform
“What right have you to ask me land. 52233.0P; Frank S. Rhodes, late and final, filed by Helen P. Robin- to those attending the Legion dance
“We must follow him,” 1 an
4- One who inherits
31- Conform
•
47-Agitate
questions?” she demanded, facing of Rockland. $4,332.90; Willard E son. admx. c. t. a.; Helen M. Pendle- Saturday evening.
swered. “No matter where he goes.
32- An Irish patriot
5- ltalian river
49-Back of neck
Maythorne. “Yot're not a police Ware of Washington. $5962.00; Harry ton. late of Rockland, deceased, first
Miss
Lucinda
Young,
nurse,
and
I'm going to track him. Look here!
6- Prefix. Upon
52-Extend over
34- Rlm
man, as far as I’m aware, and I L. Follansbee, late of Camden and final filed by Arthur S. Baker, friend. Miss Turner of Rockland, who
7- Combining form.
—I’ll keep a little way behind
35- Crush
M-Peruse
don’t know that you’ve any author
admr.;
Harriet
E.
Bowen,
late
of
have
been
at
the
home
of
the
for

$68,208.77.
him; you keep a little behind me.”
Ten
36- To alter the form I
56- Not concerted
ity. I am going, and whoever
Rockland,
deceased,
first
and
final,
mer
’
s
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Jason
Accounts
allowed:
Estates
Mahala
So we began our chase of this
40-Killed
8- Set of workers
57-To the sheltered
wishes to see me will find me at
filed
by
Almon
P.
Richardson,
admr.;
Young,
this
week,
return
to
the
city
10- Bird’s home
man who had disappeared from
43-Musical note
side
Short's hotel. You’ll find me there, L. Vinal. late of Vinalhaven. first and 3erijamin K. Ware, late of Washing today.
45- Any open space
11-A fissure
59-Compass point
Birnside on the night of Mazaroff’s
Sheila—I shall not run after you final, filed by Louise E. Folsom and ton. first account, filed by Forrest H.
Freeland
Delano
of
Rockland
was
Edith Smith, exxs.; Warren H.
12- Small Spanish horse
(abbr.)
murder, and for whom the police
46- Animal flesh
again."
Bond of Jefferson, admr.; Nina ln town Thursday.
13- The Scandinavian
61-A hand-cutting tool
had already instituted a hue-and47- South Longitude
“That’s a useful thing to know, Smalley, late of Washington, first O'Connell of Rockland, second and
Representative W. Adelbert Smith
’ (abbr.)
people
63- Toward
cry,
Mrs, Elphinstone,” saW Maythorne, and final, filed by Marion R. Milier. final account of Frank B. Miller,
Parslave went slowly away ln
48- A vase with feet , 15-Expired
64- Three-toed sloth
still pertinacious. “You will no admr.; Fred E. Churchill, late of trustee; Harry Guy Crockett of returned Thursday from Augusta,
front, and just as slowly Sheila
doubt be called upon at Short’s. This Rockport, first and final, filed by- Waterbury, Conn., first and final, coming by plane from Rockland.
Mrs. Evelyn Patrick entertained
A.
Allenwood, admx;
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
sauntered after me in the rear. He
is a matter of murder I And wheth Georgia
three tables at “63" Monday. Honors
was an easy man to follow, and
er you like it or not, Mrs. Elphin Clarence O. Brazier of Thomaston, filed by Alan L. Bird, guardian.
JOIN
THE
AUXILIARY
■ went to Gladys Hutchinson and
it needed little watchfulness of my
stone—or, as It should be, Merchi
hIuIfIfI
' Muriel Chil'.es, William Williams and
part to see that he had not the
son—I am going to know who*mur
EJL JI I A'Si
Hopkins, who asked several entertain William Chilles.
Texas Woman Tells Why Eligible
WARREN
ghost of an idea that he was be
dered Mazaroff. If you know, you’re
ing conundrums. An unusually ap
Al’bsB
Women Should Affiliate With De
ing followed.
already an accessory after the
petizing baked bean supper was
partment,
Mrs.
Mary
X.
MacNichol
He turned to his right sharply,
Charter
members'
night
and
the
crime.”
served as the grand finale and all en
Mary N. (Pease) widow of Herbert
into Praed street, crossed the road
Mrs. Elphinstone was at the door roll call of Mystic Rebekah Lodge joyed the occasion to the utmost.
(By Lou Ella Allen, President,
MacNichol, died suddenly at noon
way, and a little further along the
hy this time, and her eyes were as has been postponed to Feb. 9.
* * * *
Jan. 21 at her home, fol owing a period Auxiliary, U.S.W.V., Department ot ,
other side, turned again. Saunter
hard as ever as she swept us all
Warren High played Union High at
Mrs. Martha E. Miller
of several months' ill health. She was Texas.) '
ing after hitn, at a considerable dis
with a half contemptuous glance. Union in a hockey match Wednesday
tance, I saw him enter the side
“Are you coming, Malcolm? As for evening. The score was 9 to 1 in fa In the death of Mrs. Martha E. Mil- born in Vinalhaven Nov. 22. 1871, the
Among the glorious womanhood of
door of a house—a rather bigger,
!er. 87, which occurred Sunday at the daughter of the late S. Thomas and
you, Sheila, if you want me again, vor of Union.
our
Nation today are the noble wom
more pretentious house than those
home of her twin sister. Mrs. Frances “na (Carver) Pease. She leaves an
you’ll have to come to me. Other
Some members of Warren High plan Vinal. Warren has lost a dearlv be- only_s;ster. Miss Elizabeth Pease, to en who are members of those great .
that flanked It. Then he disap
wise—”
to attend the winter carnival in Rock
peared. I hastened my steps,
loved resident. Much sympathy is whom much sympathy is extended. organizations, the Daughters of the
She made a gesture which seemed land. Jan. 31.
walked swiftly past the house he
felt for the surviving sister, as she is Mrs. MacNichol was educated in the
to Indicate that she washed her
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Vinal returned the only near .one left, excepting public schools. She was a member of American Revolution, the Daughters i
had entered, and on the side door,
hands of her daughter and of ev
of the G.A.R., Daughters of the Con
on a dirty, uncleaned brass plate
erybody present, and without wait Thursday to Arlington, Mass.
nephews. Sidney Vinal of Arlington. Ocean Bound Rebekah Lodge.
federacy, and the vast army of
reatt, to mv utter amazement:
Chester Vinal returned Wednt day Chester Vinal of Swampscott, Mass.,
ing for Mr. Elphinstone, she
night to Swampscott.
younger women who make up th? ,
marched off down the corridor.
“Dr. Eccleshare
and Gilbert Vinal of New York. Mrs.
DEER ISLE
Mr. Elphinstone shook his head—■
Surgery Hours 0:30 to 11 a. m. 7
Thursday guests of Miss Mildred Miller was born in Warren. Oct. 28,
auxiliary to the American Legion.
wearily and despondently.
He Kenniston were Miss Belle Jones and 1843, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
to 8:30 p. m.”
Mrs. Cora Torrey went last week
Thev have a right to be proud—be
looked round at all of us as If he Mrs. Miles Jones of Union.
Francis Seiders. a member of a family to Camden where she will be a guest ing related and connected with vet - I
I turned hack to the top of the
wanted
to
speak,
but
no
words
of
eight,
six
sisters
and
one
brother.
of Mrs. Nora Carman for the re erans of these wars.
street, where Sheila was already
Edwin Boggs, accompanied by Mrs.
came, and he presently turned and William Morrison of Portland, spent She received her education in the mainder of the month.
hanging about
But they have no greater claim on
went
after
his
wife.
Maythorne
Warren
schools
and
was
marTied
to
“Got him?” she asked.
a few days this week with Miss Edna
Installation of these officers was patriotic pride than the thousands of
closed
the
door,
and
glanced
at
us.
George
A
Miller
of
West
Rockport
in
I touched her arm with one hand,
held at Harbor View Chapter last women of this country who are en
Boggs, returning Wednesday to Port
Since 1840 this firm has faithfully
"You may think I was too explicit land.
1868, and made her home in that town week: Worthy matron, Mrs. Alice titled to share the hiehest esteem
pointing with the other to the
—
perhaps
brutal
—
with
Mrs.
Elph

for
several
years.
She
was
the
mother
’
Snowden; associate matron, Mrs. and love and respect of the Nation served the families of Knox County
house at the further end of the
Mrs. Charles Wellington entertained
instone,” he said, “hut I don't be four tables of bridge at her home of two sons, one of whom died in the 1 Katherine Milan; worthy patron, for its greatest 100 per cent Volun
LADY ATTENDANT
street.
lieve any of you understand. Know Thursday afternoon. Prizes went to West some time ago. and the other Edward E. Greenlaw: associate pa- teer army—the Spanish War vet- |
“You see that house down there?
Day Tel. 450
781-1
ing
what
I
do
—
and
Crole,
of
course,
—the one that stands out from
Mrs. Elizabetn Munsey. Mrs. Grace Dr. Lester Miller of Worcester, who tron. Frank Milan; conductress. Mrs. erans. who fought just as unselfishly
knows
it
now
—
I
cannot
keep
this
the rest?”
BURPEE’S
Spear. Mrs. Hazel Starrett and Mrs. died last summer Mr. Miller died in Essie Torrey; associate conductress and who offered to puf their lives
information from the police! It’s Nancy Clark.
1921 and since then Mrs. Miller made Mrs. Annabelle Weed; treasurer. Mrs. at stake for the cause of liberty and '
“I see It.”
ROCKLAND, ME.
impossible!
We
know
—
the
police
her home with Mrs. Vinal here in Harriet Haskell; secretary, Mrs.
“That’s Eccieshare’s!
EccleMrs. Walter Blake is employed at Warren, spending the remainder of Myrtle Conary; organist, Mrs. Ber- fustic? and right just as al! the othi-r i
know—that Mazaroff was robbed
share’s, do you understand? Doc
patriots
have
from
the
American
as well as murdered. That will was Georges River Mills.
her life in the c’osest companionship nice Scott.
tor Eccleshare. Eccieshare’s—good
Revolution on down to the World
Mrs. Almond Rowell of Burkettville with her nearest of kin.
on him! How did Mrs. Elphinstone
Lord! And—Parslave’s in there!”
1 The Library Circle was entertained War.
was
the
overnight
guest
Wednesday
of
J
get
it?
She
is
shielding
somebody.
Words cannot speak too highlv of by Mrs. Avery Marshall last Tuesday.
Then silence fell upon us. We
The time has come when every
DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
That’s the truth! Now, then—who her cousin, Mrs. Alice Gordon
I ^e character of Mrs. **
Milier
and-■ she
stood, mutually questioning each
”
Postmaster J. Etta Lufkin with her woman who is eligible to membership
ls
It?
”
Then,
without
waiting
for
Hinckley Corner School will remain < will be greatlv missed by everyone little granddaughter Dorothy L. in the auxiliary of the American ;
other. Sheila spoke first
Osteopathic Physician
any reply or remark, he tapped my closed until Feb. 2.
i She was a lifelong member of the Con- Sampson left for Portland last Spanish War veterans should take
“Eccieshare’s house!—and Parshoulder and set off. I lingered a
35 LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND
slave in it? Then here’s some dev
At the reception to be tendered Rev. 1 gregational Church and took great Tuesday for a visit of several davs advantage of the honor that is open
moment to exchange a word or two Howard Welch and family of the nterest in its affairs, being quite ac- with the former's daughter Mrs. to her and become a member of this
iltry at work. Mervyn—what’s to
PHONE 136
with Sheila, and ttfen followed him. Baptist Church next Tuesday evening, j tive until lately, when failing health Harold Sampson of Bridgton. The splendid organization. That includes
he done? Of course, I see how
“You think that, Maythorne?” I Leslie Packard and Deacons L. F. I had claimed her. Funeral services trip was made by airplane. In Mrs. all wives, daughters, sisters, "in- '
things are. Eccleshare sent Parasked as we paused at the door of
slave here—to hide!"
Kallock, Fred H. Wyllie and Fred M. were held from the home of Mrs. Lufkin's absence Mrs. Norman Has laws" and kins-women either by •
the elevator.
Vinal Wednesday, Rev. H. I. Holt kell wil! assist at the postoffice.
But I had been thinking during
blood or marriage of every man who ,
EXPERT
"Of course!” he exclaimed. Kenniston will serve as hosts; the officiating. The hearers were W. E.
that moment of silence—thinking
Mrs. Ernest Pickering, accompan is a member or eligible to be a mem
hostesses,
Mrs.
Fred
Wylne,
Mrs
Les

‘•Doesn’t need half an eye nor an
Hahn,
Benjamin
Watts,
John
Mun

ied
by
her
husband,
left
Stonington
fast.
ber
of
United
Spanish
War
Veterans.
ounce of brain to be dead certain lie Packard, Mrs. Laura Seavey and sey and W. H. Robinson The many last Sunday bv airplane for Rock
“There’s only one thing to be
The men of the United Spanish j
of that! She knows—knows! And, Mrs. Chester Wyllie. The hour is floral tributes bespoke the esteem in land proceeding thence to Camden War Veterans need the organized '
done,” I said. “Look here—you do
7.45.
Invitations
have
been
extended
as I said in there—who Is it? Here's
3
which Mrs. Miller was held and bore where sh’e entered the hospital for an effort of their women. They need
just what I tell you. Get a taxi
one thing certain, Holt—if she to Rev. and Mr.s. II. I. Ho'.t of the siient messages of sympathy for the oneration which was performed their cooperation—their
cab. Go straight to Maythorne’s—
support, I
Congregational
Church
and
to
Rev.
R.
W.
TYLER
won’t speak. I’ll have to tell the po
103b Conduit street—got that?—
bereaved sister. Thc body was placed Tuesday.
i.ast reports stated that their comradeship.
lice. But between now and tomor and Mrs. H. S. Kilborn of Thomaston, ln the tomb at Fairview.
she is doing well.
nnd tell him exactly what’s hap
They are not getting it, so long as [ 509-513 Main SL Tel. 710 Rockland
a
former
pastor
of
the
Baptist
Cnurch
row she’ll have time to reflect And
pened. Get him to come back here
women who are eligible to member- |
here, to assist in receiving.' Members
ln the meantime—
DEAR OLD FRIENDS OF MINE
with you, and to bring his clerk,
ship in thc auxiliary remain outside
ROCKVILLE
of both pastorates and other inter
DENTAL NOTICE
Cottingley. Meanwhile, I’ll keep
He broke off abruptly. We went ested friends are invited to be pres
of the organization, and are content
(For The Cour'er-Gazcttel
down and Into the street, and in ent. It is hoped that favorable
an eye on Parslave and that house.
to let the men fight their battles
DR.
J. H. DAMON
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
Partridge
and
(To
Rev.
H.
M.
Purrlngtcn.
former
Now—hurry!”
silence walked quickly down Edg weather will permit a large attend pastor of Warren, ar.d his wife, who sop. Leslie have moved to Rockport alone.
Is
back
in
his
office for the winter
ware
road.
I
knew
what
he
was
taught me the Truth both as a boy and for the winter.
She went off on the Instant,
I am calling on every woman who '
a man. I dedicate this bit of sentiment.)
after—Cottingley. And Cottingley ance.
has 1“ right “to “join'the iwifiary of f14 wlU make appointments each day
without as much as a word, and
... *
M'ss
Mabel
Oxton
is
a
guest
of
Mrs.
You saw me as a little boy,
suddenly appeared before us in
from 10 to 2
I turned to watch the house not
the U.S.W.V. to do so—at once.
Smith in Rockland for a few days.
Eear old friends of mine.
Grange Installation
Praed street as if he had shot out
130TStf
fifty yards away. And I had not
You guided me along God's path.
Miss Lottie Ewell attended the
of
the
earth.
Dear old friends of mine.
Warren Grange hall was the scene
watched long before Parslave came
SALES FINALLY CONFIRMED
sessions Thursday of the Lincoln
You
left
me
then
—
you
went
away
“He’s come!” said Cottingley. of a delightful occasion Tuesday eve
out again, and came my way, too.
Baptist Association at the Bapt^t
I lost you for a time
“Alone. They’re both in the house, ning when Warren Highland Grange But. still I felt your strength the right Church in Rockland.
He was carrying a rush basket,
Sale of nine schooners of the bank
now. All’s arranged." Maythorne
Dea- old friends of mine.
such ns servants use when they go
School Notes
rupt New England Maritime Com
united
with
Warren
Grange
to
install
nodded; they whispered together a
shopping. I sauntered after him
The following received 100% in pany by auction was confirmed in U.
not wander far from God.
moment; then Maythorne and I officers for the coming year. Pioneer I could
(on the opposite side). He went
Dear old friends of mine.
enelling last week: Walter Lamson,
AN "ilREATED
turned away.
to a grocer’s shop; he bought po
Grange of East Union were quests. Some how I felt you he.ping me.
Lillian Lamson, Ethel Hale, Mary S. District Court at a price ol $13,425.
old friends of mine.
The vessels were sold last week to
tatoes and a couple of fine cauli
PAINLESS
METHODS
“Did he mean that Eccleshare James Dornan of East Union was the I Dear
Tolman,
Irja
Hill
and
Kenneth
felt your touch—I saw your face
three New York men. Confirmation
flowers. And, that little domes
had come?” I asked. “And that— master of ceremonies, very capably
And they would bring to mind
Thurston.
was
held
up,
however,
when
Louis
K.
much I owed to God and you
tic mission fulfilled, lie went
DR. PERLEY R. DAMON
they’ll watch him?”
At the recent meeting of Bear Hill
assisted by Mr. and Mrs. Howard How
Dear old friends of mine.
leisurely back to Doctor Ec
“Eccleshare, of course,” answered Brooks a'.so of East Union. With but
Lpague of the village school these Thurlow of Boston, principal stock 302 Main SL Tel. 915-M Rockland
holder
in
the
company,
indicated
i
cieshare’s. I pictured him and
Maythorne. “Who else? Watch few exceptions these officers were in Then I too became a min,
officers were elected: President, that negotiations were under way to !
Dear old friends of mine
some housekeeper woman in there
him?—Aye, they’ll watch both of stalled lor Warren Grange: Master.
Kenneth Thurston; vice president, buy all the schooners at a higher I
A
man.
I
hope,
with
puipose
clear.
—Parslave would doubtless be peel
’em!”
Mary Tolman; secretary, Doris Hall;
Fred Starrett; overseer. Arthur Pea
Dear old friends of mine.
price than that obtained by the auc- ,
ing the potatoes, like any tame fam
treasurer, Eino Lofman.
POULTRYMEN
body; secretary, John Connell; treas We met again I felt your hands.
(To
Be
Continued)
tion. Thurlow informed the court
And always at the time
ily man, nnd exchanging pleasant
urer, S. E. Norwood; lecturer. Olive I needed most to know that you
that
the
negotiations
were
unsuccess

ATTENTION!
’ilk with the female presiding
RELIEVING FEED SHORTAGE
Peabody; gate keeper, Irving Spear;
Were, dear old friends ol’ ^lne.
ful.
and yonder in the NorthumWe Want Your
outside guard, Charles Pease; assist
lir pi wilds, three hundred miles
now vou 'eave me for awhile.
Can Fe Done To Some Extent By
IN I895"WRE ant steward, G. A. Aspey; lady stew i And
LIVE
POULTRY
Dear
old
friends
of
mine.
VINALHAVEN
&
ROCKLAND
away, the police were wanting him
Use of Concentrates. Experts Say
ard. Marguerite Haskell; Pomona, To help some other youngster on.
VJE9E RuT 4
And Will Pay Highest Market
STEAMBOAT CO.
.
on suspicion of murder!
Deal
old
friends
of
mine.
Peabody; Flora, Mary Pease;
Price
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
AUTOS RE&lsfeREi) Lucy
I w.is laughing softly over this
still I know when I sum up
Shortage of feeds, wh'le serious in
Ceres, Gertrude Starrett; executive But
Steamer leaves Swan's Island at 5.30 Call or write and trucks will call.
When God has said t Is time.
when a hand was laid on my arm.
many
areas,
can
be
relieved
to
some
IN THE US,
A.
M..
Stonington
6.25,
North
Haven
7.25,
committee, C. Frank Berry. Officers That you were true both good and true.
COHEN BROS.
1 lookc-i sharply round—to see
extent by the use of linseed meal and Vinalhaven 8.15, due to arrive at Rock
Dear old friends of rathe.
for Highland Or: nge, some of which
Care CHARLES McKELLAR
land about 9.30.
Maythorne’s queer clerk, Cotting
Clarence
E
Madden.
Jr.
other
protein
supplements,
which
will
have not been installed, were: Master,
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M„
WARREN, ME.
Warren.
ley. He jerked a thumb over his
ftiake the home grown grains go much Vinalhaven 2.45, North Haven 3.30. Ston
Austin Snow; treasurer. Mrs Austin
Telephone Warren 2-3
left shoulder, silently, and follow
ington at 4.40; due to arrive at Swan’s
farther
and
do
much
better
work.
Snow: lecturer, Mrs. Charles Ring;
Reference: Any poultry raiser
6.00 P. M.
ing the gesture i saw, a few yards
Many feeders, when they find Island B.about
CHINESE HERB steward. Clifford Overlock; secretary, Why suffer torture* from Rheu
H. STINSON, General Agent.
. 109-tf
away, Sheila, Maythorne, and a
themselves
short
of
feed,
cut
down
on
143-tf
QUICKLY ALLAYS Morris Crockett; chaplain, Mr: John matism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscu
strange man, somebody or other got
their
rations
or
eliminate
the
protein
PAIN and ITC.IING Dean; overseer, John Dean; gate tar Lameness, Sprains and Bruiser
up for tlie part of the confirmed
concentrates or other valuable ele
when
If you suffer from itching’, blind, keeper, Frank Hopkins; assistant
loafer, the type that Just hangs
ments from their feed. This is just
protruding’ or bleeding Piles you are steward, Earl Hopkins; lady assistant
j about, and hangs about.
likely to be amazed at the soothing, steward, Norah Hopkins; Cere: to be
what they should not do. A little
METHYL
BALM
healing power of the rare, Imported
“Governor!” said (ottlngley, as
extra money spent for proteins will
Chinese Herb, which fortifies Dr. elected: Pomona. Gena Swift; Flora,
will bring almost instant relief?
lf introducing Maythorne. “Here.”
return large dividends, when fed to
Nixon’s Chinaroid. It’s the newest Olga Burkett Following the installa
IT GETS RIGHT TO WORK
An Old Family*
and fastest acting treatment out. tion a very entertaining program was
A scientifically compounded ex
I went up to Maythorne and
any kind of livestock.
THAT'S
Brings ease and comfort in a few
Doctor's Favorite
Sheila, Cottingley nt my heels.
ternal application that should be
If the farmer does not have any
minutes so that you can work and furnished, those taking pait were Mr.
Proscription.
in every home. Sold only at
The loafer person made a slink
enjoy life while it continues its and Mrs Austin Snow, Mrs. E. B.
grain, it will pay him to buy some
soothing, healing action. Don’t de
ing movement to the rear, and be
while it is cheap, but it will not pay
lay. Act in time to avoid a danger Clark, and Mrs. Hazel Pease, vocal
Johnston’s Drug Store
gan to study the contents of a shop
him to let his stock get in poor flesh.
ous and costly operation. Try Dr. quartet; Rev. H. I. Holt, who received
It penetrates, loosens, clears and
73
PARK
ST.
ROCKLAND
window. Maythorne gave me a
Nixon’s Chinaroid under our guar much applause for very fitting re
It will be much more expensive to get
heals
like nothing
else.
No
antee to satisfy completely and be marks; Mrs. Austin Snow, who gave
glance that meant more things
Sent Post Paid on receipt of price
poisons—used copiouslv — safe for
them bad: in condition in the spring
worth 100 times tue small cost or
children.
Sold
everywhere
In
lib

I than I could realize.
75 cents
than it will be to keep them in good
your money back,
a very effective reading; Mrs. Austin
eral bottles. Nothing just like it.
Mtf
“Now then. Holt” he said, pilingcondition
through
the
winter.
Snow,
appropriate
remarks,
and
Earl
C. H. Moor & Co., Rockland
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PROBATE COURT

Mazaroff
Mystery

SYNOPSIS
CHAPTER 1—Mervyn Holt,(bache
lor World war veteran, is engaged,
in London, hy a. man calling him
self Salim Mazaroff, as a traveling
companion. After a short tour the
two put up at the Woodcock inn. on
Marrasdale moor. They meet, casu
ally, Mrs. Elphinstone and Miss
Merchison. and later, Mazaroff in
forms Holt that they are his wife
and daughter, who have long be
lieved him dead. Mazaroff's right
name, he telle Holt, is Merchison.
He nad left hie wife shortly after
their marriage, before the birth of
the girl, of whose existence he had
been unaware. That night Mazaroff
falls to return to the hotel, and
there is no explanation of his dis
appearance.

CHAPTER II.—Holt meets Miss
Mereliison—Sheila-—and witli her
goes to her cousin's (Verner Courthope) shooting box, hoping to learn
of Mazaroff’s whereabouts. At Courthope's is a man named Armintrade
and a London doctor. Eccleshare.
They know nothing of Mazaroff. Po
lice Sergeant Manners and a news
paper man, Bownas, question Holt.
Mazaroff's body ls is found ln "Reiv
er’s den." He has been shot. The
dead man’s lawyer, Crole. with May
thorne, private inquiry agent, ar
rives, Crole having heard of his cli
ent's disappearance. He tells Holt
Mazaroff carried diamonds worth a
large sum, and was in the habit ot
making a display of them incau
tiously. Neither the diamonds, nor
anything of value, are found on
Mazaroff's body.
CHAPTER III.—Mrs. Elphinstone
scoffs at the idea that "Mazaroff"
is Merchison, and produces apparent
proofs of his death. Maythorne
finds something at the scene of the
murder, and pockets it. A gun
found near the spot is identified as
the property of Musgrave, landlord ,
of the Woodcock inn. It had been
stolen from him.

CHAPTER IV.—Evidence at
inquest proves "Mazaroff" was Mer
chison. His will, made a few days
before his death, leaves all his
money, nn immense amount, to Holt.
Mazaroff had the will ln his posses
sion, and it is missing. A shiftless
character named Parslave is found
to have left Marrasdale moor hur
riedly. From Mazaroff's papers it
is learned that Herman Kloop. then
in London, has been a close friend
of Mazaroff’s in South Africa.
CHAPTER V._Kloop tells Crole
"Mazaroff" had two remarkable dia
monds in his possession.
It is
learned that he had offered to sell
these to Lord and Lady Loeke. Lord
Loeke says "Mazaroff" had one of
these stones and Armintrade the
other. Maythorne brings his clerk.
Cottingley, into the affair as an in
vestigator. Sheila comes, alone, to
Holts rooms, in London.
May
thorne is there.

CHAPTER VII

The Missing Man.
WAS hack at Ashington mansions
soon after nine o’clock on the
following morning, and by half past
Sheila and I were walking down
Edgware road on onr way to Maytliorne's office. Amidst the crowd
ed London streets, we were alone
in a sense in which we could not
liave been alone in the solitudes of
Marrasdale, and the sensation was
as novel as it was delightful. Yet
I knew it could not last, and we
liad not been walking far when
Sheila voiced exactly what I was
feeling.
“Mervyn!—I'll have to go back,
you know!” she said. “I've done
what I came for—given you the will
—and now I’ll have to go home—
soon, anyway—and face the music,
(if course, my mother has guessed
long since what’s happened. And
—there’ll be a nice row! I shall
’ nve the liveliest quarter of an
hour I ever had in m.v life. And I
shall only have one retort to make
—not a nice one to make to one’s
own mother—and that’s to ask her
what she was doing with that will
and how she got It? And, if I know
her, she won’t say.”
“There may he developments be
fore it comes to that,” I remarked.
"The fact is, we none of us know
where we are. I don’t, anyhow!
I feel as if I didn’t know what on

I

earth’s going

turn up next."

“Anything may," said Sheila. “I
suppose the thing is, ln these cases,
to he ready for anything and sur
prised at nothing."
And at that very moment a sur
prise was within touching distance
of us. Suddenly Sheila stopped
dead and clutched my arm; turn-

G ENERALSEMICE
► EMBALMING<
MOTOR AMBUIANCf

wi
ycur

SERVICE!^

”1™EXTRACTED

PILES

IT CHASES CROUP, COUGHS, CHILLS, AND COLDS

“Mervyn!” She Whispered. “Parslavel Gone in—There!"

Ing sharply on her, I saw that she
wus staring as lf fascinated at tlie
open door of a tobacconist’s shop,
a few yards ahead ol us.

Ballard’s Golden Oil
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Every-Other-Day

recipes and a paper on “The First
Rockland, Dec. 29, to Mr. and Mrs.
WALDOBORO
100 Years of Prohibition" by Mrs.
E. Stanton, a son.
Emma T. Potter. Mrs. Jackson was
Deer Isle, Dec. 21, to Mr. and Mrs.
The date for the play to be given given a rising vote of thanks for her
Alphonso R. Stinson, a daughter.
for Meenahga Grange has beer gracious hospitality. The members
Brooklyn, Dec. 25. to Mr. and Mrs.
definitely set for Feb. 6. The cast present w'ere Mrs. A. L. Shorey, Mrs.
J. Morton Litchfield, a son.
is composed of well known amateurs W. H. Crowell, Mrs. W. G. Labe, Mrs.
Hope,
Dec.
25,
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
A review from the columns
1 insuring the success of the affair. H. R. Smith, Mrs. M. I. Lee, Mrs.
Charles Taylor, a daughter.
of this paper of some of the
"Down in Maine” is a drama of every S. H. Weston, Mrs. A. F. Bond, Mrs.
Cushing.
Dec.
28,
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
happenings which interested
dav events, presenting pictures ol J. T. Gay, Mrs. Potter and Mrs. JackEdward
Glendon.
a
son.
Rockland and vicinity in this
actual life with its joys and sorrows, son.
Waldoboro,
Dec.
9,
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
month 1905.
; hopes and fears. As a realistic plav
George E. Benner, a daughter—Orait is compared with Hearne's "Shore
_________________________ _______ 1 ville.
PLEASANT POINT
Acres" which has been such a stage
„ ,. _ .
Stonington, Dec. 15, to Mr. and
hit
in
the
nast.
Clever
specialties
Charlie Caruso and Charlie Derigo Mrs william Davis Welch a son.
Master Howard Orne who has
will be introduced between the acts.
were new barbers at the Thorndike
Waldoboro, Jan. 1, to Mr. and Mrs.
Hotel having replaced Val Paladino Manlev Gardner a son
The 11th anniversary of National been ill with pneumonia, is now mak
and Tommy Anastasio who were on
Prohibition was observed Sunday by ing good recovery.
Barton's Landing, Vt„ Jan. 6, to
the local churches in a union service i Charles Stone of Port Clyde was
a visit to Sicily.
Mr. and Mrs. Archie G. Bucklin, a
nday at F. A. Flinton’s.
at the Baptist Church. Mrs. E. M. a vlsito.
A crusade against the browntail daughter.
s
Master Harland Davis was taken
Studlev. countv president of the W.
moth was on.
Rockland. Jan. 2, to Mr. and Mrs.
j/i your I't/ceifion plans:
C T. U.. presided in the place of thc last week to Knox Hospital, where he
A S. Littlefield was about to open Theophile Charron, a son—Walter
local president, Mrs. E. T. Potter, , was operated on for an abscess on
new offices in the Thorndike & Hix Siegfried.
The program consisted of organ his neck. He was able to return
SitiialeJ on lhe Gulf of Mexico:
Rockland, Jan. 13, to Mr. and Mrs.
building, School street.
voluntary by Floyd Benner; re home the following day, and is be
D.
G.
Dorgan,
a
daughter.
Paul Thorndike, 79, died at the
where every out-doorspat and
sponsive reading and praver, Rev. ing treated by Dr. Hahn of Friend
J*
Rockland, Jan. 13, to Mr. and Mrs.
Northend.
emy Jhcks tuas almost nine,
Alexander Stewart; song service, ship.
recreation may be enjoyed. ..
Isaac
Berliawsky,
a
daughter.
Maynard S. Bird was elected presi
c’'oir. and an address by Rev. George
The men of this place have been
Ctnd I was half_pa.sb eight —
Rockland, Jan. 16, to Mr. and Mrs. t
Tishina: Uulf-River-Bay.
dent of the Security Trust Co.
W. Collins. Rev. Alexander Stewart busily engaged this week, cutting and
.Had a double seal at school,
Arthur E. Harrington, a daughter—
Bathing: Surf in thefiulf ot Mexico.
sroke briefly and Mrs. Studley read hauling ice. The following ice houses
CLvd. traded hooks and bait.
The Knox County Democratic com- : p^ces "Louise"
"T''p Nation's Slogan,” written bv are now well filled: W. J. Morse, C.
Used lo say, when, we grew up
mittee organized with Clarence E. ,
leton Jan 14 to Mr and Mrs !
Golf: Turf fairways; GrassWe'd. never marry wives —
Helen Louise Byrnes, which was then R. Gray, Dr. George Payne, Charles j
Paul Rockport chairman, Guilford w;]1 Ha],
daughter__Laura Eliza.
Greens; unsurpassed in fforida.
sung by the choir. Rev. Mr. Collins Gould and’R. E. Dunn.
B. Butler of South Thomaston as bgth
Buy alarm and tive alone,
i
Jogelher all our lives.
spoke of the great part the W.C.T.U.
Friends of Alphonso Hathorne of
secretary and Clarence D. Payson of
Alberquerque N M to Mr and
HOTELS
had borne in the fight for National Thomaston, who was so seriously in- '
Thomaston as treasurer.
Mrs. stcphen o AndroSj formerly of I
Human plans are Tickle things
Prohibition, of the many economic iured several weeks ago, are pleased J
A. W. Butler was elected president Rockland, a son.
PARKVIEW
reasons for retaining the 18th to hear that he is now able to be up i
Ulhen taken at their best;
of Knox Hospital. The superintend’
* * * ♦
AND
Amendment, chief of which is that and dressed, and it is hoped to see
JHckses said their harm, one day
ent was Miss Laura M. Hartman and
The marr,
for this. perlod
there are three million more pupils him here at Pleasant Point when
Jo move away out west.
SAN MARCO
there were five nurses.
_
> were.
H
in High Schools and academies than the weather becomes warmer.
Spent our last day on Lhe creek,
offer comfort, rest and lood equal to
The explosion of a lamp in the sec-; Rockland, Jan. 1, Roland S. Rackbefore Prohibition and that the pur
Mrs. Grace Maloney has received
Ctnd al the pasture gate —
ond story of Dr. J. H. Damon's house affe of Rockland and Hattie Allen of !
any
in BoriiJa—Our own farms with all
chasing power of the United States a letter from Robert Patton of Phila
on Shaw avenue would have caused a Brooklin.
has increased five million dollars, rirjphia, in which he said that within
Good-bye' ’s hard lor grownup folks —
fresh vegetables.. Eggs, Poultry, also
serious fire but for the prompt disBrookline, Mass., Dec. 24. Alonzo E. i
—Hut worse ror nine and eight.
Rev. W. D. Batchelder of North the past eight months he has lost
delicious Strawberries daily.
covery made by Mrs. Susan Smith, Butler and Miss Stonie M. Voung,
Waldoboro pronounced the benedic- bv death, his wife , mother and
who was passing.
both of Rockland.
fhle has brought me many friends,
, tion.
, brother. Mr. Patton owns “Christ7rcd J. fuller, llunager.
George N. Harden was having
Stonington, Dec. 28, Mrs. Matilda
The Woman’s
Club observed j mas Lodee,” a beautiful summer
„
Jhe wise, the short, the tall;
much success as naval photographer Greenlaw and Frank Colomy.
I Housekeeper’s Dav Tuesday at the 1 home in this place, and much symStill abides a friendly lace
Sf
on the warship trials.
stnnfmrtnn
<°<, pih
Stonington, non
Dec. ok
25, m
Miss
Elizabeth I
y
Jdnre precious than them oil —' home of Mrs. A.P. Jackson. Each j oathy isextended him in his great
Just a freckled, friendly face
member contributed a favorite dish j bereavement.
James J. Stuart was elected presi Greenlaw and Raymond Marshall
,
Jhal seems lo smile and. say:
IN FIGHTING AGAINST
and the result was a most delicious ■ That the harbors here are all free
dent of the Barbers' Union. The both of Deer Isle.
For RHEUMATISM take
Port Clyde, Dec. 16, Winfield Flin- i
darm-ma.de friendship! is the best
luncheon served at 1 o'clock. The . of ice, goes to show that we are havother officers were Frank C. Fowles,
Qnd never fades away. ’
FLUGRIP
1 menu:
Cheese
and
macaroni,! ing a mild winter. Eight years ago
BUXTONS
Harry C. Small, Edwin H. Tripp and ton of Cushing and Miss Maud Willey I
TKfc OLD FARM SCtt'Et .
of St. George.
Neapolitan; potato salad, fruit salad, I this winter the river was frozen over
L. W. Benner.
Keep the bowel* open and taka
RHEUMATIC SPECIFIC
Atlantic, Dec. 31, Sidney L. Joyce
Parker House rolls, Pompadour pud- : from Pleasant Point as far as Port
A. W. Butler was elected president
Atlantic and Blanche Bosworth of study surgery methods. He was a
ding, prune pudding, angel cake. Clyde, a distance of three miles, and You will not regret it. For sale at all
BROWN’S RELIEF
of the Rockland Loan & Building j of
NORTH
HAVEN
son of C. E. Mills.
North Anson.
luncheon cakes, filled cookies, coffee. I several persons walked to Port Clyde leading drug stores. Let us send you
Association.
on rising and retiring
„ . „
i
„
Tampa, Fla. Jan. 3, Capt. Wm. J. j The firm of Staples, Smith &
The afternoon program was made up , on the ice, pushing a dory along with a booklet. Buxton Rheumatic Medi
Wonderful winter weather!
Frank C. Flint was elected high Lermond of Thomaston and Mary C. Moody dissolved partnership at
of current events, exchange of i them, in case the ice should break. cine Co.. Abbot Village, Me.
Norway Medicine Co.
priest of King Solomon s Temple J Anderson of Virginia.
Mrs.
Alexander
is
visiting
Mrs.
J.
Camden, and in its place was incor
Chapter.
Waldoboro, Jan. 3, Ralph Eugene porated the Staples Piano & Mu ic O. Quinn at her home on the island.
Crockett’s Theatre Orchestra was j Kalloch of Rockland and Alice B. ; Co.
There was a large gathering last
organized. The members were D. W. Welt of Waldoboro.
E. C. Stevens was elected foreman Saturday at the Grange for the in
Clark, Siegfried Scharbauf W. M.
Deer Isle, Jan. 1, Moses S. Joyce of of Tiger Engine Co. in Warren.
stallation ceremonies, with Mr. Gross
Purington, A. T. Crockett, T. Jenness , Deer Isle and Mrs. Helen M.
Mrs. G. W. Maxey was elected of Vinalhaven as installing officer.
French, W. H. Marston, Mrs. H. N. Atherton of Brooklin.
president of the Ladies' Aid Society Supper was served. There were sev
Walker, W. F. Tibbetts, C. F. RackRockland, Jan. 14, Maurice G. \ of the Methodist Church, Thomas eral visitors from Vinalhaven.
ton.
X
liffe, A. B. Allen, F. E. Follett, H. N. Proctor and Miss Nancy Blake.
Last week officers of the Sister
Walker, F. A. Simmons and Fred A.
Thomaston, Jan. 11, Richard Feehan
Isaac F. Hall was elected noble hood were installed, the work being
Marston.
\ of Thomaston and Laura B. Chapman j grand of Appleton Lodge of Odd conducted by Mrs. Eva Crabtree as
Fellows.
G. Howe Wiggin was elected presi- of Rockland.
sisted by Mr.s. Lillian Hopkins.
H. M. Bean was elected president
dent of the Rockland National Bank
Portsmouth, N. H. Jan. 13, RayThe Waterman Co. ice-house is
James B. Gardner, 61, died at , mond S. Bird and Miss Lucy A. of the Camden Trotting Park Asso- filled. The storm interfered with the
Clough.
ciatipn,
with
Robert
L.
Bean
as
sec

West Meadows.
work of filling the others.
Rockland, Jan. 15, William p. retary and Guy Carleton as treas
Arthur Harrington was elected
Herbert Parsons is disabled for a
urer.
McMillan
and
Ella
K.
French.
president of the Epworth League.
few days with an injured back.
Rockland Lodge of Masons elect- j Rockland, Jan. 3. Alvin F. Rackliff
Mrs. Harry Baird and infant son,
Ridges and Julia A. But
LINCOLNVILLE
ed L. H. C. Wiggin as master; Au of Mussel
Stewart returned from Rockland
of Rockland.
rora Lodge elected Rodney I. j tomer
-------■ Wednesday afternoon.
Thompson as master and Nahanada ! Rockport, Jan. 11, Thomas H
Beach Chapter, O.E.S., held its j Mrs. Henry Duncan is recovering
and Susie M. Philbrook.
Tribe I.O.R.M., elected T. H. Grant
St. George, Jan. 14, Henry L. Ewell regular installation of officers Friday ' from an illness of grippe.
Thomas as prophet.
evening with a large attendance.
There was a fine attendance at the
and Delia C. Thomas.
The police ball netted the five
Mrs. Effie Goodwin of Camden as church school last Sunday, 78 being
Warren,
Dec.
2,
Clifford
A.
Over

managers $51 apiece.
sisted by Mrs. Reta Hopkins con- present. Next Sunday there will be
and Ina E. Copeland.
R. I. Thompson, attorney was the look
Stonington, Jan. 8. Miss Maggie I ducted the work in a very creditable j morning worship with sermon by the
first occupant of the new Thorndike D. Banks of Stonington and Lewis manner. A fine baked bean and pastor and music by the chorus choir,
& Hix block.
pastry supper was served, after which At night the pastor will speak on
S. Small of Deer Isle.
E. O. Russell, who had been in
Stonington, Dec. 31, Reuben W. an hour was passed in singing, reci- | "Riches Worth Acquiring;” the orthe employ of the John Bird Co. Cousins and Miss Carrie M. Hatch.
tations and talks bv several members. | chestra will play, and there will be
joined the staff of Winslow. Rand
Stanley Grey has moved into his j other special music. It is hoped to'
Warren,
Jan.
19,
George
H.
Fowles
& Watson in Boston.
mother's home at Miller's Corner for make these services cheerful and a
and
Jennie
E.
Stover,
both
of
AppleAssociate Justice William P. White
the winter months.
j help to everybody. Ybung people
THE SYNCRO-MESH TRANSMISSION—Eliminates gear clashing, and permits easy -hifting
was presiding over the January ton.
•»•»
Mr. and Mrs. Claire Pottle have a ; meet at 6 30term of Supreme Court. John Col
j
-----------------C. H. Washburn was elected presi new radio installed in their home.
son of Rockland was foreman of the
through all gears . . . ]ron. row into second, from second to high, and from high hack to
Miss Doris Allen of Belfast passed
OWL’S HEAD
grand jury and S. Bartlett of Wash dent of the Thomaston National the week with her parents Mr. and \
_____
ington was foreman of the first Bank, and W. E. Vinal president of Mrs. Allie Allen.
' a library supper was held Wednessecond. A NEW QUIET SECOND GEAR—Assures smooth, swift acceleration—in second
the Georges National Bank.
traverse jury.
The church school and Sunday day evening, the committee, Miss Ella
Rev. John H. Qu>nt of Falmouth,
H. W. Keep was elected chancellor
were well attended and a very ; Maddocks, Miss Bain, Mrs. Page, Mrs.
gear—which rivals high gear performance iu quietness. NEW DOWN-DRAFT CARBURETION —
Mass., accepted a call to the Congre commander of Camden Lodge. K. !■ service
inspiring address was listened to.
Gerald Margeson, Mrs. Borgerson and
of P.
gational pulpit in' this city.
Mrs.
Florence
Allen
is
passing
a
\
Mrs.
Martha
Philbrook.
Wilbur Thurston was elected noble
Edwin S. McAllister, 79, died at his
Gives increased power, with higher speed and faster acceleration. It also assures instantaneous
.
The boys and girls of the church
home on Grace street. He had grand of Union Lodge of Odd Fellows if£x<i^y?Tln Belfasjf
YounS are have organized a special group to asserved as a master mariner.
William Killeran, 84, died in Cush !
• confined to the house by severe colds. sist in the Humane Society of tue
starting even at z^o temperature. COORDINATED STARTER AND THROTTLE—Add to driv
Capt. Joshua Norton of Rockland ing.
Dr. Carswell of Camden is the at- 1 country. Their motto is “Be ye kind
Mrs. Helen Moody was elected tending physician.
and his mate. James Conley of St.
one to the other"—dumb animals in
John, N. B.. were washed overboard j president of E. A. Starrett Camp
ing convenience by automatically opening throttle to proper starting position when starter pedal is
Tranquility Grange is in a flourish cluded.
from the schooner Henry O. Barrett, Auxiliary in Warren.
ing condition under the leadership
Leonard K. Fales, 71, a Civ J War of Master Harold Dean. A good at
Prayer meeting was held Thursday
in Vineyard Sound, and drowned.
depressed. A NEW CARBURETOR-SILENCER—Muffles the sound of air entering the carburetor and
Albert Thurston was elected presi Veteran, died in Thomaston.
tendance was present at the last witn Mrs. Rogers and Mrs. Scammon.
dent of the Universalist Y.P.C.U.
G. A. Pool was elected superintend meeting and a very enthusiastic pro Next ’week the meeting will be with
contributes to quieter operation throughout the entire speed range. NEW INSULATED FISHER BODIES
Henry C. Day was elected superin ent of the Congregational Sunday gram was presented. After the busi Mrs. White.
tendent of the Methodist Sunday School in Camden.
The topic lor the Sunday service |
ness a short recess was called fol
School.
Mrs. Josephine Webster was elect lowed by serving of cake and cocoa. at 11 will be “What it means to be on
—Are warmer in winter, cooler in summer, and remarkably quiet. Advancements in Fisher construc
• • • •
ed president of thc Memorial Asso
Mr. and Mrs. L. S. Russ visited the winning side.” In the evening
These births were recorded:
ciation in Vinalhaven.
______________
“The Whatsoever Things.”
Rev.
relatives in Camden
Sundav
tion add to body strength and serviceability. OPTIONAL UPHOLSTERY—Enablesyou to make your
Rockland, Dec. 31, to Mr. and Mrs.
Dr. Lloyd H. Mills of North Ha
Manley Turner who is passing the Aie‘en
uanson, pastor.
H. N. McDougall, a daughter, Evelyn. ven was about to sail for Europe to winter in Liberty visited at his home j Mrs. White and Mrs. Carlson atselection between luxurious mohair and smart whipcord fabrics, both notable for their long-wearing
Sunday.
tended the quarterly meeting of the
A. F. Barnes, superintendent ofi Baptist Church Thursday in Rock- I
qualities. A DEEPER, STURDIER FRAME—Improves roadability and handling ease at all speeds
schools, was in town this week.
J land.
A 4-H Club has been organized
The young people are getting up a |
i here under the leadership of Mrs.1 farce called “The Headless Horse—and gives greater strength and solidity to tbe car as a whole. FIVE WIRE OR FIVE DEMOUNT
Marion Heal and Mrs. Carrie Clark, man," for the benefit of the church. '
Surprise parties are the order of Miss Beryl Borgerson has the part oi
ABLE WOOD WHEELS—Are standard equipment, offered optionally, and without extra charge.
the evening at present. The second ’Katrina” and Donald Perry that oil
on the list was given Tuesday eve- "Ichabod Crane,” Camilla Emery is
231
WINTER AND SUMMER
i ning at the home of Mr. and Mrs. "Nina'' and she will aiso introduce a
CVS Advantages which result from these many new fine car features of tbe 1931 Oldsmobilc are read
; Parker Young, in honor of Mrs. May special song number.
We’ve a reputation for reliability built on square dealing for over
Scruton's birthday anniversary, when
--------- --------60 years. If you need supplies, come in and see us. We suggest—
ily apparent m MORE DISTINCTIVE APPEARANCE and FINER ALL-ROUND PERFORMANCE.
a company of 12 assembled laden j
EAST UNION
Brooders
Cream Separators
Incubators
with
delicious
sandwiches,
cakes,
and
_____
Butter Moulds
Churns
Egg Testers
Stoves
a handsome birthday cake made by
Mr and Mrs L, d Brown
re.
Milk Carriers
Cans
Feed Fountains
Feeders
Mrs. R. S. Knight, which were sup- j of a daUghter, jan. 20
Testers
Milk Coolers
Egg Cases
Leg Bands
i plemented bv ice cream. A very en- j Thc ladies of thp Farm B
met
Strainers
Pails
Bells
Poultry Remedies. Etc.
joyable evening was passed in sing- Tu?sday wjth thejr chairman Mr,
As soon as you view
celeration,andgreateismoothIf you cannot conveniently come in, send for our catalog
I ing, cards and a good time in general. jennje payson> witb eight members
the new Oldsmobile
ness. And a new carburetor®UK<tS weie»^r' Tn C
Presfnt' tne subject “Eggs At All!
you will discover that
silencer contributes to quieter
M
aU<?a^rIS'iS' RU'T/^r' Meal ” Dinner was served, after
FARM, DAIRY and
POULTRY SUPPLIES - SLEDS
and Mrs. Donald Heald Mr and Mrs. wnich the usua, routi p . ■
new grace and beauty have
performance at all speeds.
R. S. Knight, Mr. and Mrs. E. G. taken up, and the meeting proved
been added to its distinctive
Finally, the new Oldsmo
i
Scruton
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Parker
one of much interest.
j
appearance. From every angle,
bile will prove itself so easy to
Young.
Grevis Payson has employment with
you get an impression that the
PORTLAND MAINE
FEDERAL and TEMPLE. STS.,
drive that you’ll find renewed
TWO-DOOR SEDAN
John Creighton.
car is longer and lower.
Mrs. Millie Jones ant) Mrs. Lilia i
SOUTH WARREN
pleasure in motoring. Thc
The B. H. Club will meet Tuesday Morton entertained the Community
You will alsodiscover finer
Syncro-Mesh transmission ...
eies.ng with Mrs. Jeanette Robinson Club Wednesday at their home.
coachwork. Fundamental ad
a feature heretofore found
A good delegation from Pioneer
at Oyster River, after a vacation of
F. O. B. LANSING
vancements in construction,
only in higher priced cars
several weeks owing to illness among ceiving congratulations upon the birth
Spare Tire and
Grange went to Warren Tuesday
the members.
which add to strength and
. . . permits silent shifting
Bumpers Extra
The Sewing Club met with Mrs. night where they attended the joint
serviceability,
make
the
new
through all gears . . . from
GmtJiuler the delivered price <u well
Annie Page Wednesday afternoon. irstailation of Warren and H’sbbnl
<u the lut price when cvmparvig
Fisher bodies remarkably
low into second, from second
Eleven members were present.
Granges. The ceremony was efficient ■
autxmxobnle value«. . . . Tour Old«A card party was held at the home ly performed by James Dornan and
quiet under all operating con
to high, and from high back
mobile dealer will be glad to detail
of Frank Adams Saturday evening.
his assistants. Mr. and Mrs. Howard
fur you the very reasonable differ
ditions. New insulation makes
to second, as desired.
ence between Old«mobiU*s lut and
Will Rice of Thomas on is at the Brooks of Pioneer Grange. Supper
them warmer in winter and
delivered pncee.
In addition, Oldsmobile’s
farm of Mrs. Rose Cutting for a few ,<was served in the dining room, alter
davs.
| which some fine musical selections
cooler in summer. And smart
transmission has a new Quiet
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Page were in and pleasing recitations were given,
new tailoring and appointments add to the
Second Gear—assuring smooth, swift accel
Remember by selling your Poultry to Massachusetts l ive Poul
j Waldoboro Sundav.
1 Rev. Mr. Holt being present he was
try Co. you arc selling direct to the Slaughter House. You can al
attractiveness of thc new Fisher body
eration which rivals high gear performance
Friends of Harris Copeland of West called upon and responded in his usual
ways get more for your Poultry. You all know what wc have done
j Meadow road. Rockland, are hsked to able and appreciative manner. Piointeriors.
in quietness.
here for the last two years. We never came here in the winter
remember him with a postcard on his neer reports a very pleasant evening
Further, you will find even more bril
These and many other new features
before. But conditions make us do it. There are many farms
birthday, Jan. 30. Mr. Copeland has
letting their poultry go this winter on account of the egg market
liant all-round performance than in the past.
make the new Oldsmobile a great car to drive
; been an invalid for several years and
SWAN'S ISLAND
being so low. V.’e wiii he up here the first two days of lhe week. Kain
during th» na't few months has had a
New down-draft carburetion brings in
.. .just as its finer quality and lower price
or Shine. Leave vour rails with MEDOMAK HOUSE, Waldoboro
j serious illness, the effects of which
creased
power, with higher speed, faster acmake it the logical car to buy and to own.
Malon
Holmes
had
the
misfortune
39 and our Representative will eall on you.
stiil confine him to his bed.
recently to injure his foot while cut
ting wood.
Mr and Mrs. N. R. Trask are visit
ing their daughter, Mrs. Charles
Handing in Bernard.
Capt. Elden Colbath arrived home
Sunday.
Mrs. Will Kellev is confined to the
house with an infected foot.

=■,!
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Jarjjt-Jlade

25 YEARS AGO

VENICE, FLORIDA

nnouncing

A NEW OLDSMOBILE WITH

IMPORTANT NEW FEATURES

IN BODY ENGINE
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anc/ LOWER PRICES
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PCOUGHS

LIVE POULTRY CO.

lhe Reliable Family

Couch syrup

REVERE, MASS.
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and TAR
compound

OVER IOO MILLION BOTTLES USED"

It was the end of the scene and the
heroine was starving. “Give me
bread!" she cried, and the curtain
came down with a roll.
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CAMDEN

RED CROSS TASK

ROCKPORT

MILE-A-MINUTE MARTY

—by—

Sea View Garage, Inc., 689 Main Street

Thomaston branch of Red Cross has ' The annual meeting of the Camden | I /■>
,.
i
Rplipf
Church Night will be observed
YES . ANO
NO, BUT I WILL
WILL YOU LENO
contributed $25 towards the drought Board of Trade was held at the Y M
_
_
»
Thursday at tire Baptist vestry with
ON YOUR
relief.
C. A. Wednesday evening and thes?
Emergency Than In the a picnic'supper at 6.30 under the su
TEN dollars on
CrOLO
fl
Second class Girl Scouts were sup- officers elected: President. Col. E. A.
pervision cf tlie men of the church.
,MY HONEST FP|CE7
SPECTACLES?1
Mississippi Flood
per guests of Mrs. R. O. Elliot Friday Robbins; vice presidents, Daniel DickThomas McCluskey, chairman. The
evening. Those present were Alice ens, Harold Corthell; secretary, Arthur
remainder of the evening will be de
The drought relief problem now voted to the transaction of business
Tuttle, June Henry, Elizabeth Henry,1 Mullen; treasurer, J. Hale Hodgman;
Grace Miller, and Elizabeth Wood- collector, Frank Alexander; directors, t faced by the American Red Cross and a prayer and social hour.
WILL GIVE YOU MUCH
cockCharles C. Wood, Dr Harry J. Petta-1 presents t!le ereatest emergency in
Mrs. Caroline Achorn Merriam of
MOKE O N YOU V
Members of the Federated Church , piece. John Taylor. J. H. Hobbs and
th , ,
- Walnut Creek. Calif., who is spending
are invited to attend the supper to be Allie O. Pillsbury. It was voted to hold Pcace tlmc that Ihe organization has thp wjntcr jn Camden waj
OLO CAR ■
given by the Congregational ladies’' the regular meetings on the firs: t ever been called upon to meet. John \ Tuesday of Mrs A T. Carroll Corni /z''
circle in the vestry Tuesday at 6 Wednesday in January, April, July| Barton Payne, chairman, stated to- mercial street
o'clock. Please take dishes. A social and October, instead of monthly as: day.
Ronald Billings ret;; 'ed Tuesda;
evening will follow.
formerly.
■ The Mississippi Valley flood of from
//!
Ellsworth where lie was called
Services at the Federated Church j Regular meeting of Maiden Cliff
in which the Red Cross spent by the illness and death of his
Sunday: Church school at 9.45; morn- Rebekah Lodge next Wednesday eve- i S16.994.868 for relief of approximately mother, Mrs B. C. Wheelden.
ing service at 11, subject, “Solitude; " ning. Entertainment and refresh- i
Persons, bids fair to be over
All members of the Rockport Li
shadowed in the present drought re
evening service at 7 o'clock when the ments.
We believe for a business deal to be satisfactory, it must be profitable to both buyer and seller, that s why
brary Association arc requested to
series on the 23d Psalm will be conRegular meetirfg of Seaside Chap- lief work, the chairman said.
While at’the peak of the Missis- meet at the selectmen's office Tuestinued under the title “By the Waters j fer, O. E. S., will be held Monday
we’ve been accused of optimism in making allowances on old cars
river flood work, we were feed- da>' at 7-30 as important business
Quiet' ’ . .
, evening and on Feb. 2 the annual in- sippi
ing and providing living quarters in matters are to be discussed,
The auxiliary of Williams-Brazier stallation will be held and officers inWinslow F. Dillingham who has '
Post, A. L., met in the Legion rooms ; stalled by Grand Conductress Sarah refugee camps for 325.000 people, we
find today that we have already been ill for several days from an atFriday evening with a good attend- a. Shaw of Bath.
given drought assistance to 405.000 tack of grippe is steadily improving,
ance. The rooms have great pos
The Baptist ladies' circle will hold
PARK THEATRE.
WITH THE BOWLERS
sibilities and if anybody has any furni an all-day session next Wednesday. persons.'' Judge Payne said, “and although yet confined to the bouse,
Mis3 Carrie Libby will entertain
ture. or even a cookrtove that they A covered dish dinner will be served calls are increasing daily, indicating
If you're looking for adventure,
The Cement League
that the peak of the emergency is the members of the Trytohelp Club
will be willing to donate or loan, and
Practice is beginning to tell with drama, sweeping action, colorful
not yet in sight.
Monday evening at her home on
will communicate with some member, at noon.
Mrs. P. J. Good will entertain the
"In the Mississippi River,flood we Aniesburv Hill.
the participants in the Cement backgrounds and exotic atmosphere—
it will be much appreciated It was
“Beau Ideal" is coming to the Park
decided to hold a public card party Friends-In-Council Feb. 3, at her cared for people in 170 counties. We
Several from this place attended League at the Star alleys. Five Monday and Tuesday. It is the
are now feeding drought victims
centuries" were
registered Tuesday
WI.U..O in
... th mpptinp- nf tho T inrnln Rpr.Hct “ceiiiunes
wuc rcgisuricu
i uesuuy i.ivnuc.,.
. u.
.
h. ip me
in the rooms Feb. 11. with Mrs. How home on Elm street.
counties, and had previously c
B °
night when the Repair Gang beat the; talkie sequel to the famous “Beau
ard Wood, chairman. The cook
Mrs. W. H. Heald entertains the 350
given
seed to families in 238 counties,
TJaursdty at the Fir Cement Quarry. Kelley and Huber Geste
books are going well and may be ob- C. C. H. Club Jan. 27
"Relief in the great flood of 1927 ?uaptls;.Chu^,h
aI?d' among
tained from members. It was also
There will be a rummage sale at the was concentrated, in comparison with thorn Mrs. Ellen Shibles, Mrs. Ray tying on 107. Davis had high total, j It is basad on the fact that the
The summary:
j fate of one of the Geste brothers—
voted in accordance with request of ShOp of A H. Parsons Feb. 5-7, the
as the
ma- mond Page. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Repair Gang—Huber, 434; Rey- John—was left in doubt at the end
Ji^St.atC^Cha'rma!\?,n Americaniza- proceeds of which will be devoted to i this
..... drought
f th relief , work,
helnpri
w^re nt K. Walker. Mrs. Ella Overlock, Helen
tion, to do some little thing to re- Camden Community Hospital
uo.it> ot the people helped were at Smail and R4v. and Mrs. George F. nolds, 443; Calderwood, 466; Kelley, of “Beau Geste,” In “Beau Ideal"
member the remaining veterans of
community nospuai.
sejme period of the distress, congre439; Sheffield. 430; total. 2212.
an American comrade of the Geste
Mrs.
Zelma
M.
Dwinal
entertained
, gated in refugee camps. In the pres- Currier, the latter leading the devo
Cement
Quarry — Fetteroli,
410; , boys' childhood goes to England and
the Grand Army on Lincoln's Birth
tional
service
in
the
afternoon.
T
.
.
„
„
,
. .
Hunt, 448: Davis. 468; Roes 432; claims Isobel, whom he has always
day. and to make a contribution to the Friday Reading Club yesterday ent situation, our relief workers must
Friends m town oi Mrs. Anna Creighton. 375; total. 2133.
1 loved. He discovers that she is
the Red Cross fund from the pro afternoon. Mrs. Arthur Mullen read, handle virtuallv each case on its
Grinnell of Camden, will be pleased
«...
Members of the. first parish round (merits.'
pledged to John, and that the latter,
ceeds of the Feb. 11 party.
escaping from Fort Zindcrneuf. was
Carr's Alley Leagues
Mrs. E A. Burns of Friendship table of the Congregational Church Seven states were involved in the to learn that she is making very
Underdogs were top dogs, tried for desertion and murder of
who spent a week with her father. will have an oid fashioned costume relief work in the Mississippi Valley satisfactory progress toward recov- The _______
Charles Winchenbach, has returned party at the parish house Wednesday flood. They were: Arkansas, Illinois, ery. following an operation for ap- Wednesday night” when they defeateda" officer and sentenced to ten years
evening. A musical entertainment! Kentucky. Louisiana. Mississippi, pendicitis which was Performed central Maine 60 pins as the result I hard labor in the Penal Battalion
home.
\ Missouri and Tennessee.
Monday at Knox Hospital.
[i^at big third inning drive. Nor- of the Foreign Legion.
Out of town persons who attended will be presented.
Walter Clark of Boston has been in; Seventeen states are now being
The “Out To Win" class of the ton, the Underdogs'anchor man, had j The American, played by Lester
the funeral of Capt. Walter B. Willey
Friday were Mr. and Mrs. George town, called by the death of his uncle, jgivsn drou8ht relirf by the Red Cross.; Baptist Sunday school, 18 in number, high string 1132' and it easily car- Vail, joins the Foreign Legion in
Walker and George Gardiner of Walter Conant.and four others are 'n the drought
with their teacher Arthur K. Walker ried him into high total. The sum- Morocco, then deliberately has himWarren. Mrs. Alan Bird of Rockland.
Carmen Pettapiece ofPhiladelphia ! area and Red Cross Chapters may and Mrs. Walker were entertained mary:
self sentenced to the Penal BattalThomas Richards of Waldo''f-n, is visiting his brother, Dr. Harry Pet-'
re<luire help.
Wednesday evening at the home
Underdogs—F. Steeves, 296: C. 'on to find John Geste, played, as
This house and lot of 21 acres of woodland and field with one
Miss Hattie Hilt of Camden, Dr. Wil tapiece High street
The International Association of Of Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Whitney. A steeves. 272; McKenney. 296: Good- in "Beau Geste," by Ralph Forbes.
building 22x22 and garage 22x17 at South Cushing, Me., at the
Through
many
startling
adven

liam L. MacVane of Portland.
Mrs. Herbert Gardiner of Rockland. Lions clubs- Chicago, wired the Red short business meeting was held, fol- win, 280; Norton. 324; total, 1468.
mouth of the Georges River, on the State Highway, ten miles from
tures
he
carries
out
his
program,
The annual parish meeting of the Mass . is in town, called by the illness
Cross thus:
lowed by games and various stunts
Centra! Maine—Elliott, 291: HayThomaston. For particulars apply to R. B. FILLMORE, 77 Park
Eniscopal Church was held with Miss of her sister, Mrs. Arthur Grinnell, i "We congratulate and commend which provided much merriment, ward. 258; Maxcv, 282; Daris, 303; meets John when they are both near
Street, The Foss House, Rockland, Me.
10-12
Helen Carr Wednesday evening. The who underwent a major operation at your organization on the construe- ice cream an4 cake were served.
death, and finally—by promising;
Merrill, 274; total, 1408.
rector. Rev. E. O. Kenyon presided. Knox Hospital this week.
j
aSCOnl??S?u»d
Owing to the inclement weather
away his own freedom to an Arab 1
The report of the treasurer showed
Ruth Damery celebrated her 12th !fected by the drought and wish to the Trytohelp Club supper which was
The Rockland Body Shop sustained girl »hho loves him—effects the reall bills for the year paid. The secre birthday
irthrinv annivprsarv
‘hat you
nave tne sup- i fto v.
avP taken nlaep
in a severe damages
damases in its encounter lease
.
have
place Monday even
evening
'ease ol
of Geste and himself from im
anniversary Thiirsrlnv
Thursday and
and i assure
FRIENDSHIP
Lost and Found
tary's report was read by the treas entertained these friends at supper: port and cooperation of our associa- was |n{jefinitely postponed.
with the Boiler Makers Thursday , prisonment.—adv.
urer.
Repairs and improvements Kathleen Waterman, Alma McDer The citv b-eadlines of unemployed
~
nnndoii
T
Pondnn
has
rpLOST
—
Wrist
watch. Elgin, initialled
Mrs. c E- Rhodes, who has been
being beaten by 93 pins, and------------------Di. Randall J. Condon nas re
E c presumably
at Wiley's Corner.
have been made on the interiof of mott, Delia Thomas and Virginia
ine enj o.eaannes oi unempioyeu
losing every string. Willis and HarSTRAND
THEATRE
'
turned
to
his
home
here
after
several
Return
will
be
much appreciated by
the church, the chancel floor has Wagner. Games were enjoyed and a find their counterpart in the moun•
■
- friends are Jula tied on 109> but the former had
j months travel through the Western I MRS. E. E. COVEL, Wiley's Corner.
tain
The summarv
been relaid, and a new carpet put ' delightful evening p^ed. The little when
ta« counties of Eastern Kentucky tion oi eacn day, and trunds arc J
rirnneht victims eather at the feeling hopefully encouraged.
nign tota.. ine summary
------— __and Charles Farrell, states. Dr. Condon reports very un
Janet—
Gaynor
down; a handsome bronze cornice
i
LOST—Jan. 16 in the Security Trust
was the recipient of several|
The B. Y. P. U. will hold a social at _ Boiler__ Makers ^Beaudoin, -59. the famous team of screen sweet-I satisfactory weather in that part of
has been put over the altar. This hostess
headquarters of the local Red Cross !
— _
y- cnow 275; Willis, 307; Ames, 262; ] iCparts will he" here Mnnrt-iJ on'rt I the "enimtrv California was dark I Co • black unllned purse containing
pretty gifts.
relief committees, according to Red ine Baptist vestry luesaa., trom 7 to
■
neatts. will be here Monday and the country, uainornia was adra mQney piease return to F. S., Courierwas a gift from Mrs. A. P. Heald. who
Mrs. Fred Simpson and Mrs. Finlay
9, each member to invite one guest.
Brault. 264; total, 1367.
Tuesday in “The Man Who Came ) and gloomy, he says, and he found j Gazette.
9*11
received it from her uncle Henrv
bridge
me“afoot
The annual installation of officer.
Rockland Body Shop Newbert. Back.” This is only the sixth picture the best weather in Arizona.
:------- ~
O'Brien. It was taken from the Calder arc entertaining at
through those regions
”
'
of Harbor Light Chapter, O.E.S., will 246; Harjula, 282: Johnson, 237; in
Miss Gaynor and Farrell
The Consolidated, Capt. Dodge
O'Brien house at Mill River which is parties next week.
For Sale
Next Wednesday evening from 7 to
Tde®'“ mountain families number take place on the evening of Feb. 10 Thomas, 236; Nelson, 273; total have been ra'r: d. although their first i made a trip to Boston this week,______
now occupied by Fred Redman and
7.30
o'clock,
the
Camden-Rockport
—
Burns,
retiring
1274
.
"7th
Heaven
”
dates
with
100
crates
of
lobsters.
FOR
SALE
—
Quilt tops. $150: nullts
association
usually from six to eight children w'th Mrs. Orra
adds very much to the appearance of
Club will broadcast an interest- "
•
,, ( ni.rost inaccessible worthy matron, as installing officer.
"
,
back nearly lour years. Since then ' Colleen Moore in “Footlights and , made to order. *5. for sale at all Mmes
the church. The same officers serve Lions
ing program over WLBZ at Bangor.
X “ dS'rtcts FaShes Mrs. Erlene Davis as marshal and
Forty Club No 3 was given close Miss Oayn'r has £cen taking an ex. Pools- wH1 bp the feature picture at | emma wing. New County road. Bockanother year.
n,;,n,. mstinrfs almos* with- Mrs. Ina Wooster as chaplain. Mem- competition by the Street Railway . tended vacation, while Farrell has 'he Playhouse. Saturday. This play i---------------------------------------------—— -----------Mrs. Helen M. Smith writing to Deans Dance Band will furnish the | P •
FOR SALE—Or exchange. 5 M spuce
friends here from Mentone, southern music and King Lion. Dr. J. G. Hutch-.! out "lothtng. little 'children being bers are privileged to invite one Thursday night, but nosed the car | starred in ••Liliom- with Rosc Ho- was written by Katharine Brush. . lumber, double harness. 10 cords cj-eeil
cn
^«?ins'_Traa??Lan»J??? bart as his leading lady and "The ! who will be recognized as Kay birch cord wood. FRANK MORRIS, Ten
France, states she is enjoying the ings, will give a brief address on the j clad in rags, roughly sewed together. guest each. An invitation has also f"
high string «104> and high total Princess and the Plumber," in which Ingham, a summer resident of Morse ant’s Harbor.
11*13
stay there very much. A photograph beauties, natural advantages and re ! None of these families had food. been extended the members of St. The
summary:
The Lions'own,
in famil werc sleep. Paul's Lodge.
Maureen O'Sullivan played opposite Island. for many years.
FOR SALE—Gas range with oven,
of the place shows a very pretty. sources. ofCamdem
.
Forty Club No. 3—Reed, 260; Glen- him.
Ice harvesting on Parker’s Pond broiler and 4 burners. Used very little.
Camden-b>with
e « * •
spot with a bay whose waters are of j abd original club song.
sung, kxaniueu-oy- Qn floQrs
fl
i[h a ffew sacks for
138’tf
denning, 278; Scarlott, 259; McLoon.
B
“The Man Who Cams Back" is re began Friday. A. E. Wotton and A. Tel. 186-R. 64 SUMMER ST.
the deepest blue. Mrs. Smith is at 'the-Sea.' will be sung by the solo cover.
Many mountain families arc
Church Notes
263; Daris. 278; total, 1338.
artist at Bangor. Earle Achorn ol accustomed to want and hardship.
garded as the strongest picture in D. Wotton were assisted by a corps
FOR SALE—119 acre farm at Ingraham
Hotel Regina.
Baptist, George F. Currier, minisStreet Railway—Tolman. 260; Free- which Miss Gaynor and Farrell evei of 14.
Hill, farm buildings. Modern house.
Mrs. A. P. Heald has in her posses Rockport will sing "Springtime In the
be but not like the present appalling ter gunday morning the pastor wiil man. 293: Gregory, 246; Lane, 254; have appeared. It is a romantic
Friends of Joshua N. Southard Price right. Apply to MRS. CHARLES
sion a number of letters received by j Rockies" and other songs will
ROBBINS, Ingraham Hill. City.
11*13
conditions.
begin a series of sermons on “Wh, t, Achorn, 263; total. 1316.
drama with regeneration as the main will be pleased to hear that he is
her uncle. Henry O'Brien, in cor rendered. George Dyer will deliver
FOR
SALE
—
Drv
wood
under
cover,
Shall
I
Believe,"
the
first
one,
“
In
Re1
.
.
»
»
<
’
ainin
<
’
in
health,
at
the
home
of
respondence with the noted preacher 'be business broadcast of the Camden
theme. Others prominent in the cast
$10: fitted. $14; junks. $12; limbs.
gard to the Bible," anthem by the
'’’hp Dragons wo”> an impressive include Kenneth MacKenna. Wil Dr. and Mrs. Bennett Speer in Scars long.
TENANT'S HARBOR
Phillips Brooks. One of the letters ! merchants who have made this pro$10. T. J. CARROLL. Tel. 263-21. 10-12
choir.
"Come
Labor
On."
Children
’
s
victory
over
the
Wholesalers
last
1_________
liam Holden, Mary Forbes, Ulrich dale, N. Y.
discloses that Bishop Brooks was in gram possible. You are asked to listen
FOR SALE- Ford Coupe. Model A. A.
The Sunday morning subject at the , sermon, “The Knight of the Silver , mgnt witn Hastings as star perform-____
WHEN IN PORTLAND—You can buy
Haupt, William Worthington and
strumental in having the tower to in and drop a card, edther to Camden
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the C. GEORGE. Tel Thomaston 179. 10-12
or Station WLBZ at Bangor and let Baptist Church is "The Perfect Man Shield;" evening service at 7. when ' er on high single (114) and total, j peter "Gawthorne.—adv’
the Episcopal Church built.
home new.;, at Central News Co.. 66 ConFOR SALE—Maytas washer, used less
Herbert Everett and Bowdoin j the Lions know how’ you enjoyed the Is Baptized." and special music is an- the pastor will begin a series of j The summary:
cress St.; or Ross News-stand. 381 u Con than three years, excellent condition.
WHEN IN BOSTON—You can buy gress St.
Grafton and family who have been ’ entertainment, and also offer sugges-, nounced by the choir; a growing ; drama sermons. “Danger Signal? in
Dragons — Lynch. 276: Hastings,
cbr’P for cash. 194 CAMDEN ST. Tel.
of The Courtcr-Ga:!ette. with the
in Houlton in the employ of William ' tions and criticism, as they hope to Sunday School meets at the close the Home," based on the story of the : 312; Atwood, 271; Pomeroy, 262; copies
67-r:
10-12
home new-. at the Old South New?
T Smith have been transferred to broadcast again in the near future, j the morning service: and the Chris- Prodigal Son, the subject of the! Cates, 291; total, 1412.
Auency. Washington gt.. next Old South
FOR SALE—Girl’s key skates, size 10.
Church;
alto
at
M.
Andelman's.
284
TrePresque Isle where Mr. Smith has , Remember and tune in Wednesday tian Endeavor meets at 6 o’clock, first one. “When children ask for
Wholesalers — Jordan. 256; ChisIn good condition—simply outgrown.
Tel. 794-W.
10*13
' • on ------. . .
Following the 7 o'clock song service [things they should not have: the I holm, 263; Dummy, 240; Rogers, 260; | mont St
WLBZ at -7 o'clock.
the contract for the plumbing in an night
Advertlsements ln this column not tc
; the sermon subject will be "When meti s chorus will sing; Tuesday eve- ‘ French, 274; total. 1293.
exceed
three
lines
Inserted
once
for
25
FOR
SALE
—
Two
pedigree
Chinchilla
other large hotel.
FORECLOSURE
cents. _3 times
ning the Boy Scouts will meet in
God Couldn't."
____
___ for 50 cents. Additional bucks. 8 months old. Raised from
Miss Dorothy Starrett is spending
Whereas Wilkes J. Maddocks, of Union, lines 5 cer.ts each for one time. 10 cents stahl's Silver Certificate stock. L. R.
,WEST
, , ROCKPORT
,.
x
, The following persons attended the their new quarters at the Baptist
the weekend in Bath, the guest of
in
the
County
of Knox and State of for three times. Six words make a line. v/HITTEN. Brooklyn Heights, ThomasA !arge delegation from this place . meetings of the Lincoln Association parsonage and the Girl Scouts at the
Maine, by his mortgage deed dated the
Mrs. T. W. Pease.
■i
....
.......... .
; ton. Me. Tel. 150-11.______________ 10-12
idea me
the Lincoln Baptist
uaposc Associassoci-; Qf the united
United ■RnntiQt*;
Baptists nf
of Maine vestry;
___ __________
_ _____
_ “Church
11th day of August. 1928. and recorded in
Thursday
evening,
The Baptist Mission Circle will attended
the Knox County Registry of Deeds
u/antpd
FOR SALE—1928 Chevrolet motor.
atio.i
L
meeting
uwmms
m
in
«wwmu
Rockland
Thursxumoj
Thu
Thursday
rsday
evening
in
Rockland
at
the
Night"
with
supper
at
6.30
meet next Tuesday afternoon with
j Book 190. PaTc 257. conveyed to me. the ______________ vvanicu______________
radiator and battery. W. y VINAL. 500
,
, • I First Baptist Church: Miss Harriet j Methodist, Rev. F. F. Fowle, minis-I
’ undersigned a certain parcel of real
Mrs. Minnie Newbert, Wadsworth
WANTED—Salesmen. We need several! Old County raod.--------------------------- 9*11
j estate situated in said Union in said
Mr® Mildred Rhodes of Rockport is Long, Mrs. Nellie Wiley. Mrs. Jose- ter: Sunday morning service at 10.30
street.
for SALE—Single burner oil stove;
County of Knox and bounded and de- men to sell highest grade auto and
tractor oils, paints, etc., to farming trade. used one nlght Cost $7 95. sen fOr $5.
The regular services will be held substituting as teacher for Miss Car- !phine Conary. Mrs. Ernestine Barter. wjth sermon bv the" pastor and the
{ scribed as follows:
A certain lot or parcel of land with on fall 1931 credit, without note, inter- H j POWErs, Pleasant Gardens, City,
at the Baptist Church next Sunday. ne Drmkwater who is ill at her home David sicvcwright Jr., and Rev. F. junior choir will sing: Sunday school
-J.Barton.
T>nrtnn Very
Verv
profitable
sessions
i, isrm n,-? League
i mono atV
at r- eve,
1 buildings thereon, situated in said 1 cst or mortgage. Goods shipped on ap- •
For a time Miss Drink- w
profitable
sessions
I aT1 n 45Epworth
!
In the morning the pastor's topic mCamden.
-■■ -——----- - —
—
— ■ Union, bounded and described as3 folfol- proval with test privilege. Weekly draw- —
condition was considered very!wcre reportcd.
ning servic^ at 7 when the young
, lows viz Bounded on the North bv land i ing account and full payment at end of
FOR SALE—Pure bred holstein bull calf.
will be “Quit You Like Men." At 7.15 water's
fSSerlv
sui
Bryant"
(now
Wavnc
month.
Apply
by
letter.
A
real
propograndson
of
Dutchland
Konigen
Wlserious but at present she is gaining
-----------------mens quartet will render two seiecthe subject will be Heroism.
i Upham's) on the
by i'and foS sition F O FOGG. Field Mgr
93 nam, La^ Price ™»naMe
J. D.
gradually.
WARREN
tions;
Ladies'
Aid
meets
Wedne
day
'
| G. R. Messer’s (now Roswell Noyes) on . Essex St., Bangor. Maine.__________ 11 16, PEASE. Hope. Me.
lei. Lincomviiie.
Martin Hamalainen is at work re- j
9-11
12-19.
_____
afternoon with Mrs. Huse Richards; i
Joint Installation
the South by land of Weston Carral s
_ Tarco <:1zp coal burning
pairing Sidney Andrews' house that
and
on
the
West
by
the
Medomak
River.
WANTED
Large
FOR
SALE
—
Kitchen
range oil burn
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
Wyllie,
Rev.
and
Johnson
Society.
Wednesday
evening
I
Arcana Lodge, K. P. and Mayflower was damaged by fire Christmas night.
ers
at
reduced
prices.
DONAHUE
&
Vh^rChpenhh-okeniti0n °f S&1Cl m°rt" l good condition and cheap for cash. RANLETT Tel. 1033 Rockland
Temple. P. S., held, installations Fri
Mvles Lamson is at the home of his I Mrs. Howard A. Welch. Mrs. Edward ; at the borne of Mrs. Addie V. •mt-,
9*14
gage has been b.oken.
....................i yIRS jack PERIE. South Cushing. Me.
parent
M
Zd
Mrs
rlnry
llmson
'
Seavey
and
Mrs.
Nelson
Moore
atworth:
ThurscUy
evening
prayer
Now. therefore, by reason of the breach
day evening with a large attendance.
10*12
FOR SALE—1927 Buick Standard 6,
Mrs l^nald Tolman entertained tended the all-day session of the service at 7 followed by Bible Study •
of the condition thereof I claim a fore
. .
Four-door Sedan. A-l condition. Terms
For Mayflower Temple Mrs. Dora
closure of said mortgage.
WANTED
—
I
buy
shaggy
kittens.
Write
|
or
trade ROLAND B. PAYSON, East
Lincoln Baptist Association Thurs- Class.
Maxey was installing officer, assisted i
Tuesday Club this week,
Dated this 20th day of January. A. D. me colors, age and sex. MRS. WARREN union. Tel. Union 18-2.
9*11
1931.
by Mrs. Edith Wyllie of Warren. Ben- , Friends of Mrs. Martha
-- ■
-Miller,
10*15
PEASLEE Jefferson. Me.
lor day at the First Baptist Church in
FOR SALE—Dry wood. long. $10; fitted,
F. R. LEIGHTON.
FRED V. COTTRELL
nie Smalley, Mary Woodcock and Ar many years a resident of this village, i Rockland. Those who went over m
all-1 $14; junks. $12; soft junks. $8. L. F.
Cumberland. SS.
WANTED-Position as chef c
lene Closson were attractive as flower are grieved to hear of her death which
6-14
even_1.z?^,,.were ^r\4rs‘
On this 20th day of January. A. D round cook. Best of references Can TOLMAN. Tel. 263-13 Rockland.
Funeral services were held Tuesday j
bearers. The new officers: P. C., Car occurred in Warren dast Sunday.
I 1931 personally appeared the said F. R. | start any time. HORACE T. PERRY. 5
I Chester Wvllie. Mrs. Fred Butler.
FOR SALE—Dry cord wood. $10; Junks,
;
Leighton,
and
made
oath
that
the
fore7-tf
Wadsworth
St..
Thomaston.
rie Wallace: M. E. C., Ora Woodcock;
The folks wintering in Florida seem Charles Wilson. Howard Welch Jr., i at his residence in Congress s reet
! going notice subscribed by h 1 is true. _________ ___________________________ $12; wood fitted and under cover. $14. O.
WANTED—Position as mother's help- • „H- CRIE* Thomaston. Tel. 122-2.
4-tf
S. V., Katherine Studley; J. V.. Sadie
! Before me.
er or second girl, by young Finnish girl. | FOR SALE—Fox and rabbit hounds,
HOWARD JAVIES
Prior; M. R. & S., Grace Andrews;
also some nice hound pups. Now is the
experienced. MISS AHO. Tel. 46S-M.
ll-S-17
Justice
of
the
Peace.
M. F.. Cora Knights; M„ Bertha
10*12 time to get yours. R. W. JEWELL, GlenNOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
------1 cove. Me. Tel. 256-4.
153-tf
Frost; G. I. T . Carrie Smalley; G. O. one that winter is here, but wide dav’evening at tde home of Alvah Mr. Cottrell died Saturday at his!
WANTED—General housework by expe
Whereas Henry G. Farrow of Rockport rienced Finnish woman; good cook.
T. . Mildred Closson. Gifts were pre plowed roads and a chance to us, Sil^mons {0 help him celebrate his home after a long illness. He is sur- :
FOR SALE—Fifty houses of all descrip
RANKIN ST., ROCKLAND
i in the County of Knox and State of MRS. AHO. Tel. 466-M.___________ 10*12 tions ln Rockland. A large list of sum
sented to Mrs. Maxey and to the cars, on the maintnoioughfare at birthday anniversary, and the eve- vived by his wife,the former Mrs. j
Maine, by his mortgage deed dated the
cottages. In fact all kinds of real
WANTED—Experienced farm
hand. mer
flower bearers.
I eighteenth day of June. 1925. and re
least, all the time. With warm fires. ning was pleasantly passed at cards Abbie Cox, by two brothers. Irving
estate. Come and talk over my list lf
corded in Knox County Registry of References required. R. E. CUTTING. you wish to buy. ROBERT U. COLLINS,
The new office of Arcana Lodge warmly banked houses, and a.l theipj^ honors were taken by the host. , McClellan Cottrell of Somerville, and
Tel.
3-3.
9*11
Deeds, book 203. page 12. conveyed to i Warren. Me.__________________________ 375 Main St.. Tel. 77.
__________ 1-tf
are; C. C.. Sayward Hall; V. C„ Eu preparations made ior the cold one Rcfrcshments were served and a Leforest Cottrell of Rockland,
North National Bank, a banking corpo- ! WANTED—Kitchon help to work few.
FOR SALE—Penobscot Bay farms and
gene Closson; P . Benjamin Smalley; finds
ration
existing
by
law
and
having
its
hours
each
day.
PAP.K
STREET
CAFE
themse.ves very comfortable, huge birthday cake with lighted , He was a member of Waldo Lodge,
place of business at Rockland in said AND
~ SEA
_
M. W., Stanley Cushing; K. R. & S.,
GRILL. Rockland. See Mr.j cottages for sale and rent, attractive
■
candles had a prominent place in the 1 I.O.O.F. and members from it served
County of Knox certain real estate situ
Fred Fernald: M. F.. Charles Starrett; ----- ■ ■
shore lots. ORRIN J. DICKEY. Belfast,
ated
in
said
Rockport,
described
as
fole 1 Maine.
1-tf
M. E„ Maynard Spear , M A. Randall at home. The last four years of Capt. I aRair’ Mr' Simmons also received as bearers. He was a skilled ship
, lows:—
sharpen
them
while
you
wait,
and
sharp
Willey
’
s
life
brought
to
him
much
several
remembrances
from
the
club
•
carpenter,
a
cabinet
worker
and
conBeginning
on
the
north
side
of
Jones; I. G., Levi Cope,and; O. G„
FOR
SALE—Two electric motors, 7’,s»
en
them
right.
CRIE
HARDWARE
CO.,
j
.
M
the road leading, from Blackington's
2 h. p.. ln good shape; also
I tractor.
Astor Simmons. Herber: Thomas ot suffering from different causes, which : members.
408 Main St.. Rockland.
9-25 (*9;
D and computing
Corner to Camden village on the line
standard
scales. W. F. TIBWarren was the installing officer, as gradually broke down a strong const!- [ —
of land of Robert Gregory; thence
WANTED—Gentleman boarder, student: BETTS. 148 Union St. Tel. 297-R.
N. 23'2 deg. W. 180 rods to a maple
preferred. Apply at 81 GRACE ST. on
1-tf
sisted by Forrest Spear and Curtis tution.
tree; thence N. 15 deg. E. 32 rods to
call 163-M.
7-tf i
Starrett. also of Warren. Ice cream
Capt. Willey was married in 1879 to
stake and stones; thence N. 28’2
WANTED
—
Gas
stationary
engine,
from
and cake were served after the cere Miss Annie L. Dunn of Thomaston,
deg W. 64 rods more or less to stake
Miscellaneous
15 to 20 h. p. TEL 277-W, or write Box____________________________________
_
and .-tones at Daniel Packard's cor
monies, followed by dancing Music by whom he had two daughters. He
443. Rockland._____________________ 7*12 j NOTICE—This is to notify all that
ner;
thence
S.
87
deg.
W.
19
rods
to
for the evening was furnished by was greatly interested in Masonry and
the pend; thence southerly by said
WANTED—Woman for house work in I from this date I will pay only those bills
- - at- ----------------------FLOYD B.
Howard Beattie and Miss Alcada Hall. , had attained the 32d degree through
pond 168 rods to Hiram Gregory
family of‘ one. Call
157 MIDDLE ST.-----------------------i contracted by myself
line: thence S. 29*4 deg. E. 85’fe rods
6-tf CONANT. Port Clyde, Me. Jan. 22. 1931.
the various steps required by that
T
E
to
corner
of
wall;
thence
N.
63
deg.
11*13
Capt. Walter Barter Willey
ritual. He was a member of Orient
E. 57 rods and 23 links to stake and
JOHN A. LUNT, medium and mag
K
y
o
N _
stones; thence S. 28’.2 deg. E. 49
The subject of this obituary w , Lodge. Henry Knox Chapter, Clare
To
Let
netic healer. Readings ana treamients
By popular lubscription among membert and
rods to the aforesaid road; thence N.
Tuesday from 10 a. m. to 6. at 7 Limerock
born in St. George. Me. His parent mont Commandery, K. T.. King Hi
52*2 deg. E. on said road to first
friondi of fho Knights of Columbus, a magnifi
TO
LET
—
Two
furnished
rooms
for
152-S-tf
ram
Council,
Kora
Temple,
and
the
were Capt. William J. and Cordelia
bounds, containing 88 acres more or . light housekeeping, adults onlv. E. N. St TEL. 713-M.
cent hotel was erected, furnished end opened
less, the same being a part of lots I SYLVESTER. 23 Cedar St. Tel.* 804-J.
STORAGE. Good dry and clean, in
(Barter) Willey. When Walter was Scottish Rites, also a member of the
by
them
in
1926.
The
primary
object
was
end
is
2. 3. and 34 Fales Survey.
$2.09 per month. S. A. MACOM
11-tf barn;
about 15 years of age the family Baptist Church and of Grace Chap
Yes, YOL'RS: A Guaranteed
to perpetuate and make practical the good
Being the same premises described •
BER. 23 Amesbury St., Rockland. Tel.
moved to Thomaston, where they ter, O.E.S.
9*14
in deed from Edward F. Clancy to
will and democracy which characterixes this
Car for Very Little Cash!
TO LET—Four room apartment, mod 1158-W.
Laura E. Farrow dated February 15.
Funeral services were held at his
afterwards made their home. When
ern conveniences, heated if desired; fur
WATCH AND CLOCK repairing. S. A.
order. This friendliness offers to those of all
1915.
and.
recorded
in
the
Registry
late
home
Friday
afternoon.
Rev.
H.
j
nished
or
unfurnished.
W.
L.
BALLARD
MACOMBER. 23 Amesbury St.. Rocklanu,
a young man he entered upon the
creeds; to mothers with girls and boys visiting
of Deeds for said County of Knox.
UlJ
Rockport.
10-12 Me. Tel. 1158-W.
6*17
seafaring life, which he followed un S. Kilborn of the Baptist Church and
Vol. 172. page 387.
New York; a protection not obtainable in ordi
1928 Olasmobile Sedan •
RUG AND KNITTING YARNS for sale
Meaning
and
intending
to
convey
Rev.
Hubert
F.
Leach
of
the
Feder

TO
LET
—
A
three
room
furnished
til a short time after the close of the
nary hotels. Wives back home are assured that
the same premises conveyed to
apartment with free lights and water, by manufacturer. Samples free. H. A.
World War. He was master of the ated Church officiated. There was a
the men in their family visiting the city experi
1925 Chevrolet Ccach
Charles A. Sylvester by Hanson
THOMPSON'S. 16 Willow St.
9*111 BARTLETT. Harmony. Maine.
155-11
following vessels, all of which were in large gathering of members of fra
ence the comfort and refined surroundings de
Gregory by deed dated May 1. 1861.
TO
LET
—
Five
room
house,
modern,
on'
an
d
E
remiir
A
vour
furniture
*at
216
U
LIMB
8
and
recorded
in
said
Knox
Registry
ternal
bodies,
citizens
and
others.
He
the schooner class: Annie Bliss, Lizzie
sired. ALL ARE WELCOME. The appointments
1928 Ersex Coupe
Court St. Apply ERNEST C. DAVIS, at:
irun ltU ® 1 216 L™
B
of Deeds. Vol. 10. Page 540
1-tf
B. Willey, Ella M. Willey. L. Herbert leaves a widow, a daughter, Mrs. Lee
of a modern city Club are available to all
This foreclosure shall not apply to! Fuller-Cobb-Davis._________________ 9-tf
guests; gymnasium; handball court, swimming
Taft, Jane Palmer, Fannie Palmer. Walker of Thomaston; a sister, Mrs.
1929 Whippet 6 Coach
.
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods
that part of the above described prem
ises which was specifically released to * TO LET—On Warren St.. 6 room tene- at the Rockland Hair Store. 24 Elm St.
pool; bowling alleys; billiard room; library;
These vessels, excepting the two Elizabeth E. Putnam of Washington,
ment. $22; 7-room tenement. $23 50. Mall orders solicited. H. C. RHODES.
the
said
Henry
G.
Farrow
by
said
Bank.
D.
C„
and
a
grandson,
Douglas
music and dancing during dinners; spacious
1926 Buick Sedan
Palmers, were built in Thomaston.
l-tf
October 16. 1926 by quit claim deed re- i Both have gas and electricity. Very Tel. 519-J.
lounge with nooks for card games and visitors.
Capt. Willey was a very skillful Walker of Thomaston. The bearers
corded in said Registry, book 19G. page pleasantly located in good neighborhood. S
Apply
at
12
WARREN
ST.
Tel.
577.
4-tf
1928
Studebaker
Coupe
463.
RATES—Single Room $2.50 up—Double Rooms
navigator and met with only minor were A. W. Hatch and Captains James
And whereas the condition of said I
Eggs and Chicks
$3.50 up—Meals.a La Carte and Table D Hote.
accidents until when crossing the At T. Fales. John Brown. Hollie Harring
mortgage has been broken, now there- , TO LET—Garage or storage $5 per
1928 Chevrolet Sedan
Eighth Avenue at 51 it (one block to Times
V' F- STUDLEY, 69 Park St.
s. C. R. I. REDS—Baby chicks from
lantic in the Jane Palmer near the ton. Arthur J. Elliot. Interment was
fore, by reason of the breach of the con- ,
153-tf | standard utility stock. Maine accredited.
Square). 40c taii from Pennsylvania or Grand
dition thereof said North National Bank Tel. 1080._____________________
close of the war his vessel was caughi in the Thomaston cemetery.
1928 Pcntiac Sedan
make healthy, productive hens.
claims a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Central. Write
TO LET—Unfurnished 5 room tenement They
by a hurricane and the rudder broken
per 100. $20: 500. $19; 1000 and up,
EDWARD F. BERRY
and garage. North Main St. ROBERT U Price
vations.
1928 Reo Coupe
$18.
Hatching
Write or phone. E.
Tickets for the Fuller-Cobb-Davis
Cashier.
off. leaving the vessel unmanageable.
COLLINS. 375 Main St. Tel. 77.
1-tf C. TEAGUE. eggs.
Warren. Me. Tel. 13-42
Dated January 15. 1931.
A steamer bore down upon them, to charity dance may be obtained at
Warren.
_________________________
11-tf
STATE
OF
MAINE
TO
LET
—
Tenement
at
38
Mechanic
St
which they rowed in their own boats, McDonald's.
County of Knox, ss.
January 15. 1931
BABY CIIIX, WYLLIE'S STRAIN^. C.
MRS. W. S. KENNISTON. 176 Main St
Personally appeared Edward F. Berry Tel. 874-W.
1-tf R I. Reds. Bred for eggs, type and color,
and were taken into Gibraltar with
and made oath that he is cashier of said
T
~
.—-—r state accredited for white diarrhoea. $20
out loss of life They were returned
North National Bank; that he is duly] Ai?°mnfU»Tn P«mnrS!SJ?«rnte{!?d apart per hundred, postpaid for March until
WHEN IN NEW YORK—You can buy
to the United States by the consul.
authorized to execute the foregoing for]
Improvements. Inquire at 15th of April; 500 $1 less and 1000 $2 less
1-tf per hundred Safe arrival guaranteed.
and in behalf of said Bank and that the | 1<s
aA
Capt. Willcv made a few trips after copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
content" of raid notice is true
TO LET—Apartment ln Bicknell block I F H. WYLLIE & SON. Thomaston.
Largest Bus ‘Terminal Jn U.S. adjoins hoi I
wards ln different vesses to accommo home news, at Hotallng’s agency. 30a
RANKIN' ST., ROCKLAND
(Seal)
CHARLES T. SMALLEY
I Apply to B. B. SMITH. Thorndike & Hix. Maine, Route 1. Phone Warren 10-6.
date captains who desired to remain West. 49th St.
8-S-14
Notary Public.
Lobster Co. Tel. 208.
1-tf
j-tf

GAR

INC.

arr
F

FOR SALE

In Everybody’s Column
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£

K
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‘ON MY SET”

If

Sod etv

THE REALM OF MUSIC
Gladys St. Clair Morgan

In addition to personal notes regard-| Mrs. Marv Gross entertained the
ing departures and arrivals, this depart- Tnllv civ p,,.u
„ftornnAM
ment especially desires information of
Six Club Thursday afternoon,
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc.
--------Notes sent by mail or telephone wiU be
t
t?
u

IOO

times

Members of music clubs in Rock- j Beebe, founder-pianist; the opera
i land and vicinity will be interested "Manon," where the Board was |
TELEPHONE ........................... 770 or 794-W | been in the city a few daVs on busi‘
I in the report of the recent meeting guests of Otto Kahn; tea with music
Somebody hove a brick at 1 of the board of the National Federa- I at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
—■
_ __ ___________ ness.
Rudy Vallee while his orchestra
tion of Music Clubs in New York.
Hutcheson, head of the Juilliard
Mrs. Milton Griffin entertained
was broadcasting from Boston
Many board members, state and ; Foundation Music School; atrip
Willard P. Sleeper and family of
the Tuesday evening Sewing Club at
Thursday night. The missile ! district presidents, national chair-j around the harbor; a showing of the
South Thomaston are located for the
her home on Ocean street.
landed uncomfortably close but
men and club members were in at- opera of "11 Pagliacci'’ as a sound
winter at 13 Orange street. Their
Rudy continued to direct the
tendance for a week of profitable \ film, through the courtesy of Fortune j
telephone call is 1267-R.
number until the close. It was
The meeting next Thursday after
meetings and a round of charming Gallo, and a dinner at the Mona Lisa
an uncomfortable offering for a
noon of the Progressive Literary
courtesies. The meeting was inspira Club. "Green Pastures" and'supper,
The Auxiliary of Sons of Union : man who has heretofore had only
Club will be held with Mrs. Evelyn
tional and was preceded by a session as the guests of A. Atwater Kent was
•
Veterans
will
conduct
a
bridge
party
z////>
bouquets thrown at him.
Snow. Response to the roll call will
of the District and State Presidents' the farewell function of a week full
Tuesday
evening
at
Grand
Army
be quotations from Shakespeare.
of business and important develop
1
Council
at
which
was
reported
outj
hall,
with
Mrs.
Anastasia
Harmon
as
j
The Camden-Rockport I.ions
Mrs. Lucia Burpee will be the leader
work of many States. Some ments in the work of the National
Club will broadcast over WLBZ ' standing
and scene 2 of act 3, King John, will hostess.
are raising their own State endow Federation of Music Clubs.
next Wednesday evening from 7
be read. Current events.
These policies were presented in ’
ment funds, some scholarship loan
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Kaufman of
to 7.30. Among the numbers to
funds, some are giving prizes for the Resolutions and unanimously en- !
i Brooklyn, recently married, were
be
broadcast
next
Wednesday
Mrs. Wesley Thurston'was hostess | guests of Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Smalley
biennial contests of 1931, others are dorsed:
night will be music by Billy Dean I stressing
to the T Club Thursday evening for recently. They left Thursday for
That the National Federation of
rural music in the Grange
and his dance band, an address
sewing.
organizations in connection with the Music Clubs continue Its efforts to
''STrT'7~rBrooklyn and will visit several rela
on the beauties, natural advan
county and State fairs, others are have music included in the scholastic
tives on the way.
tages
and
resources
of
Camden,
Mrs. Cyrus Gross entertained the
raising scholarships for settlement preparation for college degrees.
by King Lion Dr. J. G. Hutch
That municipal subsidization of
Jolly Six Thursday afternoon.
music or trying to subsidize music
There were five tables at the bridge
ins; the Lions Club song, “Cam- I in
music be encouraged by community.
„T THE office—on the street—
the large cities
party Thursday evening under the
den-by-the-Sea," will be sung
Excellent reports came from na- state and nation,
Mrs. Anne Snow leaves today for auspices of the BPW Club, with Mrs.
by a solo artist of Bangor and
in
her
house—it matters a lot what
tional chairmen, especially the EduThat music clubs give serious conIndianapolis where she will attend Emma Carver as hostess. Honors: Earle Achorn of Rockport will
cation
and
the
Junior
Departments.
sideration
to
rural
projects
for
the
the mid-winter meeting of the Na were won by Mrs. Olive Sylvester, ’ also be heard with “Springtime
people see when they look at you!
Mrs. Bacher of the Educational De- advancement of music.
tional executive board of the Ameri Mrs. Evie Perry, Mrs. M. S. Dick,
In tlie Rockies.” This broadcast
partment
announced
that
States
are
That
American
composers
be
urged
can Legion Auxiliary,’ Jan. 26-27. Mrs. D. E. Cunningham and Mrs. Lil
is made possible through the
Frankly, are you easy on the eyes?
being assisted in listing educational t0 become individual members of the
Mrs. Snow is national committee- lian McRae. Another of these popu- ; generosity of Camden merchants,
musical broadcasts with printed Federation and that, to establish
woman. From Indianapolis she goes lar parties will be given next Thurs
Has
your suit that youthful jaunti
and each who so helped will
preparatory material with a view to reciprocity between the Federation
to Washington whgre Jan. 29 she day evening at the club rooms.
have a short but interesting 1 the forming of "Listening-in” Clubs. and the composer, the slogan: “A
ness — that spruce freshness that
will attend the National Defense
story of his business broadcast
The national president, Mrs. Otta- Group of American compositions on
Conference at Constitution Hall.
Mrs. Willard Fales gave a birth
at this time.
gladdens the glance?
every
miscellaneous
program."
way stated that to focus the atten
President Hoover is to receive the day surprise party for Mr. Fales, |
*•■*•••••
That it be recommended to state
tion of college presidents, deans of
delegates.
Wednesday evening at their home.
Robert L. Ripley and his “Be
literary faculties and music depart- boards that they make definite plans
It’s the Dry Cleaner’s job to keep
Warren street. A very pleasant eve
lieve It or Not” program, which ; ments and of the people at large, for immediate action toward provid
ning
was
spent
and'
refreshments,
in

Mrs. Carl E. Freeman entertained
have been entertaining and en
your
clothes on their toes. Better
ing
a
tour
of
intimate
opera
units
of
upon college music for the general
at bridge and luncheon Thursday cluding a beautifully decorated
lightening vast audiences week
student and requirements of some American opera companies
birthday
cake
made
by
Mrs.
Olive
evening at her home at Glencove.
let us call for your discouraged suits
ly for a year, will sign off the air ’ music study in Schools of Education
That Educational Radio Programs
There were two tables, with honors Fales, were served. Those present
with the last of this series of
for those who go out as superintend- be encouraged and that preparatory
once a month.
were.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Carl
Fales
and
falling to Mrs. John M. Richardson,
broadcasts Monday night.
ents, principals and teachers, the 47 ; study of such hours be inaugurated
Mrs. Herbert Curtis and Mrs. Ralph daughter Helen of East Friendship.
state federations would continue the t°r listening-in groups and that clubs
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Fales and
Glendenning.
That Omaha station, WOW
For, if we do say it ourselves—we
nlan as followsvoice their approval of this educachildren. Clayton, Russell and Elea
1
. . . .
tional project to the stations presentwhich would joggle our own
do
know how to spruce them up!
WEEI off the map, is one of the
Mr. and Mrs. Frank W. Fuller ar nor of South Warren. Mr. and Mrs.
Devote an article to each college ,
these programs.
national features of the Wood 1 in the state in the State Federation
rived home Thursday from a Byron Thompson of Friendship, Mr.
That clubs and individuals pro
men of the World.
month's visit with Mr. and Mrs. Wy and Mrs. Irving Fales, children Bar
of Music Clubs magazine in citing scntlng children's hours over the
bara and Richard and John J. Fales
man Foster in Rochester, N. Y.
radio
be requested to choose pro
of Cushing, and Mrs. Willard Fales'
To have missed that drought , music conditions.
grams representative of the best in
Keep
the
subject
before
the
clubs
nieces, Norma and Martha Seavey of
relief broadcast by the Red Cross
Miss Margaret Nutt is at the
suggesting the election of music “•
Thursday night is to have
That broadcasting companies be 5
Friendship Hospital, State street. this city.
courses by college students.
missed
one
of
the
greatest
fea

commended for their cooperation in
Bangor, where she recently under
Interview
college
presidents
and
The Chapin Class musical to be
tures ever presented on a nation
went an appendicitis operation.
deans and advisors to freshmen on discouraging the jazzing of the
| given Tuesday evening at the home
wide hook-up. The speakers
classics.
the subject.
of
Mrs.
David
Talbot,
promises
to
be
;
were
Mary
Pickford,
Mrs.
August
Another of the popular card one of the most delightful events of j
Dr. John Erskine has agreed to
Belmont,
President
Hoover,
Exparties being given during the winter the winter season. The program in
present the subject on “Music
The Rubinstein Club will hold 'its
President Coolidge, Al. Smith,
season for the benefit of St. Ber
Courses in College Curricula for the annual Student Day program Friday,
of Miss Mabel F. Lamb and
Will Rogers, and, of course. Di
nards Church will take place in the charge
General Student” for the National Jan. 30, when' as in previous years
rector Barton. Their addresses
Thorndike Grill Tuesday evening, Mrs. Faith G. Berry will embrace
Federation of Music Clubs before the program will be given entirely bv
came in as clear as a bell, and
with Miss Louise Harrington and vocal and instrumental numbers,
college presidents at the meeting of the pupils of our various local music
readings and other features. Re-; must have resulted in a tre
Mrs. George Phillips in charge.
the Association of American Colleges teachers, both vocal and instru
freshments will be served under the j mendous boost for the big drive
in Indianapolis in January.
mental. As chairman I have already
now in progress.
Miss Barbara Wiggin, who teaches direction of Miss Alice Fuller. The
A College Music Committee w-as notified these teachers, and am askin the Bath High School, is spending hour is 8 o'clock.
appointed by the Federation as fol- ing at this time that they notify me
You must be sure to get up
the weekend in Boston where she
lows; Howard Hanson, Harold L. as soon as possible as to the name
Capt. and Mrs. F. L. Green, Sumearly tomorrow if you would
is attending a house party of former
Butler, Mabie Glenn, William May- of the pupil to be presented, name of
CLOTHES DO HELP YOU WIN
j mer street, entertained the Tango
hear “Believe It Or Not" Ripley
classmates at Wheaton.
farth. Dean Mayfarth addressed the selection and composer. A teacher
Club at bridge Thursday evening.
who is going to tell Australia
board upon the subject of college may present pupils in any manner
...DRY CLEAN THEM OFTENER!
some of the odd things he has
Simeon A. Adams and Mrs. J. Rob
music, stressing the desirability of she wishes—solo, duet, or ensemble
Mrs. Flora Folsom who has been
collected concerning that coun
ert Adams leave Mondav for Bar- guest
inclusion of music instruction within form, and it is most important that
of Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Kalloch, j try. He will go on the air at 7
gentvillc where they will join Mr.
the regular college tuition. Mr. the selection chosen be not lengthy.
a. m., from Station WGY.
Adams, who is agent for the Eastern Masonic street, has returned to
Carl Milam, head of the National This is necessary owing to the num
Steamship Lines. Inc.
a* , Boston.
Library Association, announced that ber of teachers to be represented.
and story. The story of Sir Galahad [ other songs which have been used
THE TYLER SCHOOL
“STARS” INSTALLED
all librarians are eager to cooperate Music teachers and the parents of
Mrs. H. W. Thorndike was hostess
and his tireless quest for the “Holy for many years by those people; also
Miss Winifred Erskine of Augusta
by
supplying
adults
music
and
books,,
the
children
are
invited
to
be
guests
Grail," was received with much cn- translated songs with the foreign
and Miss Grace Lawrence have been to the E.F.A. Club Wednesday for
on
musical
subjects,
so
keeping
up.
of
the
club
for
the
afternoon,
Some
Of
the
Interesting
Things
the
thusiasm. One morning one of the music. They liked especially the old
in Vinalhaven for the week where dinner and cards. Honors were tvon Golden Rod Chapter Forced the interest created in the colleges
.
....
Children
Arc
Doing.
—
“
The
Holy
boys came tugging in a large picture I Southern melodics. Teachers and
in their duties as public health by Mrs. I. J. Shuman, Mrs. L. F.
Mrs.
Arthur
H.
Morse
reported
,
To
Hang
Out
S.
R.
O.
Sign
Grail”
As Miss Hclc-ne Mosher, a former
of Sir Galahad. What an appropri- pupils enjoyed the exercises exceednurses thev have been visiting homes Chase, Mrs. Edward Gonia and Mrs.
many entrants in the National Young Bangor girl who has won enviable
Hattie Davies.
ate picture this would be to hang on ingly.
and schools.
Last Night
Artists Contest and a Woman's success in California, has friends in
Stanley Farnham, the school artist, the school wall, as it would be a great I
-----------------Opera
Voice
prize
of
$1000.
given
in
Mrs. Donald Leach entertained re
Rockland and vicinity who have al- , has drawn a picture for the month incentive to boys to stick to their ’
Miss Hazel Witherspoon of Cam
The
installation
of
Goldenrod
addition
to
the
eight
S500
first
prizes
. ,
, , ,
.
...
„
ways entertained a lively interest in
den rntertained at bridge Thursday- cently at an evening bridge luncheon, Chapter, O.E.S., last evening drew to
be awarded in piano, violin, cello, her actlvities> lt is delightful to of January showing the arch of a objectives in life. From this the
evening, with several guests from with three tables in play. Honors one of the largest audiences in the organ, high and low men s and .worn- , know that Miss Mosher appcarw, ,a belfry surrounded by trees, and with pupils read or learned of other j
Knights of Old, and their mighty I
Rockland present.
Mrs. Wilbur were won by Mrs. Rupert Stratton. history of that organization, many
s voices.
i concert Jan. 22 in her home citv.
the bell poised in air. indicating deeds, King Arthur, for instance, has
Senter Jr., carried off first honors. Mrs. Lloyd Daniels, Dr. E. L. Scarlott persons being unable to get into the enMrs.
Lillian Birmingham, local j Miss Mosher lof
left. Bangor
Bangor about “Ringing out the Old and Ringing claimed a large share of their atten
and Mr. Daniels.
hall. Decorations of pink and white chairman of the biennal program four years ago. since when she has
Miss Eva Rogers entertained the
carnations were used in the Chapter announced that San Francisco is devoted her time to the study of in the New,” with the head of the old tion. A castle has been built on the
Mrs.
Leila
Benner
entertained
the
bell-ringer towering above the shrub sand table and Mr. Flanders the jani
N. and 8. Club at bridge Thursdayroom, and on a pedestal near Mrs. offering presentation of the Federa
evening.
Prizes were won by Mrs. Wawenock Club Thursday evening at Gertrude Boody, installing officer, tion prize Symphonic Poem by music in Berkeley and San Francisco, bery in the distance.
tor has painted it. The ardor of the
having
been
a
pupil
of
Harrison
her
home
on
Pleasant
street.
Re

They also have a figurine of a children has become enhanced over
Lawrence Leach. Mrs. Sherwood Wil
was a large bouquet of red roses, a the San Francisco Symphony Or Ward. She has also studied under
sponse
to
the
roll
call
was
made
with
“Fisher Boy," sitting on the edge of the finding of different subjects, sug- '
liams and Mrs. Ernest Jones. Lunch
personal gift to her from the staff of chestra; an American opera; a per
was served and Mrs. Lettie Kalloch quotations from Ralph Waldo Emer Fuller-Cobb-Davis. The jewels were formance of Brahm s Requiem by the Louis Graveure,—a distinct honor as the goldfish bowl, dangling hook and gested by the study, and all caused
Mr.
Graveure
only
takes
what
son's
works.
These
papers
were
prei
was presented with a tempting cake
to Mrs. Boody and M. M. Civic Chorus and much else. Los arc considered artist-students—the line in the water, a la Izaac Walton. by inquiry about the "Holy Grail” in
sented: “Java" by Mrs. Benner; j presented
As Mrs. Hall says, “Too bad to catch a song.
in observance of her birthday.
Griffin, retiring worthy matron and Angeles is planning a Hollywood
in other words. Having won the pretty fish.”
"Singapore" by Miss M. Evelyn Bur patron, by A. H. Newbert, who paid Bowl' concert and three full days cream,
a
she
spent
a
year
ln
The singing of the song, “To the
The monthly meeting of Baraca bank; and “Cenang. Rangoon and j high tribute to the successful year fo» the entire Federation delegation,
the study of grand opera in the De
Class Thursday evening in the Meth MaRdalay" by Mrs. Cora Snow. The J under their leadership. Mrs. Boody
Friday morning Miss Miller's chil
The Junior Department reports Valley School at San Francisco. In Knights In the Days of Old," by the
pupils of the fifth grade, Tyler dren of grade four werc invited into I
odist vestry had present about 50 meeting of Monday evening next will was also presented with a personal I werd followed by a luncheon and
1927
she
won
the
Atwater
Kent
radio
members, who sat down to a first- be in the form of a social at the ! gift from Mr. and Mrs. Griffin.
Tommy; There ain't room enough
| demonstration by a local club. Miss audition in that city. She had sev 1 school, Mrs. Nellie Hall, teacher, has Mrs. Hall's room for a music appre
class fish chowder supper served by home of Mrs. Cora Smith, Ocean
Mrs. Boody was assisted in instal- Nellie McCann, national junior eral pupils when she left Berkeley in been a real inspiration to them, en ciation lesson, under the direction of on that sled for two.
the men. with Capt. John A. Stevens avenue.
Micky: I know there ain't, but
ling by Milton M. Griffin. Mrs. Anah chairman of pageantry, brought the fall to come to New York City tailing touch research. From the in the music teacher, Mrs. Johnson.
as chairman. The business meeting
Gay as chaplain, Mrs. Carolyn Stew- juniors from Maine who presented where she is studying with Alexander quiry as to the “Holy Grail,” the The children joined in singing folk when I git to the bottom of the
children learned about Sir Galahad. songs from various nations, and hill you can haul it back.
Practically all of the cheaper seats . art as marshal. Mrs. Helen Chapman the MacDowell playlet “To a Wild
was followed by a social hour, with
Misselburgh.
‘ and other noted characters in song
for the farewell concert of Mme. as assistant marshal, and Mrs. Amy Rose.”
dart baseball a feature attraction.
Schumann-Heink, at City Hall. Port- , Tripp as organist. The new officers
Students of Rockland Commercial land. Thursday, Jan. 29, have been are: Worthy matron. Mrs. Evelyn
One of the high lights of the week
College and invited guests held a sold at M. Steinert & Sons. 517 Con Orcutt; worthy patron, George Or- was the contact luncheon, when 20
■ -most enjoyable social Monday eve gress street. There are. However, cutt; associate matron. Mrs. Vivian presidents or their representatives
ning in the Thorndike grill, with a plenty of orchestra and first balcony Hewett; associate patron, I. Lawton ' joined the board at noon. All spoke |
MONDAY-TUESDAY
large number present despite the in seats available. These are moving I Bray; secretary, Mrs. Susie Camp- forcefully in reply to the question: >
clement weather. A short program fast, and those who intend to hear bell; treasurer, Mrs. Nellie Dow; ! "How can the Federation cooperate I
MONDAY-TUESDAY
was presented, the feature attraction Schumann-Heink in her last public conductress. Mrs. Helen Chapman: ' with your organization, and how can
of which were the tap dances by appearance in Portland—or Maine— associate conductress, Mrs. Maud your organization cooperate with j
Miss Gretchen Fletcher.
Games, are urged to apply for seats as soon Blodgett; finance committee, Mrs. the Federation?"
Just as "Beau Geste" thrilled you
stunts and dancing occupied the re as possible. The Maine Central Hester Chase, Miss Lucy Rhodes and
The Music in Religious Education I
—and tnillions who saw it—so
mainder of the evening with refresh Railroad will run special trains and Homer E. Robinson; Adah. Miss forum and luncheon, was another ;
will this mighty sequel thrill you
ments as a climax. Music for danc offer reduced rates for the concert. Sibyl Young: Ruth, Miss Adelaide interesting occasion. Miss Emily S.
ing was furnished by Mr. Kenney, The American Legion Posts through Trafton; Esther. Mrs. Edna H. Mel- Perkins, founder of the American :
with its passionate drama.
pianist, and Forest Bridges, saxo out the State and their auxiliaries vin: Martha, Mrs. Golden Munro; I Hymn Society, Carl Brice. Dean j
phonist of Dean's orchestra, who are planning to send many of their
and Father Finn were
gave their services for the evening, members to the concert as a token of Electa. Miss Katharine Veazie; Hubbard
RALPH FORBES
speakers. The singing of the hymn
The screen’s favorite sweethearts
and also by Hollis Nelson, sax, Law esteem for Schumann-Heink. a Gold warder. Mrs. Thelma Stevens; war in the home was stressed.
den,
Carl
Stevens;
soloist,
Mrs.
Eve

LORETTA YOUNG
rence Leach, drums and Miss Doris Star mother. The Portland Woman's
united again in the year’s most
A very enjoyable evening was spent j
Fitzgerald, piano, members of the Choral Society, under the direction lyn White.
sensational drama of love' sacri
at
the
Roerich
Museum
with
Mrs.
I
IRENE RICH
A
pleasing
program
was
presented,
student body. Miss Pettapiece and of Rupert Neily, will assist in the
featuring vocal solos by Mrs. E. R. Charles Davis as chairman. Sonic j
fice, of regeneration
Miss Benner assisted by other stu program.
Veazie, Mrs. Hazel Atwood and Rev. 30 composers werc present. Delight- !
dents had charge of the general ar
In
Jesse Kenderdine, and readings by ful selections were presented bv the
rangements.
Mrs. Millie Thomas has been in Miss Louise Dolliver. Mrs. Elsa Con Marianne Kncisel Quartet and Greta 1
Boston the past week on business
The annual meeting of the Con connected with the new wall paper stantine and Mrs. Amy Tripp acted Altpeter, contralto, and David Guion,
gregational parish was held Wed store she is to open soon. Mrs. as accompanists. Mrs. Hattie Davies pianist-composer. Mrs. Ottaway de- 1
dared that the secret of the develop
nesday evening. Reports were heard Thomas was guest of Mrs. Fred was in charge of the refreshments.
ment of national creative musical art
from the Sunday School, the Pilgrim Drotmds and Mrs. James Wilkinson
Albert McCarty arrived home from is loyalty to native composers and
Choir, Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts and in North Weymouth.
Holy Cross College Thursday, and is artists and that the Federation in
"Sunny Side Up," “7th Heaven," and “Street Angel" rolled into one.
Missionary Society, all organiza
at Knox Hospital where he under vites American composers to become
tions showing good progress for the
The Methebesec Club at the home went an appendicitis operation yes individual members of the Federa
ADDED
year. Osgood Gilbert was named of Mrs. Minnie Rogers. Amesbury
tion in a reciprocity which includes
PARAMOUNT SOUND NEWS
HIGH GEAR
scoutmaster for Troop 6. and Mrs. street, yesterday afternoon, had 27 terday.
"An American Group Upon Every
Joseph Emery to be in charge of the members and one guest in attendMiscellaneous
Program."
Lester Vallee who is confined to
Clover Leaf Troop of Girl Scouts. J. ‘ ance. Mrs. Rogers was assisted in
Mrs. Edgar Stillman Kelley, past
NOW PLAYING
C. Perry was elected deacon for four entertaining by Mrs. Anah Gay. It his bed by pneumonia is gaining in
president, spoke for repetition of per
years. Other appointments include: was announced that $21.53 was real an encouraging manner.
“SEE AMERICA THIRST”
formances
of
American
composition
Moderator, Ensign Otis: clerk, A. L. ized from the silver tea recently
with
Mrs. Richard Lufkin and Mrs. citing Horatio Parker’s “Fairy-land”
Whittemore; treasurer. H. A. Buffum; I sponsored by the club, to be turned
HARRY LANGDON, BESSIE LOVE
auditor, Raymond E. Thurston; I over to the scholarship aid fund of John Snow entertained at luncheon presented by the National Federation
NOW PLAYING
and bridge Thursday evening at Mrs. of Music Clubs at the Los Angeles
trustees. Dr. R. W. Bickford. John I.
State Federation of Women's Snow's home on Lawrence street.! convention as an- instance of lack of
Snow. L. A. Thurston. Willis T. Ayer, the
Henry C. Chatto and J. E. Stevens; Clubs; also that Mrs. Marden de with four tables. Honors were won sustained interest in a worthy AmeriSHOWS AT
music committee, J. C. Perry, Mrs. Shon of Portland would be guest by Miss Emma Dorgan, Miss Ade- i can production. Vladimir Rosing
2.00, 6.30, 8.30
A. J. Bird. Mrs. John O. Stevens, speaker for the annual opeen meet laide Trafton. Ralph Lewin and Rus- claimed that there are fine American
Mrs. H. A Buffum. Miss- Dorothv ing to take place Feb. 19. her subject sell Davis, with the consolation to operas and excellent translations of
Saturday Continuous
foreign librettos and said that in
Snow and Miss Corice Thomas; to be “New England Poets.” E. C. Miss Sally Dyer.
2.00 to 10.30
Moran,
Jr.,
as
guest
speaker,
was
In

spite of the displeasure of the New
ushers and pew committee, William
A. Hill. Alfred E. Keyes. J. E. Stev troduced by Miss Annie Frye, pro
Mrs. James Roach who has been York critics in “Yolande of Cyprus
A Publix Theatre
ens. Charles Merritt. Henrv B. Bird. gram leader, and gave a fine address the guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. by Clarence Loomis, he himself anti
C. H. Duff. Dr. R. W. Bickford, Wil on “State Government Re-organiza- W. L. Savage. Park street, has re critics outside of New’ York found
it most worthwhile and fascinating
liam P. Kelley and John N. Pomeroy. tion." In line with the general topic turned to Gloucester, Mass.
"Events in Augusta." Mrs. Ethel
A wonderful demonstration of tlie
PARISIAfTBEAUTY
Lovejoy read an article pertaining to
Mrs. Dorothy Lamoreau . who has ether wave music was given by the
the personnel of Legislature, and charge of the Central Maine Power discoverer. Prof. Leon Theranun
SALON
Mrs. Mary Perry Rich gave an article Company's home service department pointing the way to a new control
Complete Beauty System
covering the most important things in Lewiston, has been the guest for of the mysteries of sound,
TELEPHONE 892
Fredericks Permanent Waving and being done by Legislature. The next a few days of Mrs. Florence F. Ellis.
The week was replete with deligh.Rewaving
meeting will be Friday, Feb. 6. at the
ful entertainments, beginning with
HOME OF
WHEN TN NEW YORK—You enn buy the Manhattan Symphony Orchestrc
67 PARK STREET
ROCKLAND home of Mrs. Helen erry, Masonic
PARAMOUNT PICTURES
copies
of
The
C'ourlei-Gazette,
with
the
Plmne 898
street, with Mrs. Julia Murray as home news, nt Ilotallng’s azency, 303 under Henry Hadley; the New York
ti
150tf
program leader.
Chamber Music Society, Carolyn 1
West 40th St.
gladly received.
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a day you are an eyeful

J. E. Diinkwatcr of Brewer, has

for somebody
or other!

A

Arthur F. Lamb

Cleansing - Pressing - Dyeing
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Chas. Farrell
Janet Gaynor

“The Man Who Came Back”
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Magic Valley of Texas.
These chaps here have more dif
ferent ways of making money than
you do in New England. They farmit with cotton; they truck gardenit
with most every known vegetable
for table use: they berryit with
strawberries—280.000 acres of them—
and they orchardit with oranges,
grapefruit, tangerines. Then they
g’-oveit with dates. With all these
activities and incomes, times were a
little dull up at Smiley, Texas, so a
few of them got together and went
out rabbitingit. with the result they
sold 10,000 wild rabbits for the
Christmas and New Year holiday
season for $1000. Easy money.

next night you will pull down your
shades. Down in St. Petersburg, life
is just one moon after another. Ask
Henry Howard.

Oh, yes. I forgot. To match the
moon and the orange glow, and other
things, the younger girls here make
that little round golf ball in the hol
low of each cheek with rouge shades
called "orange." “pomegranite,” and
"tan’etine.” Maybe you have them
up there. There isn't as much moon
up there as here, and that is prob
ably why I never investigated things
as closely there as here. Or it may
be the smoked glasses I wear here for
protection. In a tropical country
where women and girls are inclined
to wear summery things that are
light, fluffy and breezy, men of my
age should always wear smoked
glasses when on the street. Well,
Ed Dean was right, anyway. Life is.

I

Washington, Jan. 20—(API—Here is the report of the law enforce
ment commission in a nutshell:
The majority report opposed outright repeal of the Eighteenth
Amendment. Two of the members favored it.
Light wines and beer were discarded by the commission as a
whole. Four of the commissioners urged this legislation.
The majority report favored a further trial for Prohibition. Five
of the members concurred in their individual reports.
As a group the commission opposed entry of the Federal or State
Governments into the liquor business. One member proposed a plan
to this end, however, and five more urged its consideration.
A majority agreed there had been "no adequate observance or
enforcement" of Prohibition, and that machinery to this end remains
inadequate.
All agreed enforcement should be strengthened. Some believed
this strengthening should hold only until the amendment is repealed
or revised.
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I By Florence Foreman Ellis of the Home Service Department of the
Central Maine Power Company)
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HOTEL

EDISON

Table Appliances

At Christmas time pers on Sunday let him make the
our friends go to waffles. In no time at all he will
considerable trouble [ probably be the best waffle cook tn
“A hotel worthy of It* name ”
to find and give to the house.
Most people who own waffle irons
us gifts that are
47th
just west of Broadway, New York
both practical and know the recipe for the usual waffle,
beautiful. Their so below I am listing two unusual
choice often falls recipes.
In the center of the city’s business,shopping and theatre
Remember when christening a new
upen electrical de
vices—usually of the iron, grease the iron with unsalted
districts, HOTEL EDISON establishes a new high
table appliance kind. fat, rubbing it well into the grids
standard of accommodations, so moderately priced as to
We receive them with a pastry brush. Bake and dis
gratefully. They are card one waffle. Then there is no
make this hotel your outstanding choice in New York.
bright and shiny more greasing. When the baking is
and now we can over leave the iron open to cool. The
To meet the present-day demand for luxury as well
have waffles or toast- | next time greasing is not necessary,
as economy, we have built lavishly large rooms, fur
ed sandwiches, and as the gift i nor is it necessary to discard the first
emerges from its Christmas wrap- 1 waffle. The iron can be used thus
nished them beautifully and installed every modern
oings our enthusiasm waxes. It’s, until it is washed at which time the
convenience, such as radio, private bath and shower,
usually on the increase until we use . process has to be done over. Sand
the appliance, then, because at the | wich toasters undergo the same
circulating
ice water, full length mirrors, two large
first attempt we don’t get the knack ] treatment.
of it, we become discouraged and j
closets, etc.
Gingerbread Waffles
likely as no‘, place the appliance on i One-half cup butter, 2-3 cup brown
a shelf. Our intentions are good sugar, 2 eggs. '4 cup molasses, 2-3
about trying it again later—or are ! cup sour milk. Sift together: 2 cups
1OOO ROOMS
they?—but somehow we just don't.
flour, 1 teaspoon baking powder,
That's too bad because so much , teaspoon soda, % teaspoon ground
1OOO BATHS
fun can be had at some intimate; ginger and 1 teaspoon cinnamon.
RADIO in every room
Sunday evening supper in the living l Mix together in order given. Pre
room or a lazy Sunday morning; heat iron seven minutes. Put to
SINGLE from
breakfast when one feels wealthy so gether with butter filling or whipped
far as time goes.
cream. Makes six layers. Discon
DOUBLE from M.OO
The secret of using table appli nect occasionally.
ances gracefully Is practice and not
SUITES from *7.00
Note: If it is necessary to use sweet
using too many at one time. A per milk take three teaspoons of baking
Special rates for
colator and waffle Iron or a perco powder in place of soda and one-half
permanent guests
lator and sandwich toaster are cup sweet milk.
enough to handle at the same time.
Chocolate Waffles
For banqueta a beautiful
All table cooking should be pre
ballroom seating up to
pared previous to coming to the j One-half cup shortening, 1 cup
1200 persona is available
table. The percolator should be filled ! sugar, 3 eggs, '4 cup milk, 1 2-3 cups
and the wattle mixture ready to pour. flour, 1-3 cup cocoa, 3 teaspoons bak
William F. Thomann
That eliminates running to and from ing powder. *4 teaspoon salt (if un
Manager
the kitchen and no husband likes to I salted fat is used), ’4 teaspoon ex
be left seated at the table with the tract.
Telephone PEnn. 6-8600
These quantities make six layers.
wife constantly treking back and
Have shortening room temperature.
forth.
Why not turn the waffle iron over Put in mixing bowl with sugar and
Stir until thoroughly
to friend husband? Perhaps it will one egg.
be awkward at first, but sheer per mixed. Add another egg. Beat until
nebec River group, Maranacook,
WEEKLY SNOW BULLETIN
verseness makes men keep at such light. Then the third egg. Beat
with 20 inches, has the greatest
trifling things until the awkward again. Add milk, flour and extract.
ness has been changed to dexterity. Stir until mixed, than beat until Average Depth In Maine Is Now 14 depth, and in the Androscoggin
group the deepest snow is at Ray
Inches, And Is Still Deepening
Then they have achieved something. smooth. Bake as usual. Put to
mond, 15 inches. Along the coast of
Yes, why not? At the evening sup gether with chocolate filling.
Maine’s snow blanket has increased Maine, the depth varies from two
from two to seven inches within the inches at Eastport to 10 inches at
VICTIMS OF VEHICLES
"is the highest in history, but there
Wiscasset.
may be a gain of consolation in last week, bringing the average depth
Because of mild weather during
Motor Cars Estimated To Have the fact that the increase is really up to 14 inches, the weekly snow part of last week, ice thickness re
the lowest annual percentage in bulletin of the Portland Weather mains, on the average, about the
Caused 32,509 Deaths Last Year
crease since motoring became a safe Bureau states.
same. The greatest thickness re
There were 32500 motor vehicle ty problem. In 1929 there was an
Although snow .was falling in ported is on Lake Hebron near Mon
deaths in the United States in 1930. increase of 12 per cent and in 1928 some parts of the State when the son, 17 inches. Ponds in the vicinity
the National Safety Council esti an increase of 8 per cent."
measurements were made Monday of Portland have 13 inches of ice, but
mates. This figure represented an
States with the largest rural popu night, the observers have allowed Lake Sebago still is open, except in
increase of four per cent, or approxi lations showed the greatest increase for the additional snow, basing their Jordan Bay.
mately 1.300 deaths, over the 1929 and those with "strong drivers' li estimates on the length of the storm.
period of 31.215. Reports from 32 cense laws" had the'best records, the
Friend: “Why is your employer
Fort Kent, Houlton and Monson,
States formed the basis of the es council said, adding there were fewer all reporting 26 inches of snow on always blowing you up?"
highway grade crossing deaths than the ground, have the greatest depth
timate.
Stenographer: “That's his way of
"The new figure," the Council said. in the previous year.
of any places in Maine. In the Ken- giving me a raise."

The Law Enforcement Commission 9 for the improvement of the en
summarized its Prohibition report as forcement agencies.
11. All the Commission agree that
follows:
1. The Commission is opposed to if the amendment is revised it should
repeal of the Eighteenth Amend be made to read substantially as fol
lows:
ment.
Section 1. The Congress shall have
2. The Commission is opposed to po.Aer to regulate or to prohibit the
the restoration in any manner of the ntanufacture, traffic in or trans
legalized saloon.
• portation of intoxicating liquors
3. The Commission is opposed to within, the importation thereof into
the Federal or State governments, as and the exportation thereof from the
such, going into the liquor business. United States and all territory sub4. The Commission is opposed to ject to the jurisdiction thereof for
They will tell you out on the
the proposal to modify the National beverage purposes.
desert that the temperature in a
Prohibition Act so as to permit
12. The recommendations referred
cold-blooded reptile can go from 100
manufacture and sale of light wines to in conclusion number 9, are:
degrees at noon today to freezing
1. Removal of the causes of irrior beer.
tonight, without damage. In a hu
5. The Commission is of opinion Nation and resentment on the part of
man being, if you go that high you
get sunstroke and fever; and if you
Many thousands of Americans that the cooperation of the states is t^lc medical proiession by.
‘A’ Doing away with tie statugo too low you get pneumonia. This make New Year resolutions. Few an essential element in the enforceValley runs up to 96 for seven keep them. Some are sincere, others ment of the Eighteenth Amendment t°ry fixing of the amount which may
months in the year. April to Octob°r; make the resolutions from force of and the National Prohibition Act be prescribed and the number of preMarch and November are warm; and habit, while still others treat the throughout the territory of the scriptions;
‘Bl Abolition of the requirement
December, January and February matter as a joke and resolve to do United States: that the support of
you need overcoats outdoors eve many things, with no serious inten public opinion in the several states °f specifying the ailment for which
nings, and fire in the house morning tion of doing anything. For the past Is necessary In order to insure such hQ«or is prescribed upon a blank to
and night. Hangs down around 50 ten years or more, I have subscribed cooperation.
6° ^t0 ,the Public files: u
and 60 for those three months. to the following:
6. The Commission is of opin on
re(fulatl0ns8rathPr than fixiug de_
Some nights down to 40 with a frost
“Live your life so that at any hour that prior to the enactment of the .. "
on the grass in the morning. From you will be able to look any man in Bureau of Prohibition Act. 1927 the , Amoral of the anomalous oro11 a. m. to 3 p. m. when the sun is the eve without fear. Be kind to the agenc.es for enforcement were badlv vlsions in section
NationaI Proh>
high, it is warm enough to go with world always, if possible,—yet. if you organized and inadequate; hat sub- w ,
as
cider and fnj.,
out a top coat or a hat. When the must be unkind, smash right and sequent to that enactment there has
making some uniform
sun drops, look out. And it drops left, get it over and forget it. Smile been continued improvement in or- vf
fix?d alcoholic content.
fast here, for we are nearer the all you can; have a smile ready even ganization and effort for enforce
3. Increase of the number of
equator than you are. the world re though sometimes it hurts. Grab all ment.
agents, storekeeper-gaugers, Prohibi
volves much faster here, with its the happiness you can. wherever and
7. The Commission is of opinion tion
investigators,
and special
highest speed at the equator, and whenever you can. Above all things,
consequently we get much quicker live—don't simply exist. But live so that there is yet no adequate observ agents: increase in the personnel of
the Customs Bureau and in the equip
action on dawn and sunset than you that at any hour you will be able to i ance or enforcement.
do there. We have no twilight as shake hands with yourself, and not I 8. The Commission is of opinion ment of all enforcement organiza
you have. When the sun drops, she kick yourself. Accomplish at least that the present organization for tions.
4. Enactment of a statute author
goes down so fast that it is dark in a one thing worth while each day. enforcement is still inadequate.
9. The Commission is of opinion izing regulations permitting access
very short time.
Each day make some human being that the Federal appropriations for to the premises and records of whole
happy with a kind word, a note of enforcement of the Eighteenth sale and retail dealers so as to make
But we seem to be nearer the moon sympathy, or a remembrance. Try Amendment should be substantially it possible to trace products of spethan you are. It always appears and live a fair, honest and honor increased and that the vigorous and j ciallv denatured alcohol to the ulticloser to the earth in the tropics, able life, and get all you can out better organized efforts which have ] mate consumer.
looks much larger, and of a different of It."
gone on since the bureau of Prohibi
5. Enactment of legislation to
color—not so cold—more warmth and
tion Act, 1927, should be furthered prohibit
independent denaturing
tone to it. And it is so bright that
While the earthquake was shak by certain improvements in the plants.
people who sleep with curtains up. ing Mexico City ten days ago. Presi statutes and in the organization,
6. The Commission is opposed to
and bed near the window, are some dent Ortiz Rubio of Mexico was out personnel, and equipment of enforce legislation allowing more latitude for
times "moonstruck" when the full fishing, off Acapulco, and just be ment, so as to give to enforcement Federal searches and seizures.
moon shines on their face. The light | fore the earthquake hit the inland the greatest practicable efficiency.
7. The Commission renews the
is so strong you awake with a head city something disturbed the bottom
10. Some of the Commission are recommendation contained in its
ache, and dizzy, and your eyes pain of the sea where he was fishing, and not convinced that Prohibition under previous reports for codification of
you; the light seems to have pierced that strangest of all sea creatures, the Eighteenth Amendment is unen- the National Piohibition Act and th
beyond the lids and right through the devil fish, got mixed up with his forceable and believe that a further acts supplemental to and in amen.cithe eyeball and into the brain. That fishing tackle. The report says there trlal should be made with the help of ment thereof.
is the sensation. You fe<?l miserable was a half hour battle, "and 20 men the recommended improvements, and
8. The Commission renews its
the whole day following—and the had to help him get the fish out of that if after such trial effective en recommendation of legislation for •
the water." That may sound like a forcement is not secured there should making procedure in the so-calkd
good fish story to some people who be a revision of the Amendment Padlock Injunction cases more
are not fishermen. An experienced Others of the Commission are con effective.
RAINIER LIME RICKEY fisherman will tell you it must have vinced that it has been demonstra’- 9. The Commission recommends
A new sparkling Fresh Fru t Bev- | been a small specimen of the devil ed that Prohibition under the Eight legislation providing a mode of ■
erage—a perfect mixer
fish or giant ray. as they are known. eenth Amendment is unenforceable prosecuting petty offenses in the
Listen in every rriday evening at By wav of a reliable authority on and that the Amendment should be Federal courts and modifying the ,
6.15 on WBZ and WB/.A
this subject I have just reached for immediately revised, but recognizing increased Penalties Act of 1929. as '
Distributed by
and opened Appleton's American that the process of amendment will set forth in the chairman's letter to '
Cyclopedia, published more than 50 require some time, they unite in the the Attorney General dated Mav 23,
Rockland Froduce Co.
years ago. Here is what volume VI. recommendations of conclusions No. 1930. H. R. Rep. 1699.
Now on sale at Tillson Avenue
says:
Miniature Golf Course
"This specimen was taken in the
146-29
hair stripes of gold. Soft green trues j
DE LUXE COACHES
Atlantic, near the entrance of Dela
predominate the richly upholstered
ware Bay. in 1823. and was so heavy
as to require three pair of oxen, a Maine Central About To Put chairs while colors of harmonizing
hue enhance the appearance of the
horse, and several men to drag it on
velvet center aisle carpets.
Some Classy Riding Gear rich
shore; it weighed about five tons, and
The seats are only 18 inches from
Stopped quickly
was 17:2 feet long and 18 feet wide:
the floor, set after the fashion of an
„„
and SAFELY
In Commission
the skin on the back was blackish
300
with one swallow of
automobile seat yet high enough to
brown, and on the belly black and
New De Luxe coaches on roller provide clear vision through the
white, and very slimy; the distance
between the eyes was 4 is feet, etc. bearings are expected to be delivered windows. They are lower than a
coach seat and the distance
etc., etc.!" Some fish, you will agree. to the Maine Central Railroad in regular
between each seat has been lznethFebruary for service between Boston ened to provide more space. Added
conveniences, are broad windows i
and Bangor on day trains.
These new coaches involve all the with wide vision, improved ventila
tion, double windows, exhaust fans.:
latest improvements of modem vapor heat, thermostatically con
travel comfort and luxury in day trolled, special water coolers aad
coaches and will provide ultra-com wash rooms with running wa’er in 1
fort for passengers not desiring Pull each car for both men and women. '
man car seats. They will be avail The ladies' compartment is fitted
able to coach passengers at no extra with a vanity mirror and other femi
fare.
nine appointments.
The new all-steel cars are ths
The smoking cars too. embociv all
roomiest and most comfortable the modern improvements of the
coaches ever built. The seats are regular De Luxe coaches. Ti. fea
larger and only 68 to a car, 34 seats tures include revolving seats up
on each side of aisle; deep, double holstered in leather, superlative j
cushions of mohair plush 19 inches lighting and ventilation, porcelain
wide and 10*4 inches deep, and in wash bowls, running water, towels.,
clined at an angle of 19 degrees drinking water and plenty of hand
which careful research has developed baggage space. Capacity was sacri
is the most restful angle for tire ficed for ease and comfort in the new
greatest comfort. They are arranged , day coaches which provide a new
in pairs and devised so that they may standard of travel in Maine. For the
be used facing forward or revolved first time patrons between Boston
to face each other so that groups of and Bangor can enjoy all the ad
vantages of coach travel provided by
three or four can be together.
The entire interior of the new De any railroad in the East.
The new cars will be put in service
Luxe coaches is artistically finished
in drawing room style with the pan as soon as received, on principal day
elling taking its color scheme from j trains between Boston and Bangor, i
the
popular "F ving'
the handsome Pullman parlor car, . including
a deep olive green bordered with fine . Yankee" and “Pine Tree Limited."
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NEW
GAS

BREAKS RECORD
ON ZERO DAYS

STARTS

CHILD COUGHS

THOXINE

Motor at zero, frosted
white . . . air at zero
... gas at zero... and
yet the stop-watches
read 3 4/10 seconds as
Hi-test T Y DO L kicked
the icy engine over!
.. ............................... y-

BEATS 12 OTHER
GASOLINESI . . .
By impartial stop-watch test, Hi-test
TYDOL started at zero in

. . .K. J.

'is'•A*'.' S’

• •>. •.-«
w.i,e.

World’s Quickest Starting Gasoline • • •

Yet You Pay No Price Premium to Buy It
Here’s a new Fighting Champion!
Fighting best on cold, raw, bitter
freezing days.

It's the New World’s Champion
Quick-Starting Gasoline—the new
Hi-test tydol, winner in recent
scientific tests . . . setting a zerocold motor whirling in 3 4/10
seconds . . . with 12 rival brands
trailing along 15% to 59% slower.

i

It’s the famous Hi-test TYDOI....
now greatly improved with World’s
Quickest Starting. Packed with
super-power . . . pick-up . . . and
knock free.
But that’s only half of it. You get
thisfamous“Split-Second”gas . . .
without paying a bonus. A pre
mium product, all the way ... at
not a penny’s premium in price.

,

1
1

3*'i« SECONDSI

|

15%
faster than Gasoline A
18.4%
“
Gasoline B
Gasoline G
26.0%
“
•4
31.0%
••
Gasoline 1)
M
35.3%
••
Gasoline E
««
42.5%
“
Gasoline F
45.7%
••
Gasoline G
•
•
50.0%
“
Gasoline H
•
*
52.0%
“
Gasoline I
•«
56.7%
*•
Gasoline J
58.2%,
“
Gasoline K
59.0%
Gasoline L

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

For your Motor’s Sake use

WINTER

VEEDOL

The low-pour point of VEEDOL Winter Medium
assures easy starting In the coldest weather. It
flows freely at zero. Saves your motor bearings
in the wintriest cold, but retains Its body at all
motor heats.

i

ft

j HE COURIERGaZETIE

NEW

HI- TYDOLg^f
TEST

TuDE WATER OIL SALES CORPORATION,CONGRESS BLDG. PORTLAND, ME
87 SOUTH MAIN STREET
TEL. 840
ROCKLAND, MAINE

